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Mi.nlltes of the Ken-
tucky Conference of 
The Methodist Episcopal Church 
Eighty-Fourth A nnual Session 
-----
Held at Paintsville, Ky., September 7-11, 1910 
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We would call the attention of all our friends who receive a copy of 
the Minutes to the firms and institutions whose advertisements appear 
herewith. They are well known for their reliability. Anyone patronizing 
them will confer a lasting favor if they will refer to the Minutes as the 
place where they learned of the business or institution. 
PUBLISHING COMMITTEE. 
ORGANIZATION. 
OFFICERS OF THE CONFERENCE. 
PRESIDENT. 
REV. BISHOP HENRY W. WARREN, D. D., LL. D. 
GEO. W. BeNTON. 
A. P. SMITH. 
J. D. HAGGARD. 
SECRETARY. 
G. N. JOLLY, D. D. 
ASSIST ANTS. 
J. 1. WEAN. 
STATISTICAL SECRETARY. 
F. W. HARROP. 
ASSISTANTS. 
W. H. DAVENPORT. 
E. H. EDWARDS. 
TREASURER. 





F. T. KELLEY. 
O. G.RAGAN, 
A. H. DAVIS. 
Kentucky Conference [I91O 
CONFERENCE BOARDS. 
TRUSTEES. 
A. Boreing, President; j. D. Walsh, j;ecretary and Treasurer,. E. L. 
Shepard, G. N. Jolly, F. W. Harrop. 
EDUCATION. 
Amon Boreing, President; J. H. Tinsley, Vzce-President; C. B. Nor-
deman, .':Jecretary .. J .. W. Hellderson, ! reasurer. 
FIRST CLASS, . . G. V. Morris, C. B. Nordeman. 
SECOND CLASS, .. Bird Hughes, Joshua P. Shaw. 
THIRD CLASS,. . . ... J. H. Tinsley, j. D. Walsh. 
FOURTH CLASS, . . . . . . . A. Borei.ng, H. Means. 
FIFTH CLASS, . . E. L. Shepard. j. W. Henderson. 
SIXTH CLASS,. . . . T. Hanford, A. M. Decker. 
HOME MISSIONS AND CHURCH EXTENSION. 
Geo. W. Bunton, President; L. H. Wilson, Vice-President; john A' 
Johnson, Secretary; John Venn, Treasurer; F. T. Kelley, L. H. Wilson, 
W. jones. R. T. Miller, E. Walker, H. Feltman, C. C. Chase; ex-officio, the 
District Superintendents. 
DISTRICT CHURCH LOCATION. 
A~HLAND DISTRICT.-j. M. Ackman, j. D. Hitchcock, C. Riffle, E. H. 
Edwards, H. Means, Dr. Atkinson. 
COVINGTON DrSTRICT.-j. G. Dover, H. B. Asbury, I. M. Lane, W. H. 
Davenport, G. C. Mosher, J. Davis, J. R. Howes. 
LEXINGTON DISTRICT.-T. B. Stratton, S. M. Carrier, G. W. Shadoan, 
Joshua P. Shaw, Eli Wesley, I. Cline, A. M. Decker. 
LOUISVILLE DISTRICT.-F. L. Creech, C. B. Nordeman, C. A. Fellows, 
S. B. Wardrip, Chas. Killinger, J. W. Cantrell. 
DISTRICT MISSIONARY SECRETARIES. 
ASHLAND, E. H. Edwards; COVINGTON, H. W. Bunton; LEXINGTON, 
P. W. Harrop; LOUISVILLE, C. A. Fellows. 
TRIERS OF APPEALS. 
J. D. Hitchcock, F. T. Kelley, J. F. Hopkins, F. W. Harrop, J. D. Walsh. 
FRATERNAL RELATIONS. 
T. Hanford, J. D. Hitchcock, E. L. Shepard, J. A. Johnson, J. P. Shaw. 
COMMITTEE ON CONNECTIONAL FUND OF CONFERENCE 
CLAIMANTS. 
J. I. Wean, H. Means, G. W. Bunton, J. A. Johnson, E. B. Hill, 
J. P. Shaw, C. A. Fellows, C. L. Killinger. 
CONFERENCE BRO'rHERHOOD. 
E. L. Kemp, President; G. W. Bunton, Secretary. 
CONFERENCE BOARD OF SUNDAY SCHOOLS. 
E. H. Edwards,.J. W. Henderson, G. C. Mosher, L. H. Wilson, 
JI. C. Black, J. S. Godbey, C. Haswell, E. L. Shepard. 
1910] Methodist Episcopal Church 
ELIZABETH GAMBLE DEACONESS HOME ASSOCIATION. 
John A. Johnson, R. T. Miller, J. G. Schaibly, Mrs. A. Robson, Mrs. J. 
S. Simcox, Mrs. P. Youmans, G. C. Mosher, G. W. Bunton. 
TO PREACH THE MISSIONARY SERMON. 
J. R. Howes; Alternate, A. P. Smith. 
DISTRICT BOARDS OF FOREIGN MISSIONS. 
Ashland District.-District Superintendent, President; E. H. Edwards~ 
Secretary; Judge H B. Rice, Harold Means; District Epworth League 
President ex-officio. 
Covington District.-District Superintendent, President; G. W. Bun-
ton, Secretary; John A. Johnson, Wm. Bachmeyer; District Epworth 
League President ex-officio. 
Lexington District.-District Superintendent, President; W. H. Mor-
ris, Secretary; A. M. Decker, A. C. Blowers; District Epworth League 
President ex-officio. 
Louisville District.-District Superintendent, President; C. A. Fellows. 
Secretary; C. D. Nordeman, J. H. Peak; District Epworth League Presi-
dent ex-officio. 
CONFERENCE DEACONESS BOARD. 
A. H. Davis, Chairman; F. W. Harrop, J. R. Howes, J. W. Henderson. 




J. W. Zimmerman, President; J. D. Walsh, Secretary; E. L. Shepard. 
Treasurer; G. N. Jolly, Custodian; H. C. Northcott, Conference Historian. 
MISSIONARY. 
F. W. Harrop, President; J. M. Ackman, Secretary; G. N. Jolly. 
Treasurer. 
CONFERENCE BOARD OF MANAGERS OF THE PREACHERS' 
RELIEF ASSOCIATION. 
G. W. Bunton, President,' J. W. Zimmerman, Vice-President,' J. G. 
Dover, Secretary; R. T. MiIler, Treasurer. 
MANAGERS.-R. T. Miller, term expires 19II; J. W. Zimmerman, term 
expires 1912; J. G. Dover, term expires 1913; C. C. Chase, term expires 
1914; G. W. Hamilton, term expires 1915; J. W. Henderson, term expires 
1916; A. Boreing, term expires 1917; J. A. Johnson, term expires 1918; G. 
W. Bunton, term expires 1919. 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEES. 
Auditing Accounts.-J. F. Hopkins. 
American Bible Society.-E. B. Hill, W. H. Crain, J. D. Hitchcock. 
Book Concern Accounts.-N. H. Young, W. H. Davenport, O. G. Ragan. 
Books and Periodicals.-Thos. Hanford, E. B. Patterson, J. I. Wean, 
J. G. Schaibly. 
Conference Relations.-J. R. Howes, J. D. Hitchcock, J. G. Ragan, J. 
W. Zimmerman, Isaiah Cline. 
District Conference Records.-G. W. Howes, Wm. Jones, N. G. Grizzle. 
EducatiQn.--E. L. Shepard, Bird Hughes, A. H. Davis, C .. A. Fellows, 
A. F. Feltz. 
Epworth League.-G. V. Morris, A. P. Smith, E. H. Edwards, C. A. 
Fellows. 
Foreign Missions.-E. B. Patterson, H. W. Bunton, F. T. Kelley, Eli 
Wesley. 
Freedmen's Aid.-J. D. Walsh, G .. N. Jolly, V. T. Willis, S. B. Wardrip, 
L. R. Godbey. 
Home Missions and Church Extension.-G. C. Mosher, Cyrus Rime, 
E. L. Shephard, Isaiah Cline. 
Missions in the Conference.-District Superintendents. 
Memoirs.-Amon Boreing, J. D. Walsh, H. J. Ramey, H. C. Northcott. 
Methodist Review.-N. H. Young. 
Ministerial Fitness.-Board of Examiners. 
Public Worship.-J. M. Literal, J. M. Ackman. 
Resolutions.-J. W. Zimmerman, W. G. Bradford, E. B. Pattef'son. 
Sabbath Observance.-J. G. Dover, O. G. Ragan, I. Cline, J. D. Hitch-
cock. 
State of the Church.-E. B. Hill, J. R. Howes, J. F. Hopkins, A. H. 
Davis, J. D. Hitchcock. 
Sunday SChools.-A. F. Felts, John Cheap, T. H. Conrey, J. G. Ragan. 
Temperance.-W. G. Bradford, J. I. Wean, G. N. Jolly, J. W. Cantrell. 
Woman's Home and Foreign Missionary Societies.-G. W. Bunton, 
]. D. Walsh, J. D. Hitchcock, J. G. Schaibly. 
Board of Stewards.-FIRST CLASS: G. W. Howes, I. Cline, C. A. 
Fellows, J. A. Johnson. 
SECOND CLASS: Bird Hughes, V. T. Willis, Harold Means, N. G. 
Grizzle. 
THIRD CLASS: F. W. Harrop, G. W. Dame, J. W. Henderson, E. L. 
Shepard. 
Annual Conference Board of Foreign Missions.-John A. Johnson, 
President; Harold Means, Vice-President)· C. B. Nordeman, Secretary; 
H. B. Rice, Treasurer. District Superintendents, District Mis&ionary 
Secretaries, District League Presidents, ex-officio; Harold Means, H. B. 
Rice, C. B. Nordeman, Dr. J. H. Peak, J. A. Johnson, H. Feltman, A. M. 
Decker, A. C. Blowers. 
REGISTER AND DIRECTORY. 
- -
No·1 
Year of I 
I NAME. Entering POST-OFFICE. EXPRESS OFFICE. Confr'ce. 
1 Ackman, J t M., . 1892 Ashland, Ashland. 
2 Badgely, G. P., . 1910 Tolesboro, Maysville. 
3 Bell, David,'* . 1906 Bowling Green, . Bowling Green. 
4 Boreing, Amon, 1867 Ashland, Ashland. 
5 Bradford, W. G., . 1881 Pikeville, . Pikeville. 
6 Brown, D. W., 1908 
7 Bunton, Geo. W., . 1903 Covington, Covinglon. 
8 Buuton, H. W., . 1907 Dayton, . Dayton. 
9 Burnett, H. D.,*' 1886 Science Hill, Science Hill. 
10 Cantrell, J. W., 1897 Louisville, Louisville. 
II Carrier, S. M., 1904 Harlan, . 
12 Cheap, John, 1888 Middleboro,. Middleboro. 
13 Childers, W. H., 1874 Covington, Covington. 
14 Cline, Isaiah, 1894 Berea, Berea. 
15 Connell, A. R* ., 1903 Boston, Mass.,. Boston, Mass. 
16 Conrey, T. H., . 1887 Foster, . . , 
17 Cook, J. M., '* ~ 1869 Highland, .. Kingsville. 
18 Cooper, H. D., . 1907 Salyersville, . Sal yersville. 
19 Crain, W. H.,~' . 1887 Beda, Hartford. 
20 Creech, F. L., . 1893 Leitchfield, , Leitchfield. 
21 Dame,G. W., 1907 Hickory Grove, . 
22 Davenport, W. H., 1895 Maysville, Maysville. 
23 Davis, A. H., 1896 Somerset, . Somerset. 
24 Dover, J. G., . 1885 Bellevue, . Bellevue. 
25 Ebright, P. H.,* 1882 Kingsville, Kingsville. 
26 Edwards, E. H., 1905 Russell, . Russell. 
27 Faulkner, J. P.,*' . 1896 Berea, . Berea. 
28 Fellows, C. A., . 1902 Louisville, Louisville. 
29 Felts, A. P., 1896 Augusta, . Augusta. 
30 Godbey, john,l" 1866 Bethel Ridge, . Eubanks. 
31 Godbey, L. R., . 1890 Mt. Olivet, Maysville. 
32 Grizzle, N. G.,*' 1888 Sacramento, . Sacramento. 
33 Haggard, J. D., 1905 Middleburg, McKinney. 
34 Hanford, Thos.,* . 1877 Louisa, ... Loqisa. 
35 Harper, R. T.,* 1907 Beaver Dam, Beaver Dam. 
36 Harrop, F. \V., , 1890 Barbourville, Barbourville. 
37 Hays, J H.,*. . 1889 Central City, Central City. 
38 Hill. E. B., 1876 Sardis, ... Maysville. 
39 Hitchcock, J. D., . 1906 Catlettsburg, Catlettsburg. 
40 Holland, R. T.,lr, . 1903 Evanston, 111. ' f,vanstoll, Ill. 
41 Holtzclaw, D. P.,* 1905 Earlington, . Earlington. 
42 Hopkins, ]. F., 1894 Cold Spring, Newport. 
43 Howes, J. R., 1886 Oddville. 
44 Howes, G. W., . 1891 Olive Hill, Olive Hill. 
45 Hughes, Bird, . 1893 Vanceburg, Vanceburg. 
46 jeffries, G. P.,* . 1868 Greenville, Greenville. 
47 jolly, G. N.,. 1878 Covington, Covington. 
48 Jones, William, 1888 Ludlow, .. Ludlow. 
49 Jones, J.B.,"' 190 7 Arlington, Arlington. 
So Kelley, S. F., 1879 Barbourville, Barbourville. 
51 Kelley, F. T., .. 1908 Covington, Covington. 
52 Kerr, D. F./' 1882 Tampa, Fla., Tampa, Fla. 
53 Lennin,j. H.,* 1859 Hardinsburg, . Hardinsburg. 
54 Literal, J. M., 1908 West Covington,. West Covington. 
55 McClay, J. B., 1910 Ashland, ' Ashland. 
56 Moores, R. T., . (897 Monica, 
57 Morris, G. V., .. 190 3 Lexington, Lexingtqn. 
J 
.,' Absent. 153 
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REGISTER AND DIRECTORY.-Continued. 
No·1 NAME. I 
Year of I Entering 
Confr'ce. 
POST-OFFICE. EXPRESS OFFICE. 
58 Morris, W. R., . 1907 Nicholasville, Nicholasville. 
59 Mosher, G. C., . Covington, Covington. 
60 Munsey, W. H., . 1907 Wallingford, Flemingsburg. 
61 Northcott, R. C., . 1866 Newport, .. Newport. 
62 Oliver, J. M .. l~ 1877 Alden, Kansas, .. 
63 Overly, E. R.,* 1908 M~ysville, . Maysville. 
64 Patterson, E. B., . 1907 Louisville, Louisville. 
65 Perryman, J. B., ll$ 1888 Onton, . 
66 Plummer, C. B., 1908 Greenup, Greenup. 
67 Ragan, J. G, 1887 Fullerton, Fullerton. 
68 Ragan, O. G., .. 1904 Vanceburg, Vanceburg. 
69 Ramey, H. J., 1865 Salt Lick, . Salt Lick. 
70 Riffle, Cyrus, 1884 Richardson, .. 
71 Roundtree,M. M., 1890 Corinth, Corinth. 
72 Schaibly, J. G., . 1909 Newport, Newport. 
73 Shepard, E. L., 1870 Hardinsburg, Hardinsburg. 
74 Smith, A. P., 1905 Bellevue, Bellevue. 
7.'1 Stratton, T. B., 1884 Barbourville, Barbourville. 
76 Stump, C; T .. '" . r890 Elkhorn, Elkhorn. 
77 Taylor; J. S./' . 1866 Middleburg, . McKinney .. 
78 Walsh, J. D., . 1869 Chattanooga, Tenn., Chattanooga, Tenn. 
79 Wardrip, S. B.,'" 1898 Rome, Rome. 
80 Wesley, Eli, 1900 Onton, 
8r Whiteman, B. F.,'* 1866 Science Hill, Science Hill. 
8l Wilson, A. P.,l* 1904 Kingsville, Kingsville. 
83 Willis, V. T .. r877 London, .. London. 
84 Williams. J. E.,'*. 1908 Upland, [nd., Upland, Ind. 
85 Young, N. H., 1896 Ludlow, Ludlow. 




I Cayton, John B.,l" 1907 Pineville, . 
· 
Pineville. 
2 Carder, O. J.,. 19IO Paintsville, Paintsville. 
3 Davis, T. M., . 19IO Owensboro, . Owensboro. 
4 Godbey, A. Shinkle, 190 9 Science Hill, Science Hill. 
5 Hall, Edwani P.,* 1909 
6 Howes, R. \V., . I9IO Blaine, Blaine. 
7 Hunt, W. R,. * 1909 Leitchfield, Leitchfield. 
8 Martin, James T.,* 1909 Woodbine, Woodbine. 
9 Perkins, Archie N.,* 1908 Woodbine. · 10 Reid, Isaac N .... ~ 1908 Arlington, 
II Shepherd, Wm. W., *' . 1905 13 Cross St., Middletown, Conn. 
12 Young, E. E., 1910 Booneville, 
13 Snapp. H. C., 1910 Salt Lick, . 
~, Absent. 
1910] Methodist Episcopal Church I55 
g)fftctal Qtrrttftcatr. 
PAINTSVILLE, Ky., September 7-I I, 1910. 
The Reports and Proceedings herewith published were pre-
sented in due form, according to the Discipline, in open Confer-
ence, and were adopted by the Kentucky Annual Conference as 
its official work at its session held in Paintsville, Ky., September 
7-II, I9 w . 
By the rules of the Conference these printed Minutes, to-
gether with all the reports, were made the Official Record of its 
proceedings. H. W. WARREN, President. 
G. N. JOLLY, Secretary. 
<l5eneral Qtonfrrencr Wrlegatr~ 
1872~ 1908. 
1872. 
W. H. Black, D. Stevenson, H. D. Rice, A. Shinkle, H. P. Shaw. 
1876. 
L. D. Parker, J. S. Chadwick, A. Shinkle, B. P. Tevis. 
1880. 
J. D. Walsh" B. A. Stubbins, A. Shinkle, V. Boreing. 
1884. 
C. J. Howes, A. Shinkle. 
1888. 
A. Boreing, J. D. Walsh, A. Shinkle, M. N. Hamilton. 
1892. 
A. Boreing, E. L. Shepard, A. Shinkle, J. S. Jones. 
1896. 
D. Stevenson, J. D. Walsh, R. T. Miller, V. Boreing. 
1900. 
C. J. Howes, G. R. Frenger, R. T. Miller, Dr. W. T. Atkinson. 
190.4. 
F. W. Harrop, E. B. Hill, R. T. Miller, A. B. Davidson. 
1908. 
J. D. Walsh, E. L. Shepard, R. T. Miller, John Venn. 
STUDIES AND EXAMINATIONS OF KENTUCKY CONFERENCE FOR 1910-11. 
BOARD OF EXAMINERS. 
F.W. HARROP, Clta£rman, Barbourville, Ky. 
4. G. W. BUNTON. 7. J. R HOWES. 
5. F. 1.. CREECH. 8. G. N. JOLLY. 
6. C. A. FELLOWS. 9. F. T. KELLEY. 
E. 1.. SHEPARD, Reg£stra,', Hardinsburg, Ky. 
10. WM. JONES. 13. A. F. FELTS. 
II. G. V. MORRIS. 14. E. H. EDWARDS. 
12. J. M. ACKMAN. 
I. F. W. HARROP. 
2. E. 1.. SHEPARD. 
3. A. P. SMIT.,. 
Examiners for Local Orders: J. W. ZIMMERMAN, S. B. WARDRIP, A. H. DAVIS. 
CLASSES AND PLAN OF WORK. 
--
FOR ADMISSION PERIODS. ON TRIAL. FIRST YEAR CLASS. S ":COND YEAR CLASS. THIRD YEAR CLASS. FOURTH YEAR CLASS. 
Carder. O. J. Godbey, A. S. Badgely, G. P. Bunton, H. W. 
Davas, T. M. Martin, J. T. Haggard, J. D. Cooper. H. D. 
Howes, R. W. Reid. 1. N. Harper. R. T. Holtzclaw, D. P. 
Snapp H. C. Shepherd, W. W. Hunt. W. R. Morris. W. H. 
Young,!!.!! Overly, E. R. Munsey, W. H. 
Cayton, J. B. Plummer, C. B. 
Hall, E. P. Literal, J. M. 
Jones, J. B. 
Wilson, A P. 
-~---
WORK OF CLASS. WORK OF CLASS. WOR.K OF CLASS. WORK OF CLASS. WORK OF CLASS. 
October 6. Elementary English. I!. Divine Library of the 6. The Ancestry of Our 1. Biblical Herme- 3. Grounds of Theistic to 
February. 5. Pr!nciples of R h e t- Old "estament. English Bible. nell tics. Belief. 
onc. 4 System of Christian 5. Essay. 8. Ou II i nes of Descri p- 2. Analogy of Religion. 
10. Outlines of History. Doctrine. tive Psychology. 
2. Written Sermon. 
TO BE READ. TO BE READ. TO BE READ. TO BE READ. 
'TOBE READ. 12. Wesley's S e r m 0 n s, 9. History of Metho- 9. History of Metho· 12. Wesley's Se r m 0 n s, 
9- Heart of John Wes- Vol. I. i-xxxiii. Vol. I, xxxiv-lviii. dism, Vol. II. dism, Vol. III. ley's Journal. 13. A Compendio.us. His- 9 HistoryofMethodism 13. History of Western 12. Sociology. 
tory of A men ca n Vol. I Europe. 14. The Chnstian Faith, 
Methodism. II. History and Exposi- 14. The Christian Faith, Pp. 257-531. 
10. Methodist Review. tion of the 25 Articles Pp.I-253· 

























13 A - Manual of Bible 
History. 
7. Lectures on Homi- 4. System of Christian 
Doctrine. 
10. Outlines of Universal 
History, Parts I & II. 
7. Studies in Etbical 
Principles. letics. 
14. A Manual of Chris-
tian Doctri lie. 
2. writ ten Sermon. 1. Lessons in Logic. 12. History of the Chris-
tian Churcb, Vol. I. 
ro_ Outlines of Universal 
History, Part III. 
TO BE READ. TO BE READ. February 
'0 
May 
12. A Plain Acconnt of 
Christian Perfection. 
I. The He art 0 f A s- 2. English and Amer- TO BE READ. TO BE READ. 
ican Literature. 8. The Land of Israel. TO BE READ. bury's Journal. 
9. A Digebt of Methodist 5. The Pastor and Mod-
ern Missions. 
6. Christill11ity and the 
Social Crisis. 13. The Stu d y of the 
Child. 7. Selections from Writ-
ings of John Wesley. 
II. The Tongue of Fire. 
Law. 
8. Extelll poraneous Ora-
tory. 
4. Psychological Priuci-
vies of Education. 
5. Met!1odist Review. 
6. Pbilosopby of Chris-
tian Religion. 
May 
8. The Discipline of tbe 
M. E. Church. 
I. Wesley and His Cen-
tury. 
3. Student's Americanl 13. ASbortHistorYOfthel II. The Governing Con-
History. English People. ference in Mtthodism. 
2. Written Set'mon. 
I. History of the Chris-
tian Churcb, Vol. II. 
5. Essay. 
TO BE READ. TO BE REAp. to September. 
TO BE READ. 
TO BE READ. 
5. How to be a Pastor. 
8. How to Conduct a 
Sunday school. 7. The Bible, Its Origin and Nature. 
TO BE READ. 
4. Pentateuch. 
4. The Art of Study. 
3. Tbe Art of Soul Win-
ning. 
6. The Social Message 
of the Modern Pulpit. 
7. The Church and the 
Social Problem. 3. Hymn Treasures. 1 I. Ecclesiastical Archi-
tecture. 
II. Social Aspects of Re-
ligious Institutions. 
5. Methodist Review. 10. Methodist Review. 
The directions to be observed by Examiners and students are as 
follows: 
I. The numbers I, 2, etc., indicate the division of work among the 
Examiners. 
2. Examiners and students must be prepared on every subject 
within its own period. The student, when fully ready, not before, will 
notify the Examiner, who sp.all have his questions (not fewer than 
10 nor more than 25) written out beforehand. 
3. The answers should be written by the student in tht! presence 
of the Examiner alone, who should afford no help himself, nor allow 
any to be derived from any other source whatever, whether of person 
or of printed or written matter. 
4. When impossible for the Examiner to be with the student, he may 
send the questions, under seal, to a third person, preferably a member 
01' the Conference, or anyone whom he may approve, not of the student's 
family, nor an undergraduate, and neyer to the student himself. He 
should direct, by postal card, two or three days beforehand, by way of 
precaution, and again on the back of the envelope containing -the 
questions, that the envelope is not to be opened, nor allowed out of the 
possession of the third person, till the student is ready to answer the 
questions. Inclosed with the questions should be a certificate to be 
signed by the third person when the student has completed his work' 
showing that no help whatever was afforded the student. Any substan-
tial departure from these directions should vitiate the examination. 
5. As soon as the papers are received and graded by the Examiner, 
he will notify both the student and E. L. Shep'lrd, Registrar of the 
Board, the result. Tlite minimlUTI grade for passing shall be 70. 
6. On the ba~k of every written sermon or essay there should be a 
statement, signed by the yerson presenting it, that the conception, 
composition, and handwritmg are his own work. 
7. The grading on sermons or essays will hereafter be on the same 
scale (from 0 to 100) as on books to be studied, with 70 as the minimum 
grade for passing, in the books to be read the student shall certify to 
the Exammer that he has read the books. 
8. Candidates for local orders, when it is impracticable for them to 
be examined previously, will be examined on the day before Conference 
convenes, beginning at 9 o'clock. 
9. Except in extreme cases, and for highly satisfactory reasons, 
no examination will take place after Conference has convened .. 
F. W. HARROP, CHAIRMAN. 





























SESSIONS OF KENTUCKY CONFERENCE. 
YEAR SEAT. PRESIDENT. SECRETARY. 
--
I 1821 Lexington .. E. George. W. Adams. 
2 1822 Lexington .. E. George. W. Adams. 
3 1823 Maysville. E. George. W.Adams. 
4 1824 Shelbyville .. R. R. Roberts W.Adams. 
5 1825 Russellville R. R. Roberts. R. D. Neall. 6 '1826 Louisville .. J. Soule W.Adams. 
7 1827 Versailles J. Soule W.Adams. 
8 1828 shelbyville: : J. Soule W.Adams. 
9 1829 LexinfJton. . R. R. Roberts. W.Adams. 10 1830 R usse lville . J. Soule ... W.Adams. 
II 183! Louisville. E. Hedding .. W. Adams. 
1~ 1832 Harrodsbu rg J. Emory .. W.Adams. 
13 1833 Greensburg. R. R. Roberts. W.Adams. 
14 1834 Mt. Sterling .. J. Soule .. W.Adams. 
IS 1835 Shelbyville . J. O. Andrews. W. Phillips. 16 1836 Louisville. . J. Soule ... G. McNeeley. 
17 1837 Frankfort. R. R. Roberts. G. McNeeley. 18 1838 Danville. B. Waugh. G. McNeeley. 
19 1839 Russellville. J. Soule T. N. I< alston. 20' 1840 Bardstown. Thomas A. Morris T. N. Ralston. 21 1841 Maysville. J. Stamper T. N. Ralston. 22 1842 Lexington. B. Waugh T. N. Ralston. 
23 1843 Louisville. Thomas A. Morris T. N. Ralston. 
24 1844 Bowling Gre~~ E. S.Janes .. T. N. Ralston. 
25 1845 Frankfort ... J. Soule. T. N. Ralston. 26 1853 Covington. E. S.Janes .. J. M. Gatch 
27 1854 Germantown Levi Scott .. J. M. Gatch. 28 1855 Maysville . . : . . . Thomas A. Morris J. M. Gatch. 
29 1856 Wesley Chapel, Ohio County E. R. Ames S. F. Conrey. 
30 1857 Augusta .. M. Simpson .... S. F. Conrey. 
31 1858 Covington .. Thomas A. Morris S. F. Conrey. 
32 1859 Alexandria .. Thomas A. Morris S. F. Conrey. 
33 1860 Germantown M. Simpson. S. F. Conrey. 
34 1861 Maysville. E. R. Ames S. F. Conrey. 
35 1862 Asbury Chapel Cevi Scott. S. M. Merrill. 
36 1863 Covington ... Thomas A. Morris S. M. Merrill. 
37 1864 Augusta. M. Simpson ... G. W. Johnson. 
38 1865 Newport ... Thomas A. Morris G. W.Johnson. 
39 1866 Covington .. 
: I 
D. W. Clark. G. W. Johnson. 
40 1867 Lexington B. Thomson .. G. W. Johnson. 
41 1868 Newport .. C. Kingsley. G. W. Johnson. 
42 r869 Harrodsburg Levi Scott .. D. Stevenson. 
43 r870 Maysvile .. E. Thomson. D. Stevenson. 
44 r87r Louisville. D. W. Clark D. Stevenson. 
45 r872 Covington Levi Scott. B. A. Stubbins. 
46 r873 Lexington. 1. W. Wiley. B. A. Stubbins. 
47 1874 Covington. S. M. Merrill B. A. Stubbins. 
48 1875 Louisville. R. S. Fo~ter Duke Slavens. 
49 1876 Newport .. 1. W. Wiley ... Duke Slavens. 
50 1877 Lexington. ThomAs Bowman J. W. Muse. 
51 1878 Covington. Jesse T. Peck .. J.D. Walsh. 
52 1879 Somerset Levi Scott ... J. D. Walsh. 
53 1880 Danville. M. Simpson. J. D. Walsh. 
54 r880 Hardinsburg E. O. Haven. B. A. Stubbins. 
55 r881 Maysville .. S. M. Merrill B. A. Stubbins. 
56 1882 Louisville. . E. G. Andrews .. C.J. Howes. 
57 r883 Barbourville R. S. Foster. C. J. Howes. 
58 r884 Catiettsburg . : J. M. Walden . J. D. Walsh. 
59 r885 Covington. W. L. Harris. J. D. Walsh. 60 1886 Lexington. C. D. Foss. J. D. Walsh. 
61 r887 Greenup .. E. G. Andrews J. D. Walsh. 
62 1888 Louisville. J. H. Vincent J. D. Walsh. 
63 1889 Ashland. S. M. Merrill J. D. Walsh. 
64 1890 Barbourville W. F. Mallalieu J. D. Walsh. 
65 r891 Newport. R. S. Foster. Thomas Hanford. 
66 1892 Louisa .. C. D. Foss .. Thomas Hanford. 
67 1893 Hardinsburg H. W. Warren. Thomas Hanford. 68 1894 Louisville. S. M. Merrill Thomas Hanford. 
69 IS95 Covington. C. D. Foss. Thomas Hanford. 
70 1896 Vanceburg. John F. Hurst . Daniel Stevenson. 
7r r897 Pineville. W. F. Mallalieu . Thomas Hanford. 
72 1898 Maysville W. X. Ninde .. E L. Shepard. 
73 1899 Newport. J. N. FitzGerald. J. D. Walsh. 
74 1900 Somerset Earl Cranston. D. P. Holt. 
75 1901 Ashland. E. G. Andrews .. F. W. Harrop. 
76 1902 Louisville. . J. M. Walden F. W. Harrop. 
77 1903 Covington .. 1. W.Joyce. E. L. Shepard. 
78 1904 Barbourville .. H.W.Warren E. L. Shepard. 
79 :905 Lexington .. D.A. Goodsell . E. L. Shepard. 
80 r906 Greenup .. W' F. McDowell . G. N. Jolly. 
81 1907 Louisville. Henry Spellmeyer G. N. Jolly. 
82 r908 8arhourville David H. Moore G. N.Jolly. 
83 1909 Maysville. L. B. Wilson. G. N Jolly. 
84 19to Paintsville H. W. Warren. G. N.Jolly. 
DISCIPLINARY QUESTIONS. 
I. Is this Annual Conference Incorporated According to the Require-
ments of the Discipline? 
Yes. 
2. Who have been Received by Transfer, and from what Conferences? 
John G. Schaibly, from East Ohio Conference. 
3. Who have been Readmitted? 
None. 
4. Who have been Received on Credentials, and from 'What Churches? 
George P. Badgeley, from the United Brethren Church. 
5. Who have been Received on Trial? 
(a) IN STUDIES OF FIRST YEAR.-Thomas M: Davis, Robert W. Howes, 
Okey J. Carder, Elbert E. Young, and H. Corbin Snapp. 
(b) IN STUDIES OF THIRD YEAR.-None. 
6. Who have been Continued on Trial? 
(a) IN STUI;IES OF FIRST YEAR.-J. B. Cayton, E. P. Hall. 
(b) IN STULIES OF SECOND YEAR.-W. W. Shepherd, A. S. Godbey, 
1. N. Reid, J. T. Martin. 
(c) IN STUDIES OF THIRD YEAR.-W. R. Hunt. 
(d) IN STUDIES OF FOURTH YEAR.-None. 
7. Who have been Discontinued? 
J. S. Singleton. 
8. Who have been Admitted into Full Membership? 
(a) ELECTED AND ORDAINED DEACONS THIS YEAR.-None. 
(b)ELECTED AND ORDAINED DEACONS PREVIOUSLY.-]. M. Literal, C. B. 
Plummer, ]. D. Haggard, R. T. Harper, E. R. Overley, G. P. Badgeley. 
9. What Members are in Studies of Third Year? 
(a) ADMITTED INTO FULL MEMBERSHIP THIS YEAR.-]. M. Literal, 
e. B. Plummer, J D. Haggard, R. T. Harper, E. R. Overley, G. P. 
Badgeley. 
(b) ADMITTED INTO FULL MEMBERSHIP PREVIOUSLY.-]. B. Jones; 
A. P. Wilson. 
10. What Members are in Studies of Fourth Year? 
D. P. Holtzclaw, W. H. Morris, H. W. Bunton, W. H. Munsey, 
H. D. Cooper. 
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II. What MemlJ.ers have Completed the Conference Course of Study? 
(a) ELECTED AND ORDAINED ELDERS THIS YEAR.-O. G. Ragan. 
(b) ELECTED AND ORDAINED ELDERS PREVIOUSLY.-None. 
I2. What othe/'s have been Elected and Ordained Deacons! 
(a) As LOCAL PREACHERS.-]. M. Evans, John Bentz, H. Johnson, 
W. C. Stewart, W. H. Nesbitt. 
(b) UNDER MISSIONARY RULE.-O. J. Carder, T. M. Davis, E. E. 
Young, H. C. Snapp, R. W. Howes. 
(c) UNDER SEMINARY RULE.-E. P Hall-to be ordained elsewhere. 
I3. rVhat others have been Elected and Ordained Elders! 
None. 
I4. Was the Character of each Preacher examined! 
Yes; this was done' in open Conference. 
IS. Who have been Transferred, and to what Conferences! 
G. F. Oliver, to the West Virginia Conference; J. A. Chapman, to 
the Northern New York Conference. 
I6. Who have Died! 
None. 
I7. Who have been Located at their own Request! 
None. 
I8. Who have been Located! 
None. 
I9. Who have Withdrawn! 
None. 
20. Who have been permitted to Withdraw under Charges or Com-
plaints! 
None. 
21. Who have been Ezpelledf 
None. 
22. What other personal Notation should- be made! 
(a) Deacon's Orders of C. V. Zimmerman of the Methodist Church 
were recognized. 
23. Who are the Supernumerary Preachers! 
J. B. Jones, A. R. Connell, D. F. Kerr, R. T. Moores, David Bell. 
24. Who are the Superannuated Preachers '! 
J. M. Cook, John Godbey, J.H. Hayes, B. F. Whiteman, P. H. 
Ebright, J. H. Lennin, J. D. Walsh, J. B. Perryman, W. H. Childers. 
S. F. Kelley, H. C. Northcott, H. J. Ramey, H. D. Burnett, G. P. Jeffries. 
J. M. Oliver, A. Boreing, J. S. Taylor. 
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25. Who are the Triers of Appeals? 
J. D. Hitchcock, F. T. Kelley, F. W. Harrop, J. F. Hopkins, J. D. 
Walsh. 
26. What is the Statistical Report for this year? 
See Report of Statistical Secretary. 
27. What is the Aggregate of the Bene'volent Collections ordered by 
the General Conference, as reported by the Conference Treasurer? 
$5,945. 
23. What are the Claims on the Conference Fund? 
$4,052. 
29. What has been Received on these Claims, and how has it been 
Applied? 
Received $3.463. 
30. What is the Amount of the Five Per Cent of Collections for the 
Conference Claimants' Connectional Fund paid by the Treasurer to the 
Board of Conference Claimants? 
$3°·75· 
3I. Where are the Preachers Stationed? 
See List of Appointments. 





September 7, 1910. 
Session.-The eighty-fourth session of the Kentucky An-
nual Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church was held 
in Paintsville, Kentucky, September 7-II, 1910. 
Sacrament.-At 8.30 o'clock Bishop Henry W. Warren 
called the Conference to order. The hymn, "And are we yet 
alive?" was sung. The Bishop led in prayer, after which he 
read 2 Corinthians, thirteenth chapter, and addressed the Con-
ference. He then, assisted by the District Superintendents, 
administered the sacrament of the Lord's Supper. Seventy-
six persons communed. 
Organization.-The Secretary of the last session called the 
roll. Forty-five members and four probationers answered to 
their names. E. L. Shepard moved that the Secretary be 
elected by ballot. Adopted. 
E. B. Hill and 1. Cline were appointed tellers. The bar 
of the Conference was fixed at the sixth seat from the chancel. 
G. W. Bunton and G. N. Jolly were nominated for Secretary. 
G. N. Jolly was elected. He chose for his assistants G. W. 
Bunton and J. 1. Wean. 
F. W. Harrop was elected Statistical Secretary, and named 
as his assistants, A. P. Smith, E. H. Edwards, and O. G. 
Ragan. C. A. Fellows was elected Treasurer, and chose as his 
assistants, J. D. Haggard, O. J. Carder, and 1. Cline. 
Committees.-J. M. Ackman, for the District Superin-
tendents, announced the Standing Committees. Approved. 
(See list.) On motion of J. D. Hitchcock, a list of the Com-
mittees was posted in the vestibule of the church. 
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Hingeley, J. B.-J. B. Hingeley, D. D., Secretary of the 
Board of Conference Claimants, was introduced, and ad-
dressed the Conference. He also requested the appointment 
of a Committee on the Connectional Fund, which was done. 
The Treasurer was made agent between the Conference and 
the Board of Conference Claimants. 
Drafts.-A draft of $200 from the Connectional Fund, and 
one for $25 from the Chartered Fund, and one for $758 from 
the dividends of the Book Concern were presented by the 
Bishop and accepted by the Conference with a vote of thanks. 
They were handed to B. Hughes, Chairman of the Board of 
Stewards. 
Maveety, P. J.-Dr. P. J. Maveety, Secretary of the Freed-
men's Aid Society, was introduced, and addressed the Con~ 
ference. 
Introductions.-J. M. Skinner, D. D., President Qf Sandy 
Valley Seminary, and C. A. Slaughter, pastor of the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church, South, were introduced to the Con-
ference. John Venn, of the Book Concern, was also intro-
duced, and addressed the Conference. 
Characters Examined.-The Fourteenth Question- "Was 
the character of each preacher examined ?"-wascalled. J. 
G. Dover, of the Covington District; J. M. Ackman, of the 
Ashland District; F. L. Creech, of the Louisville District, and 
T. B. Stratton, of the Lexington District; were called, their 
characters passed, and they reported their districts. The 
following Elders were called, their characters passed, and they 
reported their collections: J. 1. Wean, A. Boreing, C. Riffle" 
G. W. Howes, A. F. Felts, E. H. Edwards, J. G. Ragan, \V. 
G. Bradford, Bird Hughes, G. N. Jolly, A. P. Smith, and 
Wm. Jones, who reported his work as Conference Sunday 
School I\1issionary. 
Hour of Adjournment.-J. M. Ackman moved that the 
hour of adjournment be fixed at 12.I5 o'clock. Adopted. 
Announcements were made, and the benediction pro-




The Conference was called to order at four o'clock, J. D. 
Walsh in the chair. Dr. Boreing led in prayer. The charges 
were called, and the pastors presented their statistical re-
ports. On motion of G. N. Jolly, the Conference adjourned 
with benediction by A. H. Davis. 
SECOND DAY. 
September 8, 19IO. 
Devotions.-The Conference was called to order at 8.30 
o'clock, -with Bishop Warren in the chair. S. F. Kelley led 
in prayer, and E. L. Shepard addressed the Conference; theme, 
"Soul-Culture of the Minister-. as a Preacher for the Pulpit." 
Journa1.-The journal of yesterday's sessions was read, 
corrected, and approved. 
Connectional Fund.-The Committee on the Connectional 
Fund was announced, as follows: J, 1. Wean, H. Means, 
G. W. Bunton, J, A. Johnson, E. B. Hill, J. Shaw, C. A. 
Fellows, and C. L. Killenger. 
At the request of F. L. Creech, 1. Cline was substituted 
for J, W. Cantrell on the Board of Stewards. 
Unreported Charges.-The Statistical Secretary and the 
Treasurer called the list of unreported charges. 
Change in Secretary.-At his own request, J. 1. Wean 
was excused from further duties as Assistant Secretary, and 
F. T. Kelley was chosen in his stead. 
Statistician.-The Statistical Secretary was instructed to 
supply from the Minutes of last year the statistics of unre-
ported charges. 
Temperance.-J. G. Dover presented resolutions concern-
ing Temperance and Arbitration. Adopted. (See Resolu-
tions.) 
Fraternal Greeting.-A letter of fraternal greeting from 
J, Courtney, of the Lexington Conference, was read by the 
Secretary. 
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Characters Examined.-The Fourteenth Question-"Was 
the character of each preacher examined ?"-was resumed. 
The following Elders were called, their character passed, and 
they reported their collections: G. C. Mosher, W. H. Daven-
port, J. R. Howes, L. R. Godbey, J. D. Hitchcock, T. H. 
Conrey, J. W. Cantrel1~ S. B. Wardrip, C. T. Stump, E. B. 
Hill, E. B. Patterson, N. G. Grizzle, G. W. Bunton, D. \V. 
Brown, F. T. Kelley, J. G. Schaibly, S. M. Carrier, E. L. 
Shepard, J. M. Oliver, J. E. Williams, G. V. Morris, J. F. 
Hopkins, C. A. Fellows, J. P. Faulkner, J. W. Zimmerman, 
M. M. Roundtree, F. W. Harrop, N. H. Young, V. T. Willis, 
1. Cline, W. H. Crain, R. T. Holland, J. Cheap, G. W. Dame, 
Eli Wesley. 
Supernumeraries.-The Twenty-third Question-"Who 
are the Supernumerary Preachers ?"-was taken up. The fol-
lowing were called, their characters passed, and they were 
continued in their present relation: A. R. Connell, D. F. 
Kerr, R. T. Morris, and David Bell. The Secretary was in-
structed to ascertain the facts concerning David Bell and re-
port to next session. 
Superannuates.-The Twenty-fourth Question-"\Vho are 
the Superannuated Preachers ?"-was taken up. The follow-
ing were called, their characters passed, and they were con-
tinued in their present relation: J. M. Cook, John Godbey, 
J. H. Hayes, B. F. Whiteman, H. D. Burnett, J. M. Oliver, 
J. S. Taylor, P. H. Ebright, J. H. Lennin, J. D. Walsh, J. B. 
Perryman, and G. P. Jeffries. The following, when called, ad-
dressed the Conference: W. H. Childers, S. F. Kelley, H. C. 
Northcott, and H. J. Ramey. H, D. Burnett was referred to 
the Committee on Conference Relations. A communication 
was received from J. S. Taylor. 
Class of Third Year.-The Ninth Question-. "Wilat mem-
bers are in Studies of Third Year ?"-was taken up. The 
following were called, their characters passed, collections re-
ported, and they were advanced to the Studies of the Fourth 
Year: W. H. Morris, H. W. Bunton, W. H. Munsey, and 
H. D. Cooper. J. B. Jones, A. P. Wilson, and W. R. Hunt 
were continued in the Studies of the Third Year. 
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Class of Second Year.-The Eighth Question--"Who have 
been . admitted into full membership ?"-was taken up. The 
folLowing were called, and their characters passed: J. M. 
Litteral, J. D. Haggard, R. T. Harper; and E. R. Overly. They 
were addressed by the Bishop, grades reported, Disciplinary 
questions asked; admitted to full membership, and advanced 
to Studies of the Third Year. W. W, Shepherd was con-
tinued on Trial, and in Studies of Second Year. 
Class of Fourth Year.-The Eleventh Question-"What 
members have completed the Conference course of study?"-
was asked. O. G. Ragan was called, his character passed, 
grades reported, and he was passed in the Studies of the 
Fourth Year, and elected to Elder's Orders. The character 
of D. P. Holtzclaw was passed, and he was continued in the 
Studies of the Fourth Year. 
Class of the Second Year.-The Sixth Question-"Who 
have been continued on Trial ?"-was taken up. A. S. God-
bey, 1. N. Reid, and J. T. Martin were called, their characters 
passed, and they were advanced to the Studies of the Second 
Year. J. B. Cayton and E. P. Hall were continued on Trial 
.and in Stpdies of. the First Year. E. P. Hall was elected to 
Ueacon's Orders under the Seminary Rule; J. S. Singleton 
was dis,continued at his own request. E. P. Hall and A. N. 
Perkins were left without appointments to attend one of our 
schoQls. 
lntroductions.-E. B. Caldwell, D. D., was introduced, and 
addressed the Conference on the subject of missions. Dr. 
S. K. Arbuthnot, of the Board of Education, was also intro-
duced, and addressed the Conference. 
Personal Notations.-'f'he Twenty-second Question-
"What other personal notations should be made ?"-was asked. 
The Deacon's Orders of C. V. Zimmerman, of the Methodist 
Church, were recognized. The Orders, of J. E. Reid, from the 
Protestant Methodist Church, and those of C. H. Hazlett, of 
the Disciples' Church, were referred to the Committee on 
Conferen,ce Relations. 
·Absentees.-The roll of absentees was called, and SiX 
members answered to their names. 
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J. D. Hitchcock was added t6 the Committee on the State 
of the Church. 
W m. Jones was added to the Committee on Sunday 
Schools. 
Announcements were made, and the benediction pro-
nounced by Bishop Warren. 
THIRD DAY. 
September 9, 1910. 
Devotional.-The Conference convened at 8.30 o'clock, 
Bishop Warren in the chair. G. C. Mosher offered prayer, 
and C. A .. Fellows addressed the Conference on "Soul-culture 
of the Minister-as a Pastor for the Home.'" 
Journal.-The journal of yesterday's session was read, cor-
rected, and approved. 
Conference Relations.-The Committee on Conference Re-
lations reported unfavorably upon the recognition of the 
Orders of J. E. Reid. Adopted. 
Superannuate d.-Amon Boreing was granted a Super-
annuated relation at his own request. J. D. Walsh moved 
that a Committee of Three be appointed to draft suitable 
resolutions concerning the ministerial life of Dr. Boreing. 
The Bishop named J. D. Walsh, W. H. Childers, and E. L. 
Shepard as that Committee. 
J. G. Schaibly was added to the Conimittee on Foreign 
Missions. 
Methodist Brotherhood.-. F. L. Creech moved that E. L. 
Kemp, of Louisville, be elected President of. the Methodist 
Brotherhood of the Kentucky Conference, and A. Boreing 
moved that G. W. Bunton be elected Secretary. Adopted. 
Pooling Expenses.-E. H. Edward moved that a Commis,:. 
sion be appointed to pool and equalize the traveling expenses 
of the ministers of the Kentucky Conference. Adopted. F. 
vV. Harrop and Harold Means were appointed as that Com-
mISSIOn. 
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On motion of G. N. Jolly, the District Superintendents 
were made a Committee on the Traveling Expense of Present 
Necessitous Cases. 
Schaibly, J. G., was introduced to the Conference. 
Next Conference.-The Thirty-second Question-"Where 
shall the next Conference be held ?"-was called. Barbour-
ville and Newport were put in nomination. Barbourville with-
drew, and Newport was unanimously chosen. 
Deacons.-The Twelfth Question-"What others have 
been elected and ordained Deacons ?"-was taken up. The 
fQllowing were duly elected to Deacon's Orders as local 
preachers: J. M. Evans, John Bentz, Harvie Johnson, W. C. 
Stewart, and W. H. Nesbitt. 
Received on Trial.-The Fifth Question-"Who have been 
received on Trial ?"-was asked. The following were called, 
duly represented, grades reported, and received on Trial: 
Okey J. Carder, Thomas M. Davis, Robert W. Howes, and 
Elbert E. Young. O. J. Carder, T. M. Davis, and E. E. 
Young were elected to Deacon's Orders under the Missionary 
Rule. 
Credentials.-The Fourth Question-"Who have been re-
ceived on Credentials, and from what Churches ?"-was called. 
George P. Badgeley, from the United Brethren Church, was 
received into full membership and placed in the Studies of 
the Third Year. 
Home Missions.-J. M. Ackman -reported the Conference 
Board of Home Missions and Church Extension. (See list.) 
He moved tha~ we ask for $4,000 from the Board of Home 
Missions and Church Extension for mission work in our Con-
ference this year. Adopted. He further moved that we ask 
the Board for an appropriation of Church Extension money 
equal to twice the amount our Conference raises for this pur-
pose. Adopted. He also moved that $800, including rental 
value of parsonage, be the limit of salary beyond which no 
missionary appropriation be made. Adopted. 
Deaconesses.-The following deaconesses were introduced 
to the Conference: Mrs. Sandidge, Miss Bridges, and Miss 
Shay. Mrs. Sandidge addressed the Conference. 
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Laymen's Association.-At eleven o'clock the Laymen's 
Association came, as a body, into the Conference room. J. A. 
Johnson, their Chairman, was introduced, and addressed the 
Conference. Bishop Warren, in behalf of the Conference, 
responded. J. G. Dover read a resolution concerning the Lay-
men's Association. Adopted. (See Resolutions.) 
Anti-Saloon League.-Dr. L. S. Fuller, of the Anti-Saloon 
League, was introduced, and addressed the Conference. 
Triers of Appeals.-The Bishop read the Triers of Appeals. 
(See list.) 
Resolution.-J. W. Zimmerman offered a resolution con-
cerning Bishop Warren, which was adopted by a rising vote. 
(See Resolutions.) 
Affliction.-G. V. Morris read a resolution concerning the 
sad affliction of Thomas Hanford, which was adopted and 
ordered sent to him. F. VV. Harrop moved that the Secre-
tary be instructed to send letters of sympathy to E. R. 
Overly and S. B. Wardrip, whose families are sadly afflicted. 
Adopted. 
Sunday Schools.-W. Jones, in the absence of Edgar 
Blake, D. D,<" addressed the Conference. F. W. Harrop moved 
tnat the apportionment for the Board of Sunday Schools be 
one and one-half per cent of ministerial support. Adopted. 
At the request of F. W. Harrop, W. H. Davenport was 
made an Assistant Statistical Secretary. 
Announcements were made, and the benediction pro-
nounced by Bishop Warren. 
FOURTH DAY. 
September 10, 1910. 
Devotional.-Conference convened at 8.30 o'clock, Bishop 
J. W. Bashford in the chair. Urgent business called Bishop 
Warren to Denver, Colorado. L. R. Godbey conducted the 
devotional services, and G. W. Bunton addressed the Con-
ference on the theme, "Soul Culture of the Minister-as an 
Evangelist for the Field." 
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Journal.-. The joutnal of yesterday's session was read, cor-
rected, and approved. 
Claimants.-On motion of F. L. Creech, the amount to be 
raised by the Conference for its Claimants was fixed at 
$1,000. 
Supernumerary.-On motion of F. L. Creech, J. B. Jones 
was placed on the Supernumerary list. 
Resignations.-J. D. Walsh announced the resignation of 
J. E. Buckingham and H. B. Rice as Trustees of Sandy Valley 
Seminary. 
Hospital.-J. 1. Wean read the report of the Committee on 
Christ's Hospital. Adopted. (See Report.) 
Connectional Fund.-J. 1. Wean reported for the Commit-
tee on the Connectional Fund. Adopted. (See Report.) 
Conference Board.-On motion of J. W. Zimmerman, G. 
W. Bunton was re-elected on the Conference Board of the 
Preachers' Relief Association. 
Transfers.-The Second Question-"Who have been trans-
ferred, and from what Conferences ?"-was called. John G. 
Schaibly, from East Ohio Conference. 
H. Corbin Snapp was referred to the Committee on Minis-
terial Fitness. 
Transferred~-The Fifteenth Question-"Who have been 
transferred, and to what Conferences ?"-was called. G. F. 
Olivet', to the West Virginia Conference, and J. A. Chapman, 
to the Northern New York Conference. 
Benevolent Collections.-The Twenty-seventh Question-
"What is the aggregate of the benevolent collections ordered 
by the General Conference, as reported by the Conference 
Treasurer ?"-wtas called. $5,945. 
Report.-The Treasurer reported. Adopted. (See Re-
port.) 
On motion of A. H. Davis, a balance of about $65 in the 
treasury was divided equally between Home Mission work 
in the Con terence and the Secretary for the publication ot 
the Minutes. 
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Claims.-The Twenty-eighth Question-"What are the 
claims on the Conference Fund ?"-was asked. $4,052. 
Applied.-The Twenty-ninth Question-. "What has been 
received on these claims, and how has it been applied ?'~-was 
asked. Received $3,463. Applied to Conference Claimants. 
Sunday Schools.-. L. O. Hartman, of the Board of Sunday 
Schools, was introduced, and addressed the Conference. 
Reports.-The following Committees reported: State of 
the Church; American Bible Society; Books and Periodicals; 
Book Concern Accounts; Sunday Schools; Freedmen's Aid 
Society; and Foreign Missions. Adopted. (See Reports.) 
W. F. M. S.-Mrs. L. H. Wilson, Secretary of the Con-
ference Board of the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society, 
was introduced, and addressed the Conference. 
Trustees.-The Board of Education presented its nomina-
tions for Trustees of Sandy Vaney Seminary; H. S. Howes 
and W. H. Vaughn to fill vacancies, and H. Means and O. J. 
Carder for election. Elected. Also T. Hanford and A. M. 
Decker were nominated for the class of the sixth year of the 
Board of Education. They were elected. 
Local Preachers.-J. M. Ackman moved that the names 
and addresses of the local preachers be forwarded by the 
District Superintendents to the Secretary for publication in 
the Minutes. Carried. 
Pineville Church.-T. B. Stratton offered a resolution per-
taining to our Church in Pineville, which was referred to the 
Conference Board of Home Missions and Church Extension. 
H. C. Northcott presented a resolution concerning the 
semi-centennial sermon of J. W. Zimmerman. Adopted. (See 
Resolutions. ) 
Benevolence.-J. M. Ackman moved that the amount to 
be raised for benevolence apportioned to the Kentucky Con-
ference be distributed equally between the four districts. 
Adopted. 
Preachers' Relief.-A. P. Smith read the report of the 
Preachers' Relief Association, which was taken up seriatim, 
concurred in by the Conference, and adopted as a whole. 
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T. B. Stratton, at his own request, was released from 
further service on the Conference Deaconess Board. 
It was moved by S. F. Kelley that when we adjourn it 
be to meet at 3.30 o'clock this afternoon. Carried. 
Official Journa1.-0n motion of the Secretary, the printed 
Minutes were made the official journal of the Conference. 
On motion of E. L. Shepard, the Conference adjourned, 
with benediction by Bishop Bashford. 
Afternoon Session. 
September IO, I9IO. 
Conference convened at 3.45 o'clock, Bishop Bashford in 
the chair. The journal of the morning session was read, cor-
rected, and approved. 
Reports.-The following Committees reported: Educa-
tion; Statistician; Auditing Accounts; Epworth Leagues; 
Resolutions; Home Missions and Church Extension; Tem-
perance; and District Conference Records. Adopted. (See 
Reports.) 
Telegram.-The Secretary read a telegram from Leonidas 
Robinson, of the Kentucky Conference of the Methodist Epis-
copal Church, South, asking for the appointment of a Fra-
ternal Commission between his Conference and ours. Re-
ferred to the Commission on Fraternal Relations. J. D. Hitch-
cock moved that a letter be sent by the Secretary in answer 
to the telegram. Carried. 
Ministerial Fitness.-The Committee on 11inisterial Fit-
ness reported favorably in the case of H. Corbin Snapp. He 
was readmitted on Trial, and placed in the Studies of the 
First Year. 
Missionary Appropriations.-J. M. Ackman, for the Cab-
inet, reported the distribution of the missionary money in the 
districts. Adopted. (See Report.) 
Conference Relations.-The Committee on Conference Re-
lations reported. The case of H. D. Burnett was referred to 
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the Superintendent bf the Lexington District for further in-
vestigation; W- H. Crain was continued in his present relaw 
tion; and the Orders of W. H_ Hazlett were recommended 
for recognition. Adopted. 
Conference Boards.-J. M. Ackman, for the Cabinet, read 
the Conference Boards, as follows: District Church Loca,-
tion; District Missionary Secretaries; Elizabeth Gamble Dea-
coness Home; District Boards of Foreign Missions; Fraternal 
Relations; and Conference Deaconess Board. 
On mQtion of J. W. Zimmerman, the matter of fraternal 
delegates to the Kentucky Conference Methodist Episcopal 
Church, South, was referred to the Commission on Fraternal 
Relations. 
Minutes.-G. W. Bunton moved that the Secretaries be 
made a Committee to publish the Minutes. Carried. 
Trustees.-The Treasurer of the Board of Trustees was 
granted the privilege of sending his reports to the Secretary 
for publication in the Minutes. 
\i\Tilliam Jones moved that there be established a Con-
ference Board of Sunday Schools. Carried, (See list.) 
The Conference adjourned to meet to-morrow evening at 




The Annual Love-Feast was conducted by J. G. Ragan. 
H. Corbin Snapp was elected to Deacon's Orders under the 
Missionary Rllle. The following were ordained Deacons t 
Bishop Bashford: J. M. Evens, John Bentz, Harvie Johnson, 
William C. Stewart, William H. Nesbitt, Okey J. Carder, 
Thomas M. Davis, Elbert E. Young, H. Corbin Snapp, and 
Robert W. Howes. 
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i CERTIFICATE OF ORDINATION. ~ 
-
'Chis Cet"tifies, That at Paintsville, eKentucky, on cHep-
tember 11, 1910, in accordance with the action of the eKentuck.1J 
{3onfert;nce of the methodist {bpiscopal {3hurch, f ordained as 
6})eacons: ,ff. fJJ? {bvans, ,ffohn elBentz, jJarve!J ,ffohnson, 119. {3. 
cHtewart, 1l9. JI. flresbift, ekey ,ff. r?arder, Thomas fJJ? 6})avis, 
{blbert {b. Young, and JI. {3. cHnapp; and, assisted by several 
{bIders, f ordained as {bIder, eme 11. Ragan. 





Ollie G. Ragan was ordained an Elder by Bishop Bashford,. 
assisted by the District Superintendents. J. 1. Wean de-
livered the Missionary Sermon, and C E. Caldwell spoke to. 
the subject of Foreign Missions. 
Evening Session. 
Memorlal.-'-:The Memorial Service was held at the open.,. 
ing of the evening service, Amon BDJ;eing presiding" J. M, 
Ackman read the memoir of Mrs. Thomas Hanford, and 
Doctor Boreing spoke briefly of her life. J. D. Walsh spoke 
of the life of Mrs. R. G. Gardiner, and 1. Cline and F. L, 
Creech were appointed to prepare her memoir for publica-
tion in the Minutes. 
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Collection.-A collection was taken for the janitors, which 
amounted to about twenty-five dollars. 
J ournal.-Bishop Bashford took the chair. The minutes 
of the previous session were read, corrected, and approved. 
Deaconesses.-The Conference Deaconess Board recom-
,mended the renewal of the license of Miss Dora Bridges and 
Miss Donna Shay. They were ordered renewed. 
Deacon.-On motion of J. M. Ackman, Robert W. Howes 
was elected and ordained Deacon under the Missionary Rule. 
Parchments.-T. B. Stratton reported the loss of his parch-
ments. On motion of C. A. Fellows, they were ordered re-
newed. 
Northcott's Book.-J. M. Ackman moved that the article 
in last year's Minutes c'Oncerning the book of H. C. Northcott 
be published in this year's Minutes. Adopted. He also moved 
that an Advisory Committee concerning the publication of 
this book be appointed. Adopted. (See list.) 
Resolutions.-· The Committee on Resolutions reported. 
Adopted by a rising vote. (See Resolutions.) 
Wilson.-On motion of G. W. Bunton, L. H. Wilson was 
granted the floor, and addressed the Conference concerning 
the entertainment of the next session. 
Paper.-H. C. Northcott read a paper concerning Con-
ference claimants. Adopted. (See Paper.) 
Board.~ The Conference Board of Sunday Schools was 
named and elected. (See Boards.) 
Closing.-The journal was read and approved. On motion 
the Conference adjourned, after devotional services and the 
reading of the appointments, with benediction by Bishop 
Bashford. 
President. 
GIDEON N. JOLLY, Secretary. 
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ANNIVERSARIES. 
September 6-II, 1910. 
Tuesday Evening.-Anniversary, Conference Board of 
Education. Amon Boering, D. D., presiding. Addresses by 
C. B. Nordeman, J. W. Henderson, J. 1. Wean, and J. D. 
Walsh, D. D. 
Wednesday Afternoon.-Semi-Centenial Sermon, the Rev. 
J. W. Zimmerman. 
Wednesday Evening.-Anniversary, Freedmen's Aid So-
ciety. The Rev. F. W. Harrop presiding. Address by the 
Rev. P. J. Maveety, D. D. 
Thursday Afternoon.-Anniversary, Woman's Home Mis-
sionary Society, Mrs. J. H. Dunn presiding. Address-Mrs. 
E. Y. King, Secretary National Supplies for Woman's Home 
Missionary Society 
Thursday Evening.-Anniversary, Board of Education, the 
Rev. G. V. Morris presiding. Address-Rev. S. K. Arbuth-
not, D. D. 
Friday Afternoon.-Anniversary, Anti-Saloon League, the 
Rev. A. P. Smith presiding. Address by the Rev. Louis S. 
Fuller, D. D. 
Friday Evening.-Anniversary, Home Mission and 
Church Extension, the Rev. J. D. Hitchcock, D. D., presiding. 
Address-the Rev. Ward Platt, D. D. Collection, $8.10. 
Saturday Afternoon.-Anni versary, Woman' s Foreign 
Missionary Society, Mrs. L. H. Wilson presiding. Address-
Bishop Bashford. Collection, $50.75. 
Saturday Evening.-Anniversary, Preachers' Relief Asso-
ciation, the Rev. J. D. Walsh, D. D., presiding. Address-. 
the Rev. W. G. Bradford. 
Sunday Evening.-Anniversary Board of Sunday Schools,. 
the Rev. William Jones presiding. Address-L. O. Hartman. 
ColI ection, $76. 13 
APPOINTMENTS. 
ASHLAND DISTRICT. 
J. M. ACKMAN, District Superintendent, S, Ashland, Ky. 
Figures refer to number of years on charge. 
Ashland: First Church,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. I. Wean. 
Second Church, ............. (D. M. Carpenter). 
Blaine, . . . . . . . .. ........... R. W. Howes, I 
Catlettsburg,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. D. Hitchcock, I 
East Point,. . . . . • . . . . .• ...•. (W. M. Walker). 
Elkhorn Circuit, . . C. T. Stump, I 
Fullerton, .. J. G. Ragan, I 
Gallop, . . . . . . . Cyrus Rime, 3 
Grayson,. . . . . . (E. D. Norris). 
Greenup, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. C. B. Plummer, 2 
Inez, ...................... (J. V. Morris). 
Louisa, . . . . . . .. ........... Thos. Hanford, 3 
Louisa Circuit, ................ (J. H. Howes). 
Olive Hill, .. ...... ........ G. W. Howes, 3 
Paintsville, .................... O. J. Carder, I 
Pikeville,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. G. Bradford, I 
Pikeville Circuit,. . . . ......... (C. C. Moore). 
Russell, . . . . E. H. Edwards, 2 
Russell Circuit, . . . . . . . . . . . . (J. A. Williams). 
Salt Lick, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H. C. Snapp, I 
Salyersville, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H. D. Cooper. I 
Tolesboro, . . . . . G. P. Badgeley, I 
Vanceburg, . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O. G. Ragan, 2 
Vanceburg Circuit, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bird Hughes, I 
Van Lear and Middle Creek, .. . . . . . . . (. . . • • . .) 
Wallingford,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. H. Muusey, 2 
COVINGTON DISTRICT. 
J. G. DOVER, District Superintendent, 2, Bellevue, Ky. 
Asbury, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. F. Hopkins, I 
Augusta, . . . . . . . . . A. F. Felts, I 
Bellevue, . . . . . . . . . . . . • A. P. Smith, 4 
Covington: Main Street, . . . . G. N. Jolly, 2 
Shinkle, . . . . . . . G. C. Mosher, 2 
Trin\ty, . , . . . . F. T. Kelley, 2 
Union, . . . . . . G. W. l}unton, 2 
West Covington, . J. M. ~iteral,. I 
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Dayton, . . . . . . . H. W. Bunton, 2, and J. W. Zimmerman. 
East Maysville, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. H. Davenport, 4 
Foster, .. Thomas Conrey, I 
Germantown, . . (B. D. Morris). 
Grant, . . M. M. Roundtree, 2 
Harrison, . . . . . J. R. Howes, 3 
Jonesville, . . . . (J. M. Evans). 
Ludlow,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . N. H. Young, I 
Maysville,. . . . . . . . . '. . . . . . . . . . . E. R. Overly, I 
Mt. Olivet. . . L. R. Godbey, 4 
N'ewport, . J. G. Schaibly, I 
Sardis, . . . . . . E. B. Hill, I 
LEXINGTON DISTRICT. 
T. B. S'f~ATTON,. District Superintendent, 3, Barbourville, Ky. 
Albany,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . (G. ·W. Wright). 
Barbourville,. . . . . . F. W. Harrop. I 
Barbourville Circuit, . . . . . . . . 
Bethel, . . . . . . . . ..... . 
Berea and Walleston, . Isaiah Cline, I 
Booneville, . . . . . . E. E. ~oung, I 
Burning Springs, . . . (C. H. Hazlett). 
-College Hil1, . . . . . . . . 
Corbin, .. " ..... . ... (W. C. Stewart). 
Cradyville,. . . . . . . . . ...... (L. F. Payne). 
G"ray, . . . . . . . . . . . ............ . 
Harlan,. . . . . . . .. ........... S. M. Carrier, I 
Holly gm, . . . . . .. ................ . 
Kingsville, .................. (A. T. Wilson). 
Lexington, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .' . G. V. Morris, 8 
London,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . V. T. Willis, 3 
Middlesboro, ..... ' ............ John Cheap, .3 
Middleburg, . . . . . . . . . " ...... J. D. Haggard. 
Monica and Breathitt, . (Harvey Parsons). 
Nicholasville,. . . . . . . . . .. . ....• W. H. Morris, I 
Oil Center, . . . . . . . . . . .. ....' (John Godbey). 
Pineville. . . J. B. Cayton, I 
Riley,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (S. K. Hunt). 
Rockcastle, . . . . . . . . . .". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
-Science Hill, .. ........... A. Shinkle Godbey, 2 
Somerset) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . A. ,H. Davis, J 
Wayne, .....................•..•.. 
West Bend, ................. (Harvie Johnson). 
West London, ................ (Geo-rge Earley). 
Williamsburg, .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .' (Madisan Combs). 
·Woodbine,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . J. '1'. Martin, I 
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LOUISVILLE DISTRICT. 
F. L. CREECH, District Superintendent,s, Leitchfield, Ky. 
Arlington, ..................... I. N. Reed. 
Beaver Dam, . . . . . . . . . . R. T. Harper, 2 
Bowling Green ............... (Benjamin.Helm). 
Bowling Green Circuit, .......... (R. W. Hutchinson). 
Deer Lick, . . . (John Rich). 
Dexterville, .. ,. . (G; 1. Logsdon). 
Earlington,. . . . D. P. Holtzclaw, I 
Grayhampton,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (J. C. Hayes). 
Hardinsburg, . . . . . . . . . E. L. Shepard, I 
Hickory Grove and Paducah, . . ;G. W. Dame, 2 
Leitchfield, . . . . . . . W. R. Hunt, I 
Louisville: Epworth, . J. W. Cantrell, 3 
Trinity,. . . . . E. B. Patterson, 4 
Wesley, .... C. A_Fellows, 6 
Marion Circuit,. . . .. , . . (T. R. O'Bryan). 
Morgantown. . . (A. D. Robinson). 
Munfordsville, ................ (Co R. Davidson). 
No Creek, . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. W. H. Crain, 3 
Onton, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Eli Wesley, 2 
Owensboro, . . . . .. ............ T. M. Davis, 2 
Patton Creek, . (T. M. Anderson). 
Sacramento, . . . . . . . . . N. G. Grizzle, I 
Scottsville, . . . . . . . . . . (J. M. Horn), 
Tompkinsville,. . . . . . . . ... '.' .. 
Vine Grove Circuit, . . . '. . (J. H. Embry). 
Zion (P.O., Rome R. F. D.), . S. W. Wardrip, I 
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J. E. Williams, .Financial Secretary for Taylor University, Bellevue 
Quarterly Conference. 
J. P. Faulkner, _Field Instructor for Berea College, Barbourville Quar-
terly Conference. 
William Jones, Sunday school Missionary for Kentucky, Ludlow Quar-
terly Conference. 
The following were left without appointments to attend one of our 
schools: Daniel W. Brown, West Covington Quarterly Conference; R. T. 
Holland, Paintsville Quarterly Conference; A. N. Perkins, Woodbine Quar-
terly Conference; W. W. Shepherd and E. P. Hall, Barbourville Quarterly 
Conference. 
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Ashland..... ......................... 30 626 1 4 16 32 1 62 R20 I 225......... 1 $12000 I $3000 ............. 1 
Ashland Circuit ...................... ' 6 175 I 2 4.... 1 18 159 1 40 1 30 1 4500 1 800 ........... . 
Blaine ................................. 231 '3... 9 3 14 125................. 4 4000 1 200 
CatlettsbUl'g ....... ' ...... ,.......... 3 121... 2 5 2 l' 14 117 1 15 ... .... 1 4500. 1 3000 $lOO 
East Point...................... ...... 30 209 1 1.. .. 23 2 19 125.. . . 2 1500 I 700 $65 ...... I $15 
Fullerton.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... ..... 150 ... 1 1 12 4 20 205 1 iO 1 12 4 3800 ... ........ ....... .. .. .. 
.... Gallop.. ...... ........... ............. 6 114 2.. .. 3 7 2 16 94......... ... .... 2 1600 ... ........ 75 ..... . g' Grayson .................... , .......... " 2 111 2.. .. .... 5 2 12 70.. .. 2 1200 1 700 i6 ...... \ 550 
Greenup ................... ,..... ..... 57 223 3........ 20 4 27 235................. 5 5500 1 1000 60 
Louisa ............................... ",' 75 I 1 15 10 1 11 108. ... .... . ....... i 1 3500 2 1200 100 300 
LOUi, sa Oircuit ......... " .. . •• .. .... .. .• 2 95 2. ... .... 4 .5 40 273.. .. ..... . .. ~II x :!OOO I B50 ....... .. .. .. 
Olive Hill.............. ................ 4 90 2 2 4 24 1 8 135 .... 1 3000 1 1000 150 .... .. 
Patntsv11le............................. 38 195 2.... 2 27 2 19 201 I 93 2 3000 1 1000 135 200 700 
Pikeville ............. -.............. ... 100 ... .... 3 14 1 9 100 1 60 1 55 1 3000 '" ........ 40 .... .. 
Pikev1lle Circuit...................... (12 8] 2........ I 4 40 200 I 20 1 311 4 2000.................. ...... ) 
Russell................................. 84 ... .... .... 4 1 HI 172......... 1 4~ 1 1500 1 3000' 9S 551300 
Russell Circuit..... .................. 64 ... .... .... .... 1 11 85. . .. ..... .... .... 2 1800 I 800 HJ ..... . 
Salyersville ........................... so 171.> 4 S 8 4 5 35 280.. . . .... .... [) 4000 1 1500 ........... ,. 400 
Salt Lick ..... , ........................ ' 4 76 ... 3.... 4 1 Il 73 1 12 1 1200 1 800 ,....... .. ... 
Salt Lick Circuit... ..... ........... 1 36 ... 3. ... .... 2 18 75 2 1600 ... ........ .. ... .. 
Tolesboro. , .. "., •... ,",........... 10 306 4 7 l' 2 4 40 160 I •• , ••• ," '" 4 5200 1 750 115 .,'.,. 
Vanceburg. ........................... 3/1 154 2 2 1 14 2 27 215 2 100 1 36 2 8500 1 1000 50 2501 50 
Vanceburg Circuit.................... 8281 .. , 3 2 73 5 40 300............. 5 4000.......... 60 .... .. 
Wallingford ........................ 16 291 ... 6 1 7 3 21 1:32................. 4 3000 1 250 ........... .. 
Tota11910 ....... ,.................. 290406732 40 66 298 58 ---s4s 4463 10 5856-205 60 85700 19 -20850 ~i Wal 3315 Total1~09.. . ...... .... . .. .. .. .. ..... 2?8 8813 261~ ~ 3:{(l 57 510 4324 9 302 3 92 58 8~700 20 _20350 2U~ _ 1580 3034 
InClf'aSe ....................... 52 257 8............ 1 38 139 1 283 3 113 2 2000 500 ....... ...... 281 
Decrease. . . .. . .............. ,.. . .• ",' ... 1,6 10 31l I ..... ,.. 1135 975 
.~ 
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STATISTICS No. I.-COVINGTON DISTRICT. 
NAMES OF CHARGES. 
Asbury ................................ . 
~·~lf~~~~·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : 
Covington: Main Sl1'eet ........... . 
Shinkle , ............ "., ............ . 
Trinity .............. " ............ , .. 
Union ............................... : 
West Covingt"on .................... . 
Dl}yton ..................... , ........ .. 
East Maysville ....................... . 
Foster ................................. . 
Gernlantown .............. ~"""""". 
Grant ................................ . 
Harrison .......................... . 
Ludlow ................................ . 
Maysville ........................ .' .. .' .. 
Mt. Olivet ............................. . 
Newport •.............•............. '" 
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STATISTICS No. I.-LEXINGTON DISTRICT. 
MEMBERSHIP BAP'ISMS SUNDAY- SCHOOLS EPWORTH LEAGUES CHURCH PROPERTY. 
"cI. "%j I:""' t:1 n > Ul 0 
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CD ;:r ~ 0 g. .., : I:l t:d PI' n " n " CD iD IIQ iD :;I ~~5' !" !" ~ne"-<g:::..-<I' .. · CD " ~ 1-3 ::r ::r en " ., CD IJ t:d 
"" 
: "0.8. g. ~ ~ : <: en <: ~::r2: : n~ . n6. III n ~ ... 





... ~ : 
=-
1IQ~e: ::r;;" ::rg. !" CD ... 
" 
n ... -'" n ... 
'" " 
: ::r ~ ~ S- " : ~o~ ~('I) ~ ... " ,,' ., ., ~ " ~ . CD f" : CD III en : : g-aq M~ ng. ., : : 0. II> • 0.1IQ . . . • t.n ~ P"".", ::r. 
Albany ............................... 70 280 2 .... .... .... 3 'Zl 185 . ... ..... 
· .. ·1 .... 5 $2200 :::!~~I::::::I·~~:~~ HllrbouI·vllle .......................... Ii 103 ... J .... .. iG I 10 125 ......... I 9500 1 $2000 HtlFboUl'ville Oil'CUlt ................. 17 ·100 ... 2 .... 5 38 300 6 5000 Bethel ............................... 40 470 ... 14 1 :~ 3 27 MlO 1 3li II 35 3 8000 1 600 28..... 950 Boonevllie .... .................. . ... 1 5\14 ... 3 7 2~ 500 . ... ..... .... ... 4 5000 1 400 200 
Burning Spl'lngs ..................... 51l 36u I .... .... 4 III 120 . ... .... . , .. .... S 2500 .. . . ....... ..... 
Uollege Hill: .......................... 461 I 5 .... 19 4 2.; 525 .... ti 12000 2 3000 . .... 
Hradyville ............................. 1 178 I 2: .... .... 2 10 120 . ... ..... .... .... 4 2000 1 450 100 . .... 
Grays ................................... 5 210 I 5 6 36 200 .... ..... .... . ... 6 3000 .. . ......... . .... 
Hal'lan ................................ 6 227 .. , 1 9 24 2 20 2:20 .... ..... .... . ... 5 7000 1 SOO 165 $12 1245 H Holly Hill .............•• ; ...•......... 29 Hi5 "- 3 .... 6 8 16 141 4 1700 100 ~ .... .... . .. . ....... . ..... 
N Kingsville ............................. 209 8 3 34 4 19 2O( 3 45 4 4800 1. 600 ........ 131 169 
Lexington ............................. II) 430 ... 7 3 13 1 20 lliO 1 50 1 30000 1 7000 100 . ..... ...... 
London ................................ 71 ... 2 1 5 1 R 6!i .... ..... ... .... J 5000 .. . . ....... 4000 . ....... 1000 
London Oircuit ........................ 4 51l I .... 2 12 (i5 .... ..... n 1~00 .................. . .... 
M.iddlesboro ........................... P 73 ... I 5 l~ I 10 8ii .... ..... .... .... 1 7000 .. . ........ 150 .. ..... 800 l\l1ddleburg ........................... 17 258 1 4 ... 4 36 3~2 .. . ..... .... .... 4 1ltiO 1 900 . .... 
Monica ................................. 118 3 2 ... 18 I 7 ii7 .... 3 1800 1 300 ....... . ..... 
Nicholasvillt' .......................... J 358 2 1) .... 8 5 31l aDo .... ..... . ... ' ... 6 10000 . .. ........ 200 
Oil Center ............................. 21 186 1 3 .... 14 5 25 12~ .... ..... .... .... 5. 2500 . .. . ... 
Pineville .............................. 2 7IJ ... .... ... I 11 10(1 . ... ..... . ... .... 1 8000 . .. ........ ..... 
Riley .................................. I ...... ... 1 ... 3 1 4 511 . ... ..... .... . ... 4 2000 1 350 . .... 
Rockcastle ................•......••.. 130 1 I ... 1 2 16 Uk . ... .... 2 900 .. . ........ 
Science Hill ........................... 2 400 4 .... 8 4 27 aDO 1 5\J 4 5000 1 800 ....... ...... 
Somerset ............................. 88 155 1 2 2 ... 1 11 I)~ J 12 1 4000 1 2000 son 611 Wayne ............................... liM 4 .... 4 
5r 
~ 29 231 .... ..... .... .... 4 1500 .. . ........ ..... 
West Bend ............................ 7H 3Z5 ... .... 25 4 8000 .................. . ..... 
West LondoIl .......................... 7 2;;11 1 J ... 14 4 21 120 Ii 4400 ... ....... . ... 
WlIl1amsbUl'g & UOI·uil1 .............. 5 95 ... ... .... 2 15 2.-)0 .... . .... .... . ... :2 il3UO 1 900 200 . ..... 
Woodbine .............................. 2illl 2 8 .... 2 10 50 .... ..... .... .... 4 30UO . .. ........ 125 1:25 1110 
----- -- ----- ------ - ----- --- ------
Total 19JO ••..............•........•• 474 73a3 32 98 5.~ 516 '88 55P 5'111 61 18U 2 47 111 WillOO 15 20000 6468 87\) 5974 
~'otall909 .•....•..••................ 74~ 7~8 42 8.:. 150 lOW 9\J 650 5585 21 95 1 50 lO8 150560 Iil 11S6GO 2b61 110U BUU 
- -- -- -
---- ---·--1--------Increase .••..•.................. .... ...... ... 11 ... .... .... ...... :1(. 4 83 1 il :I 12540 2 1340 31i07 ...... 48B 
Decrease ...................... 474 505 10 .... 97 500 2 91 •••••. . ... I' . . .. .... .... .... ..... .... ... ........ .... 321 
STATISTICS No. I.-LOUISVILLE DISTRICT. 
CHURCH PROPERTY. JlAP'rSMS SUNDA y- SC[[OnJ.sIIEr'woRTH LEAGUES 
-,----,----,--1 -- 0 ' ", 11-..,.----:--;----;---
~ r :;; ~ 5: ~ 81 :I:n~ ~ 
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" '1 ;n 
; 3.t;· ~ ~ ~ 9-;'1 ~ 
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I I - I' I i 'I Arlington ............................ :"_... TO .. ,. ., .. :, .... "il 1 5 40 ................ ' 2 
Heaver Danl .......................... tl' :t,) 2:35 ~ :3
1
, 1 ~Oi 3 lii]'~O .... I 4 
Bowling Gl'een ...................... .,. .... ~\J6 .•. 4 2 10 '1 12 ill).... . ....... 1 4 
Bowling Green Circuit ........ ;...... 6 3QO ....... '.. 2 ;.;. 3 ~ 125.... .... .... 4 
Deer Lick ........... , ................. '1 8 Jl97'3 3 1 92 8 125.... , ....... ' 5 
D~xterviIle ................... ...... ... 10 .1~5, 1 ;., ....... ,. 3 24 75.... .... .... 4 
Earlington .......................... "'1 10 000,1.... j,O ,4 28 200 ................. I 4 
Grayhampton ....................... , . 10 133 ~.... 2 10 80 ................. , 5 00 Halrdinsburg--:- ........................ : ~() :l(lO "4 7 7 21 6 24 268: ................. ' 1 6 
V> Hickory Groye ...................... , 1 2Q3 l' 3 2 15 ,3 14 128: ..... " .......... 1 3 




' ............. ''''1 4 
Lonis\'ille: EpWOl·th ............... ,. 4 211 1 31' Hl 17 1 13 160 I ;n I 3:2 1 
TI·inity ............................. ,. 23 4861 n,I3 5 1 43 500 I 7\1 12[111 
Wesley .............................. 2 21$0 2 41 23 7 1 24 29011.... .. ..... ; 1 
Marion,., ............ ",'" ." .. , ............ ~ .. ,. 1~2 .. " 2.... 3 4 20 200.... .... .... 4 
Morganf6wll .......................... W 141 ~.... 1 (i 2 10 gO.... .... .... 4 
No Creek .............................. ,.."'. 238 ,l! 21.... lti! 3 18 109 ......... .... 3 
Onton .................. .......... .. ... 3781...5 5 I' i:l 20 260 I ................ I 4 
Owpnsboro ...... .................... I. \i lO4 1:2 ~ .. . 1 I 1 9 85! 1 32 1 45 1 
Paducah .... ' ........................ 4ll .-.. I 2 .... :' 1 15 100
1
'.... ..... .... .... 1 
Paton- Creek ...... " . .. ............. 1 861" . I g 2:~ I 10 45.... ..... .... .... 1 
Sacramento....... ... .............. 4~ 3501 .1 4 (j, 11, 3 13 160................. 5 Scottsville. .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. U ;l1l~1"" .. . :t .. .. 1 7 5011 _. ..... .... .... 5 
Tompkinsville............... ........ :3 16°
1
", '5 2 12 48 .... ..... .... .... 5 
Vine Grove. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :a 2Hl 2. . . . :I 5 15 200 ..•.. '... .... .... 5 
WOOdsOlwilIe ..... ................... 25 200 1.... ....... 2 10 G"... ..... ....... 5 
7,;ion .................................... .... 8ijO 1.... 4 (J 2 12 200 I.... ..... .... 3 
--- ---------- ---------
Total 1910. .... ..................... 251 Gln2 31 61 88 167 i 63 431 ,4018 8 148 3 7 9!-l 
Total 1909. ................... ........ 3H6 ti04~ 32 77 12!l 248! 60 414 4124, 4 182 3 7: 88 
----------- --1---------
Increase ........................... 1 248 ............... : 3 17 ..... I................. 11 
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800 60 $50 
600 
1000 500 
1200 20 ...... 
400 5 ...... 
800 ....... ...... 
...... 
1000 950 
600 ....... ...... 
1000 ....... ...... 
3800 50 
100011 200 ....... 
270 ...... 
800 ....... ...... 
100 ....... ...... 
]000 150 314 
700 l!5 ..... 
140 
1000 40 ...... 
900 ;i5 .. '" 
lOOo 1600 
350 ....... ...... 
3JO ...... 
300 ....... ...... 
....... ...... 
-----
2500 8646 504 
24800 383~ 1498 
----
2800 189 991 
"C::> ::p 
., C1I C1I 
0'" V> 
'tl "''' C1I ::> 


















STATSTICS No. I.-RECAPITULATION. 
MEMBllRSHI·P BAP'ISMSI bUNDAY~ SCHOOLS!!EPWORTH LEAGUES! CHURCH PROPERTY. 
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A~hland 00.00 •• 000000 ••••• 0 0 ••• o. 0 ••• 0 290 4067 82 40 66 29 58 548 4463 10 585 (\ 205 (;0 $85700 III 
Uovlngton .. ' .... 0. 0" 0 •• ' ••••••••• 0 •• ' lli6 521i7 15 50 94 12 4ti 486 4673 10 420 7 231 44 231800 13 
Lexington............................. 474 7333 82 93 5il 516 8M 559 5611 6 180 2 47 III 163100 15 
Louisv1Ue 0.... ....................... 254 6292 81 61 88 167 63 431 404f1 9 148 3 7 99 185600 '~H 
TotaI1910o .......................... 1174 22949llo 244 3011101 25.') ~118795 ---;m 1333ls 490 -314 $666200 -;;7-
Total 1909 .•..••..•....••.....•....•. 15 HI 23011114 284 468 1726 247 2051
1 
1S;)1l ~ 1042 ~ 475 301 6076~ ~~ 
Increase........................ .. ............... ,'... .... 8 ..... 1 28.. IO 191 4 I 13 1 













::s 13 " p.~ s: 
"d.~~ 0-











'1 a.~ . ., <11 () 
.g;6 ~~~ 
~~:s ~o;; 
I"'f""O 0 ,... =' 
':: ;: E: ~. ;' 
o n.~, 0 (j~ 
=-'" ::rn> 
= Cl. = 0-~ ~ M ~ 
::r- ::r~ 
$705\ $331~ 1866 '3070 
879' '5974 
504 1567 
$98650\ $2943fl\ $3954\ $UU126 
117610 135:115273 8(>55 
, .. ~~~~~)\ ~ ~:~~~~\·$i2iil\. ~~~:~ 
STATISTICS No. 1I.~ASHLAND DISTRICT. 
SUNDAY-SCHOOLS. COLLECTION FOR 
B'E) OfS'Dl'<V-SC'L 
en 0 iII-'C)(/) 1"> iII~ (")g :t>tn;d[!.5·~ cr~~ 0 0 (")I:!~>W e-en::::: ~t"'r n 3l ::l .. n =< E en'§ IT n 01111 I"::r n " °S .. w, 0(1)0 == ,... ~ CD Ci'l 3l "1 ::Tn B .... ::r ~ () n 0 (D .., 0 
" 
1"- ~'tj.=,e:~~ o's ~ E ~~~ .. S; ~ S·~~ ~~ ~ II 2- " 9 n~Q ~~ Scr 0.0. ~ nen NAMES OF CHARGES. Ul Ci:"~ 5a 
'" 
CDl-tA_ CD ~ 'W"''' ~cr::r" oo ...... cr oqon tn ::s IT III> I:!~~~ ... " ~::I III>crl"aq I:!trJ "CD 0 II> crP' ID::I;;: .. - .. - ::I ... 01:1 eo I:!'" t-l a::l ,,::s;;J;;: I" fIp I" :E;;: o.~ ::r (") "'" l': r: :-0. 
" 
,g Ci"~ ga ... Q> CD 2-0 CDrtp..(j~'" '1 =.~ .... ~~ ~oo n ~ n :~ ID 'd W' II> It ..... 0: 0" t-l 0 " ::r::s ::s ::l ..... t"''d ?" I" .;~;'Q !"" .. =:t -1:1 n 
• 0 ~ ~ .. :::: n"'iII~l":::: "ntD ::lSQiII .. g-~~U!: tD" ::r :=;: ~ I" ID :; 1T",,0 o.~ S • "tilT" ~ cr 0"''' 11>" 0.. ~ It " 0.::1 .. a 09 -6,g : 6 n"~ ~ ~ ~ 9 0 g- :' (i ~ : g g .. III>~~ tDo. ::r .. '" . tD . tD .. 'i'" C'D (I) • ,..,.. I=--' rr. (I) ('lI "1'''' • p,., • .. •. 
,A.shland..... . ............................... .. 
.Ashland Circuit ............................... . 
Blaine .. , ....................................... . 
GaUettsburg ................................... . 
East Point ...................................... . 
1 62 650 356 80 90 820 60 800 48 
7il::::::ir' 
25 
1 18 189 117 ...... 20 159 18 ...•....••.. 1 2 
8 14 125 80 ...... ...... 126 14 60 10 
1 14 117 64 ...... ~ ..... 117 18 ••.•.•••.... 2 
2 19 110 70 ...... ]5 126 19 .....••.... 8 26 
Fullerton. .........................•. .., ...... . 4 20 218 176 ...... ...... 205 18 75 4 96 
... Gallop ........................................... . 
00 Grayson ........................................ . 
2 16 110 66 ...... ...... 94 16 60 12 20 
2 12 70 50 ...... ...... 70 12 ............ 4 2511 1 
en Greenup ......................................... . 4 27 218 180 ...... 17 285 27 168 26 9(] 
Louisa .......................................... . ] 11 108 60 ...... ...... 108 11 . ........... 12 42 
Louisa CiI·cult ................................. . 5 40 2SO 178 ...... 48 278 21 . ........... ...... 41 
Olive Hill ...................................... .. 1 8 ISO 80 ...... ...... 185 8 ............ 12 32 
Paintsville ...................................... . 
Pikeville ........................................ . 
Pikeville Circuit ............................... . 
Russell ............... , .......................... . 
Russell Circuit ................................ . 
Salyersville ..................................... . 
Salt Lick ...................................... . 
Salt Lick Circnit .............................. . 
2 19 1110 ll8 11 ...... 201 19 157 4S 
. ... ~ ...... ~~f 1 9 80 45 ..... 20 100 9 45 23 1 (4 40 2tlO 120 ...... ...... 200 ............ ) 1 18 180 70 ...... 60 172 18 60 4 5 
1 11 85 50 ...... ...... 85 7 ............ ••• i •••• 
5 35 280 150 ...... ..... 280 SO 75 8 2 
1 ~ 73 46 ...... 10 73 8 ............ 4 5(J 
2 18 71> 50 ....... ...... 75 10 55 ...... 2Ii 
Tolesboro .. _. . .. •.. ... . .. . . .... . ............... . 4 40 825 115 ...... 825 40 ............ 6011 21 3 
Vanceburg ...................................... . 
Vanceburg CII·cult ............................. . 
W~lllngford ................................... . 
Total 1910 •••.••.•••.••....•.•.•••••• , ••••..... 
. Total 1900. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . ............... . 
Increase ................................. . 
Decrease ................................. . 
2 27 195 125 10 10 215 27 10 31 IS(] 
I) 40 250 50 2V 80 300 40 200 60 1 · S 21 120 75 4 8 182 21 8,'J 15 --- ---- -----~-58 548 4243 2424 125 328 4631 466 1813 3]7 181 58 S8 57 510 4044 2527 88 192 4344 42~ 829 266 




STATISTICS No. II COVINGTON DISTRICT. 
-================I~·'_--_-_-~'C:-"," ,~--~,'= --'-' SUNDAY-SCHOOLS, 
NAMES OF CHARGES, 
0'1' ", Ul on ..,.,_.000, 
o ~~:::l '"1- O. 5" ~ \OilQ b:,;:rl 
2- ~ I~ D~' ~I 
If. R"''':; ~;'I tJo..~ >1', ~ !(\) (;'~.~' 
































,'::htJ?;j~5':;' or~<1> jo (')tJs::>~lo..Ul::::: ttlt-'Q 
I() (\) 0:::: rt ~~;;;...J "'1;:r(b(Dr'T;:::;-'::::(')o O(\l"'1 ,~'O ::::0..1:,.1:,. 0·3.c ~ '1:1""" 3 ~ 2. :J,g-B e,:;;'" 
:r.,....... ......'...... <: '"1 '"1 '"1 rt'" (tl;u::l 0"" no ('tl R";:r"~ tJM~ g"g-'" g.g..- g";O::1 aq 2.G ."';0;0 
!-3C:5,. (p::J :2;;;~RPI~_<,,~;;;o..'" ;'Q~ C'D tr:I g:: ~'"d"o· o;i o'~~;;'~ ~ (tl ~ ~ h ~~ r,:::~"l7.::::' ,.,(')~,;oBO~~~';;;~CI2I: (1)<1> ~"'I..op..'" a '"d~!l),~Ci' oVlrt 1»>10-. .• ~~ ;. I" C:3 ............... ~ .., ()" (') (fl (\) ~ S ::r.., (b ~ (tl ('b 
('p ~~";"'"1(D(D9~ 9::r'~ ~~,....~~: 0..'"1 ... ~~ 
)(i.') Ashul'Y ',' . .. , ............................. , ..... : 21. 21' 1$5 94 1' ...... I 10 
Augusta..................................... .... 2 14 125 90 ...... .. ... 1: 
BellevuE' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ................. 11 2,2 195 12W 40 81 ~5 2(J(; 
Covington: Main St ........................... : f 1,8 '77 52 '...... 7 7 
Shinkle' ......... ; ;. . ....... ;.; ................ ; 11 30 280 H12.. .. .. 15 
Trinity; .. ; .... ;.;.; .... ; ....................... 1 16 210 100 50 20 
Unioll ..... ; .. ;;;; ..... ; ...... '................ 1 27 },85 105' (,0 22 
West Covington ...... ; ..... ;.;;... ... ......... .. 31 ;1{) 2W 110 1.5 :50 






















:East :M:aysyille ....................... , ......... : 3 1
1 
24, 200 100,..... 2( 
Foster ...................... ; ..................... , (t 2() '.'.57 200..... 2: 
Germantown .... ;. ............................. 41 29 275 150:;..... 275 2(j1 150 10 40 8, ...... .. 
Grant .... ;, ............. ; ....... ;................ '* 20 150 17!), ..... , 150 2()............ 45 2 ...... .. 
Ha:rrison ............. ........................... G 64 484 428'1....... 04 511-: 61 370 20 125 3 ...... .. 
Lmllow..................................... ..... I 15 HiO H5 ...... ...... 150 12 50 63 7 5 
Maysville..... .................................. 1 15 1;,5 Sf) 14 : ..... ,140 15 73 14 125 17 
lVIt: Olivet........................................ 5 25 290 HiD., .... I...... 200 28 150 3 50 ........ , ........ 
Newport............. ...... ........ .... .......... ] 30 ~(\O 200 30: 1,) J45 30 175 10 50n 5 
Sardis .......................................... ", ,4 39 :344 200 7 i . g 251 36 225 50 ,75 15 : ....... . 
-, -- r---r--- -, -- --- - - ------ -- ~--- ---
Total HJlO ............ , .... ', .. , .. ".,. , ............. i 4(i 486 41(12: :lilii:l 2161 2·111 ·1(\7il 458 H142 H,!) 2162 65 47 
TotaIHJO\l .... , .............. , .... , ............ : 40177 41B7'1 27Ti I~\JI ]\11 145S 447 1538 199 222fi: 7 38 
, , 'I" " [!len'asp"" ............. , ... ", .. " .. " .. ~0,~--5.5~ s7G;---z~~1l--4~-.. -.-.-~~ -- bf\~---g 





STATISTICS No. II.-LEXINGTON DISTRICT. 
NAMES UF CHARGES. 
Albany" ......................................... : 
Barbourville .................................... 'I 
Barbonrville l"il'l'uit ........................... . 
Bethel." ........... : .............................. ! 
Booneville ....... : ............................. ' 
:Burning Spring~ ............................... :: 
College Hill. .................................... "
11 
Gradyville. . . . .. . .............................. , 
Gray ... · ............................................ , 
Harlan ........................................... 1. 
Hol.1y HilL ...................................... ;1:1 
KingsviJIe ........................................ : 
Lexington ........................................ I 
London·······:····································1 London Oil·CUlt ................................ . 
Middlesboro .................................... . 
~~~~'~~~~~'.~ : : : : : : : :::: : : : : : : : . :: : : : : : . : : :: : . : : : : :1 i 
N.icbolas\:ille ................................... ': 
~Ph~~m~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: ::::::::; 
~~;~ca:~tie '.: : : : : : : : : : : : . : : : : . : : : : : . : : : : : : : : : : : : : [ 
Science Hill ................... , ............... ~ 
Sonlerset. . . . .. ........... ................. . .. ~ 
~ frff~~·~.~~:,,: : :: :: : : :,: :.;:: : :: : ::,: : : : : : : : :: : : : : t
Williamsburg ami UoriJin 







------ ---+-~-----=- ! 
. SlJNDAV-'-,( II()()L~. :./ COLLECTION FO.R 
-----+-- -r---- u'DOfS-'DAY-SC'L 
o '" 
::b - Cl (f; ., > '7 ('") _ . .,.0 0 0 ..... "" "- Ul e>. Ul '7 ...... (': 
". ::r::,,''1'' ,,<: :r::; (")::r ;::'tJ;d!2." 0" :;r::::~ ffi '1 (")U."..-" _,,:; tlj, '" -'-
n 0 (JG ~::r (') <1l 0 a ~,~ ~ (tl 0::: ~"" (tl C/l n ::r (lI ro "" =r ::; ::r 3 0 ~ ~ I ~ if)~ 9 a (")~o <1l~. :3 0- o..'~ ~'d .. ::::e:~_ o'S::: ~ ~~'C .. s;;~ 52 Cf ~o~, -;; g..cn 
- ('tI '"t Jl - 0 (fq (1) ('tl ~ ('p (?"I""I" ~ ::s O"::r C/l 0 (').r cr::l "1 rrq _ Cil .. <n--;:l ::S:/ d- 0 ::= 
fi? ,tJ ~ g ~ ~ C> tJ ~ ~ " ~ g- ~ Oq ~ ~ S ~ ~ fi? if"- ... ~ e>.-'" ; ('l ~ ~; ~ 2-,g. ~ I (1) (b ("~ Ul....... (tI' 0 (t) 1""1" p., (")'"0..,. .., ~.:::: ~ _, p:I "!:! (tI 0 0 'rl >< () • ~ 
(1) , '1:l _. Cl> '1:l g' - g .,.. '1' 0 • 0 C> H 0 " ::r;:; "'i} ,,-,;> t-<'O ::r '< ~ .~ .. S' ~ ~ ;J ~ ~". ~ g. ~ ~ ~ ~ 3: ~ (] ro ~ S 0 ~; (p ~ ~ ~: ~ g I 
~ ==~ o..~ " ~ (Dcoo..:.(D: ~::c;; ;:~~o ;.~~g-: <~ 
:;! 0?-~ ~7" ~ ~ ~~~~;9;:: ?g.::r: ~~~~~: ~~·.?0 
I ..... j.: .... ·i2~ '''i()(~~;; :::::: · .... i25 .... · .. · .. ·ii; :::::::::::: ::::.: .... 48: ::::::: 53~ aQQ 20~, . .. ... ...... 800 ;{8 .. .. . .. .. ... ...... sol ...... . 
3 36 :480 21iOI" .... ...... 480 31i ~HO Uti 35 ...... . 
"l .~H fiuO 8·-,0 10 ...... 510 2K 250 1() (j5 ...... . 
~ 16 12(1 120........... 120 12 110 .... .. 20 ...... .. 
2 
,~ 2~ 515 81)(1 . .. ... ..... 5115 20 ....... . .... .... 48 ...... .. 
~ lQ 12(1 Kq ..... . ...... 120 10 ............ 12 20 ! ....... . 
7 
1 
















129 220 1,5 ........... 220 20 ............ 4G 2u 7 ....... . 
)0 }{i4 (Hi. .. ... ...... 154 .. .. . ... ............ 7 12.. .. .. .. 1 
IP, 200 175!. ..... ...... 200 HI ltl() 50 ........ 2 
20 150 \1::-\,. ..... 10 150 20 120 12 100 42 ...... .. 
S .()5. 411 1" . . . .. ...... 65. . . . . . . . . 26 7 30 ............... . 
12 5iJ fill [) 5 1i5 12 ............ ...... \l ............... . 
~~ '2~yi 1~~""ii :::::': :l~~ ~~ · .... isi.... 1~ ~~ .... ··2 ...... ·3 
'"' --' 451' "~7 1') , nt .. ", .... "!~' .• •.••••••••• ••• _ ••••••••••••••• 




. . .. ,...... 150 . . . . . . .. ............ ..... 15, 
11' 100 ::-;Ij ...... :. .... 100 n . .. .. .. .. ... ...... 1.i 
~ 5Q 40 ..... , ..... ; 50 If .................. ll ...... .. 
11\ WQ HQ ...... i ..... ; 100 16 , .......... : ...... 15 ....... , ....... . 
21' 30~ 20~ ..... : .... ; 300 24 240 35 30: I ~ ....... . 
1 \l~ (i~ ..... , ....... 92 11 35 8(" 1 ....... . 
2 251 14q ..... , ...... , 251 25 ........... : ...... 1011 ....... 4 ..... .. 
21 Iv 7i! ..... , 2\11 120 21 50 3 2J ....... < 1 
HI 25 17$ ..... ; ...... 250 l5 20 5 50: ' 3 ...... .. 
1 l~l 12~ .. , .... l ..... A 150. ' •. '... ..• ............ ...... 3(} '.' ....... : ...... .. 
I 
10 ~ 5~ ...... , ..... , 75 10 30 .. .. .. . 10: 1 ... " ... -~, --t'~'''''-'''''- ----t - .. ~ ~-------. ------- :-_ --~ --, ---
9£ fi58 .55553(1)0 . 5635 5666 466 ]!)38 222 ~8 ' 61 24 Total 1910 .................................. . 
Total 1!J0!J ......................... , .......... t 90 650 555~ :i74H gO 15 5585 4li5 2152 50n 7731.[ 118 18 
---'---1----1---1---1---1------.----1------.---1--- ; ____ , ___ _ 
Increase ................................ ] 11· .... ·j Sf 111' 26 1 ~Ol' 81 I 11 .......... .. 
Decrease ........................ , .. , ...... ' .... _.. ,92 ........ ~''''', , ..... '" .'.' ... ;; .' ....... , ........ 614 
195: 43 
2841 ...... ' ........ 
i 
Ii 
STATISTICS No, II.-·LOUISVILLE DISTRICT. 
SUNDAY-SCHOOLS. COLLECTION FOR 
B'D ofS'DAY-SC'L 
m 0 ::.:~.QrJ) ~> ::.:~ ("l9 ::nt;~g.5·~ o-~~ ~ o ("It;s::>~ o.m~ t:tlt-'(; 0 Ell ::0 ... 0 ::0< OC'D~ :F m:§:; ;><" 0 ollq ~ ~ ., ~. (jC'DO~ M'~(lItn "1=rCP('D .... ::r'~g.(') 0 
" 
0" OS ~- ~~ .. :=e:e..~ O'S ~ ~ "O""OS"'~~'oS 0"''' S("l~O " " 0.0. Om g., " . ~ So- 1<""''' ("l NAMES OF CHARGES. II '" n'"tA~ Ollq "" -" CIJ ... t"t ~ - :; O"'::r~ 8 M.r-'" ~ g ~ ~ g. ~ In 0 ::0 5'" en "III R<>O'~ t;l'i~~o • ::s .. ::r R<> t;D>';, D> ""'1' t;;;\ ~::s ~;:T' ~ r;J.. .. tJI "' (")~ 
" 
0::0 
>-l 1:: 0 " !!:. ~~ o.("l.g ~ ': en ~ R<> ::t"~~~.~~ ;;00 III l'i ., -0. ('DB"""" G:;~ " £.0 ~ t-'~ 0 Ill" " "0 w. "0 w. P';t ... f"t"~. 0 (» ~ On::TO t:I =:s ~ fT ~ ~ .... ~::o 0 !"' .. = -::s n <:>:I: en _ • ., ("l ::OS°:I:"~~~U2 · "n 0 • 0 n,...... ., .. ~"'o 6.~ S : "C::o- g • .D>::o ::0- : :==-" D> " .. ~O'" Orn"~~o..: - < In 
" 
0.::0 ;. ::0- "CS_~·g "o'n ~~e;9o~:-'(t~ 
"" 
., 
: R<>9-:= "0. "' !II ~(\) CD ~...... 9::r-::r' : ... 'Il ~, en , 
" " 
• til CD ('D I-f ""t • 0.., 
1 5 40 28 . ..... ..... 40 5 28 
3 15 150 100 . ..... ...... 150 16 ............ 10 
(1 8 120 45 . ..... ..... 120 8 20 
3 22 125 90 . ..... .... . 125 . ....... . ........... . ..... 
2 8 125 100 ...... ...... 125 ... . .. . ........... . ..... 
3 24 75 60 . ..... ..... 75 ........ . .......... . ..... 
4 28 200 150 ...... 200 . ....... . ........... . ..... 
2 10 80 tiO ...... ...... 80 . ........... 
6 lI6 268 220 ...... . ..... 268 26 160 6 
3 14 128 76 ...... . .... 128 14 (l1 17 
2 16 175 150 ...... 25 200 HI .."." ....... 3 
1 15 160 100 ...... 
""'" 
160 15 60 18 
1 43 410 171 71 19 500 43 . ........... 16 
1 24 190 115 52 4!! 290 24 140 17 
4 20 200 150 ...... ...... 200 15 . ........... ...... 
2 10 80 60 ..... ...... 80 .." ..... ............ ...... 
3 18 109 100 ...... ...... 109 . ....... ............ 
S 2 240 175 ...... 20 260 . ........... 
I 9 66 50 . ..... 19 85 \I 20 
I 15 100 60 ...... ...... 100 1lI 20 . ....... 
1 10 45 35 ...... ...... 45 10 . ........... I 9 1 
3 13 160 75 ...... ...... 160 13· 130 I) •••••••• . ....... 
1 7 50 40 ...... ...... 50 ............ ...... 10 . ....... . ....... 
2 12 48 34 . ..... ...... 48 12 7 8 ....•... : ......... 
5 15 200 150 ..... ...... 200 15 . ........... ..... 10 . ....... ........ 
2 10 60 45 ...... ...... 60 . ........... ...... . ....... ... .... 
2 12 200 150 ...... ...... 200 12 ............ 2 ........ . ........ 
ArUngton ....................................... . 
Beaver Dam ................................... . 
Bowling Green. . . .. •............. . ...... , .,. 
Bowling Green Circuit. .............. _ ........ . 
Deer Lick ........................................ . 
Dexterville __ .................................... . 
Earllngton ... , ........................•........ , . 
Grayhampton . .. . .. .......... . ............... . 
'"' I(ardlnsburg ................................... . 
00 Hickory Grove .......................... " ..... . 
00 Leitchfield .................................... . 
Lollisville: Jj]pworth .......................... . 
Trinity ....................................... . 
Wesley ........................................ . 
Marion ........................................ . 
Morgantown .................................... . 
NoOreek ....................................... . 
Onton ..... __ ._ .................................. . 
Owensboro .........................•............. 
Paducah·_. _ .. , ...... -...... " .. -.............. . 
Patton Oreek ........................ " .......... . 
sa.cramento .. _ ................................. . 
Scottsville. . . . . .. . ............................. . 
Tompkinsvllie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .... ; .... . 
Vine Grove ..................................... . 
Woodsonvl11e ................................... . 





63 430 3804 2589 123 131 4058 266 646 2 27 
~ 4~:_~ ~~: ... ~~7 ... ~~~ .... ~~~~ ......... ~~~ .... ~~~~ ....... : ........ · ...... ~I 1: 
...... ..... ............. 34 l!6 66 79 411 214 161 ................ 
Total, 1910 •.•.•.........•................... 
Total, 1909 ................................... . 
Increase ...................•............. 




STATISTICS No. n.-RECAPITULATION. 
II SUNDAY-SCHOOLS. 
~ ~ ~5'S:~ ~ ~ ~~ Q~ ~t1:;>;l!?.5·~ g'a::~ ~ !; Qt1a::>~ e-w~ ~rQ~;;- -~ 
rOLLECTION FOR 
B'D OfS'DAY-SC'L 
NAMES OF DISTRICTS. 
Ashland ......................................... . 
OOvington ....................................... . 
Lexington ....................................... . 
Louisville ....................................... . 
Total HHO ..•............•..................... 
Total 1009 ...........••..•..........•...•.•.•.. 
Increase ......... , ....................... . 
Decrease .................................. . 
8 E ~~~~ ~~ as. ~~ ~.g~~~~e.g·a~~ :p~,g~3;~g'5~~~~ ;, ~;; 
;;;- Ul t' "1.!' - ~ CJ9 n ~ B ('0 ~~,,:s ~ ~ ~ en 0 () ... rt- ~::s "1 aq ~ ~ .Ul ::s ;:! ~ (5 '::: 
?i' t::1~g ~ !'!... t1'" :;>;ll' ~g-1'1Iq ~g'1 ;;!;;! ~ ~ g-;:T :h p.~ ;.n"'.. t%J :; 2..[ 
;;' .gil ... ", - ..... .g_. Op ..... P.n"='.d. oeil o::r·a::~:::·",,. .. g~ ,,>-<~ n • ~ 
•• • >.< _. ,-..... ';:1 ;:: ~ '" It Of .... _ • ...,.. - I' _ ~ • '''=';:T ~ ~ .... ,...;:10 ,-...... - n .. ~ en-· "n"::sa O ........ - ~<oo. 1''', . . !. g. : g.!2.~ fj;: : tJ'""osu';!3: "tf~~ ~~ ~CIl~ g~o:: ~; 
n • -;:l., p.::s .;. .;. ~ 0 a p._. n • ., n' n en '" '" a ;:T., ... '" • n n ~ : Ro,?--j..:.." ~~ : ~ : n ... cn~t»;;-t;';:: 9::r::r': ~;:(b~~: g.~: ~~ 
5." 54') 4243 2424 125 323 4631 4tl6 1313 317 1813 58 38 
46 486 4192 2683 2L6 240 467)l 458 1942 18!) 2162 65 47 
91 558 5555 3760 56 85 5f156 466] 5.'l8 222 9(\8 61 29 
63 430 3806 2589 123 131 4058 266 646 102 llti3........ 27 
---- ---- ----------------- -_ 1-----
258 2022 17794 11456 520 729 1901R 1656 5439 830 61061 184 136 
247 2051 1751:13 11366 404 553. 18511 1679 2576 1287 5770 30 81 
- ------- --. ------------ --- -- ------
11 .... 29 · .... 2.ii ... ~~~ ... ~~~ ... ~:~ ..... ~:.... 23 .... :~ .... '''357 ... ~~ I ..... ~~ .... 51> 
STATISTICS No. I1I.-ASHLAND DISTRICT. 
NAMES OF CHARGES. I NAMES OF PASTORS. 
Ashland .................. Jno. 1. Wean ....... . 
Ashland Uircuit. ........ A. Borein!! ................. . 
Blaine ..................... 1. V. Morris .............. '. 
CatlettsbUl'g ............. A. H. Dayis ................. . 
East Point ............... Wm. Walker ........... .. 
Fullerton ............... «:. H. Darragh ........... . 
-.8 Gallop,. ................... Cyrus Riffle ............... . 
o Grayson .................. D. M. Carpenter .......... . 
Greenup .................. C. B. Plummer ........... . 
Louisa .................... Thomas Hanford ......... . 
Louisa Circuit ........... John H. Literal ......... . 
Olive Hill ...... , ......... G. W. Howes ............. . 
Paintsville ............... J; H. Literal ............. . 
Pikeville ................. A. F. J<'elts ............... .. 
Pikeville Circuit ........ C. N. Vaughn ........ ', .. . 
Russell ................... E. H. Edwards ........... .. 
Russell Uil'cult .......... J. A. Williams ............ . 
8alyersville .............. W. G. Bradford ........... . 
Ralt Lick ................. John G. Ragan ........... . 
Salt Lick OJrcuit ........ O. N. Vaughn ............ . 
Tolesboro ................ Byrd Hughes ............. . 
Vanceburg, ............. O. G. Ragan ............... . 
Vanceburg Oil·cuH ...... H. D. Oooper .............. . 




(Jl :r1 r.> 0 ;-
" 
.... 





300. . 100 




250 • 50·· 
oO() 50 
505 100; 
Wlo. lO~' ;lOo. 100 
fiOO 10 
BOO' 100., 





5[51 100 650 250. 
fiOIl ...... 
51)0 100. 










$1750 $1450 $30.0 
40.0 1135 10.0 
30. ........ 1M 
00.0 700. 20.0. 
460. !l12 6\) 
500 3~7 ..... 
BO.O 2LO 50 
5M 396 50. 
(i05.50510· . 
5o.G 40(f 100 
500 20.0 1Il0 
!lo.ti 450. 100. 
,700 700 75 
'60.0. 420. . 
'210. 244 . 
1000 7GO :loti 
500. 33!1 100. 
540 ilo.o. 40 










SUI'I'ORTOF SUPPORT OF II SUPPORT OF 
CONFERENCE DISTRICT • BISHOPS 
t! CLAIMANTS. SUPER'ENTS. • 
" 
>-3 
::n ~:» ;;- ~:> :> ~:> :> () g. ;;;. 0'8 8 0'8 8 0'8 8 
r.> ;:l ;:l 0 0 ;:lO 0 ;:l 0 0 
-
() 
" " " " " " 
(1) = 
" (;. p..;:l ;:l ~;:.. ;:l p..;:l ;;.
'" 




." :> ." 
'1:1 r.> '1:1 r.> '1:1 r.> 
'1:1 p: '1:1 ;;: '1:1 p: 
0 0 0 
';' ';' ';' 
~175o. .... [ $32 ~.ll21 
435.... ...... 2 
:)150 $150 $15 $15 
32 :12..... 1 
15&$14 ........... ' 
900....9 15, 
37~ 1'8 ...... 1 
337 163 .. .... 1 
50 :15 ......•••••• 
56 568 4 
41 44 .... ~. 1 
50 47 ......... .. 
2(lO 40. ...... :l 40 30 ...... 1 
'446 104 5 5! 50. 50 3 3 
60.; ............... : 50 50 ......... .. 
"Ot) .......... 3 
;)00 200 ........... .. 
45 45...... 2 
50 ...... ; ........ . 
55Q50 22 
775.... 8 5 
50. 40 1 1 
56 53 5 5 
420 180 ...... 1 flO 48 ........... . 
244 ,26 .......... .. 40. ilO .......... .. 
goO 40 8 lO 60 60 ...... 2 
189 61 .......... .. 44 39 .......... .. 
340 200 ...... 4 56 411 ...... 1 
500.... 5 2 44 44 I 1 
148 .............. .. 44 30 .......... .. 
608 1~ i (; 01 
90U .... '1 8 8, 463 a7 ............ : 
4541 145 ...... 10 
56 49 5 5 
5() 5(l 2 :I 
56 5() .......... .. 
50 50...... 1 
---_.---,----,----,--,-,-_--'--'1---.---,,---,---,,---'---
Total 1910 . ........... .............................. 119;~5 2150 14090 10tVO 2281 1~\)07 [41)01 8:1 jlO 1279 1150 40 4fi 
Total 190.9 ... ......... .............................. 12:334 2:360 14(i94 105Hl 2360. 128701k07 115 105 1134 10.98 41 411 
-------------- - -- ---- ----
Incl'l'ase.......... ................ ............. ........ ...... ........ ][4 ...... 21 .... ......... 5 135 52...... 2 
Decrease.. . . . . . . .. .............................. 39\1 210 604 ........ 1 ~!I ........ 377 22 .. . . .. ...... ...... 1 ..... . 
>-3 CURRENT EXPENSES 
~ !?~~ I o.~;..e. t-'(j (t) Vl g' ~ 
ttl_.~ ..... :r,.,.o 0 
:n' (") "1 en aq C n;:l::S ;) ;:rrr~C ::r'ri . go -
.g g'n'1:l .-;r : t""'< 
tIl"dB'g ~ •• :~tn 
(Do .., "UJ .. < (') ~.(j:: ~ (L .: n::r' ~c;" : ~ : ~.£. 
(b -.~ .::s • til S. 8 ~ :. : t;e" 
: CD ~:!! : ~ :~ g t'" 
'I";:l 0 ." • ;0:-'(1) I : _r; .. ~ '"~ : ~ :, .. fJJ ~ 
II 
$1948 $568 $700 $1268 
470 80 62 142 
191 25 30 55 
975 \iO 60 150 
418 5 26 31 
385 82 96 198 
294 30 20 50 
504 34 25 59 
656 120 00 210 
550 ..... -:. 100 100 
20 41 61 
n93 36 32 68 
8:18 56 74 130 
4()9 50 15 55 
274 ...... ...... ...... 
lO:~2 7., 25 lllO 
478 18 40 58 
39:\ 50 50 100 
547 55 50 10.5 
17R . .... ...... ...... 
663 115 60 175 
966 100 125 225 
519 25 50. 75 
515 50 27 77 
- ----
13891 16~4 1851 3.'192 
13943 [448 1328 2776 
----





STATISTICS No. III.-COVINGTON DISTRICT. 
PASTOR'S SUPPORT. SUPJ'ORTOI' SUPPORT OF 
CONFERENCE DISTRICT 
CLAIMS. RECEIPTS. tj CLAIMANTS. SUPER'ENTS. 
" [fJ ::x: 
.., [fJ ::x: .., 
=> 
.. > :.- .. > > 0 to 0 0 to 0 0 (i' 0'3 3 O·S 3 ;> t:: ... ;> ~ ... NAMES OF CHARGES. NAMES OF PASTORS. '1 U> to '1 to ::l ::l 0 0 ::l 0 0 
- -
n 
"t:: t:: "t:: t:: 
'< 
" 
'< () 0;' ~;; ::l "'"" ::l l'tI l'tI '" ... 
... ... 
" " 
:> '"C :> '"C 
. ::l :'t) ... ... .'t) to ~. 
. 't) 5: .'t) A-• 0 • 0 
: ';1 : 7 
1 
Asbury •......••.....•.... E. H. McKenzie ........... $380 $100 $480 $380 $100 $480 .... ...... $6 $40 $40 
Augusta ................. O. J. Carder ................ 550 150 700 580 150 730 *30 $7 7 50 50 
Bellevue •..•............. Alfred P. Smith ...•....... 1000 ...... 1000 1000 ...... 1000 .... 10 10 60 60 
covin~oll: Main St. " . G. N. Jolly ................. 6()() 250 850 466 256 716 134 ...... 2 40 24 
Shin Ie ................ GIhson Mosher ........... 1300 ...... 1aOO 1300 ...... 1300 .... 1 15 70 70 
Trinity ........•........ F. T. Kelley ................ 875 225 1100 875 225 ll()() .... ...... 12 no 50 
Union •••.• · •.•.•.••..... G. W. Bunton ............ 1200 480 1680 1200 480 1680 . ... 50 50 210 210 
West COvington ....... D. W. Browll .............. 500 ...... 500 500 ...... 500 . ... 5 6 22 26 
Dayton ................... H. W. Bunton ............. 7i'i0 200 950 750 200 950 10 lQ 50 50 
East Maysville •......... W. H. Davenport ........ 610 72 68:1 584 36 620 62 2 45 42 
Foster ••••..•...•...••..•. J.le. Reed ................. .............. 
Germantown ..•..•...... E. R. Overly ............... 440 75 515 400 75 475 40 9 45 45 
Grant .................... M. M. Roundtree .......... 345 50 a95 223 50 273 70 . ..... 1 40 39 
Harrison ................. J. R. Howes .•............. 725 ...... 725 725 ..... 725 . ... 8 8 65 6i) 
Ludlow .................. David W. Clark ........... 720 ...... 720 720 ...... 720 .... 15 111 50 50 
Mltysv1.11e ................ F. W. Harrop ............. 800 200 lO()() 800 200 1000 . ... 15 15 60 60 
Mt. Olivet .•••••••••••.... L. R. Godbey ............... 650 100 750 560 100 660 40 ....... .f ••• 60 60 
Newport ................. John G. Scbaibly .......... 1300 300 1600 1300 300 1600 . ... 30 30 155 155 
Sardis ..................... N. H. young ............... 625 150 775 625 150 775 . ... ...... 10 60 50 p--------------- 20~ ----Total11l10 •••••..........•••..•.••.••••.•............ 1:l370 23521 15722 12988 2322 15404 396 1110 1182 1156 Tota11001l. . . • •. . . . . . .. . ..•.•.....•..•...•....•...... 
... ~~:: 2335 16565 13982 2335 15657 364 248 22(1 1250 1227 ---nl~ -------Increase ..•.........................•........... .............. 32 ...... 
Decrease •..••.......•........••............... ...... 813 994 13 253 .... 88 18 68 71 
'" Excess. 
SUPPORT OF po t)(i ~ ~URRENT EXPENSES 
BISHOPS. ~ ... ·0,..,. A-~::lPO (') [fJ.., 
tIj:1.(;l- t""'~ ~~= 0 
-> > 
;-0 "1 tJ) ciQ's:: n::::s::S ;-;:r~ g c :Tri ~ ~ -
0'3 3 .gifn't) .r~: M : 
::l 0 0 (I)"dB'g 0" : ~cn : ,,= ::: 
"'"::l " 
• t'II ,., .... en • < n • 
.... - : 6'(')~ ~ ~ : n 5 : 
:> '"C .f"tp,; :; :.!'lo : 
• 't) to : g s':;P :? : tl:l!i! : • 't) ~ • 
: 0 ?- : ~~'~ : ~ : 0 : 
: 7' : : ~;!~ : ~ : ~~ = 1 : _rA ,!l .... OO :.:-: .. 00 rr : 
$3 . ..... $529 $99 $87 $186 
. .... ; 789 100 75 175 
. ..... 1072 90 180 370 
...... . ..... 742 250 240 290 
...... ~ 1390 300 150 450 $3 1175 100 50 150 
15 1~ 11155 1200 197 1397 
1 1 533 200 130 330 
3 ~ 1013 150 125 275 666 75 50 125 
Ii 535 100 .. .. 40 144) 
1 11 314 50 45 00 8 ~I 802 100 125 225 . .... 786 13! 611 197 
10 10 1085 250 125 375 
.. .. .ie 720 70 50 120 10 1795 1060 500 1560 
4 849 Il5 75 170 
--I- -----_. 
51 ~ 16750 4423 23iY7 6730 
97 16807 4633 11113 6545 
-----
-[-
.. .. i,i ..... 257 . .... 394 185 46 210 ...... 
STATISTICS No. HI.-LEXINGTON DISTRICT. 
PASTOR'S SUPPORT. SUPPORTO~' SUPPORT OF 
SUPPORT OF III tliJ;;l CURRENT EXPEN?ES CONFERENCE DISTRICT 
BISHOPS. ~ E' g fJ CLAIMS. RECEIPTS. t:1 CLAIMANTS. SUPER 'ENTS. 1;0"""- r<iJ "'" ~I >-3 
" ~." ciQ.~ r; g :l ~ 
I 
::n 
... > :.- ,.. > > ;:~ ~ g> Ul III >-3 Ul III >-3 
" 
... :.- :> ~ri .. ~ e. ~ 0 :a e- O :a n' O'S S O'S S 5'S !3 0 Ul~'C 




,,~ ~ .. 0: ~ ('D :::: = <n't:J 0 '< .. '< .. 
,,' ?-~ ::t Po'" ::t 0..;:1 ::l ~ ~ ...,. rn < (") lid ;d 
'" 
... ... ... :"' ,.... s'Q'-' n n n ::r' ::.- >< til oJ 
" " 
::> '1i '1i .:.- '1i "'1'> g .. 2-::t ::t 
.'0 I'> :'0 III ::g e. g 3':;0 ... ... ::t ., ''0 p: .'0 p: 
- 1;0" • 0 
• 0 : 0 f4 ~~ (I) ~ g t"1 ';' · ... • J • ~. ::s!j 0 I ~~i .. 1<'" 
.. - .. til rr 
.A.lbany ............................ J. H. Bell ............................ . 
Barbouryille ................... J. D. Hitchcock .............. .. 
Barbourville Circuit.. .... O. T. Stump ...................... .. 
Bethel. ............................. W. H. MOI'l·is .................... . 
Booneville ........................ J. T. ¥artin ...................... .. 
Burning SprIngs ....................................................... .. 
Oollege Hill ........ · ............. S. M. Oarrier ................... .. 
Gradyville ....................... L. F. Payne ...................... . 
Gray ................................. W. O. Stewart ................... . 
-:0 Harlan ... ; ......................... E. E. young ...................... . 
~ Holly Hill ....................... W. G. Wright .................... . 
Kingsville ........................ /. D. Haggard .................... . 
Lexington ....................... Geo. V. Morris ............... .. 
London ............................ V. T. Willis ....................... . 
London Circuit ............... ro. N. Early ....................... . 
Middlesboro ..................... Tohn Oheap ...................... . 
Middleburg ..................... W. R. Hunt ..................... .. 
Monica ............................. T. H. Oonrey ..................... . 
Nicholasville .................. F,. B. Rill ......................... .. 
Oil Oenter ........................ P. O. Newell. .................... . 
Pinev1lle .......................... S, T. Kelley ....................... . 
Riley ................................ H. O. Snapp ...................... .. 
·RQflkcastle-..... ; ................ G. A. Maness ................... . 
Science Hill .................... A S. Godbey ..................... . 
Somerset ....................... , .. E'. L. Shepard .................. .. 
Wayne ............................ R. M. Oampbell ................ . 
West Bend ....................... Harvey Johnson ............. .. 
West London .................. Geo. Early ......................... . 
Williamsburg & Oorbin .J. B. Oaton ......................... . 
Woodbine ........................ ,G. G. Byrd ......................... . 
Total 1910 .................... 1 ........................................... .. 
Total 1909 ................................................................ . 
. "$iiSO .... $1000 $180 $1180 $1000 $ltlO $11 $3 $50 $50 $12 $4 150 ...... 150 50 . ..... 50 $100 . ..... ...... 40 21 . .... 1 700 100 800 575 100 675 125 ...... ...... 60 6 . ..... ..... 425 75 500 30U 75 375 125 3 2 40 40 
.. .. 75 .... 
.. .. 72 · .... 7 450 525 450 75 525 11 7 7'2 7 242 40 282 190 4U 2~0 52 ...... 1: 34 23 2 1 200 ...... 200 200 . ..... 200 . ..... ...... 1 40 a2 3 1 505 60 565 40U 60 460 105 2' 37 ....... 1 230 ...... 230 78 
...... 1 7tl 152 II 2 32 19 ...... .... 320 50 370 215 50 265 105 ...... 2 32 33 1 1 2000 500 2500 2UOu 500 2500 .... SO 100 200 200 25 25 360 ...... 360 24S . ..... 248 III . .... ...... 40 30 6 2 120 ...... 120 41 ...... 41 79 ...... 30 19 2 1 400 300 700 400 300 700 .... ..... 40 40 . .... ...... 410 110 470 410 60 470 .... 4 50 50 . .... 3 200 40 240 80 40 120 12 40 37 ...... 800 ...... 800 716 . ..... 716 84 10 10 70 63 5 5 150 ...... 150 60 ...... 60 90 . ..... ...... 30 SO . ..... ...... 350 ...... 350 350 . ..... 350 . ... S 3 40 40 3 8 305 50 355 200 50 250 155 ...... ...... . .. ' ... 24 . ..... 1 100 
.. "60 100 12 ...... 12 88 ...... ..... 4. ...... . ..... 425 485 400 60 460 25 ...... ...... 44 38 . ..... 2 650 150 800 550 150 700 100 ...... ....... 50 42 . ..... 2 250 ...... 250 164 . ..... 164 86 ...... 1 32 31 ...... . ..... 300 ...... 300 25tl . ..... 258 42 ...... 1 40 30 ...... 1 220 ...... 220 67 ...... 67 15!l . ..... ...... 30 2l~ ...... . ...... 668 72 740 3i5 72 442 2 ...... 40 88 9 . 1 17U ...... 170 130 . ..... 130 40 ...... 32 21 . .... 1 
1--
------- ------ ---- ---- ----12100 1812 13912 9920 1812 11726 2235 121 1 1200 1147 75 63 10688 1644 12332 9503 16M 110471878 145 181 1079 1152 67 59 
$123711 $1001 $48 $148 
:10 30 
85 35 
417 40 05 55 
...... 
.... 4~ 611 48 
255 20 20 
'233 40 40 
580 10 20 30 
99 12 12 
301 80 85 115 282 1000 100 2000 
280 60 So 90 
61 .5 9 14 
740 50 ~ 85 527 79 125 
157 12 
oS 17 794 100 160 
90 15 15 
893 15 15 
275 Ij) 10 
16 ...... 15 15 
504 100 30 130 
744 7/i 80 105 
197 10 10 
290 89 ...... 
90 6 24 30 
481 50 50 100 
152 15 20 35 
-
----
--13269 2632 986 3554 
12386 2652 685 3337 
Increase .... · .......... I .. ·· .. · .. ··· ...... ····· .... ···· .. ······· .... ·11 14121 1681 15801 4171 1681 679185711 ...... 1 ...... 11 1291 ...... \\ 81 4 Decrease.. ...... ...... .. ....... .................... ................ ........ ...... ........ .... ... ...... ........ .... :!4 431 ...... 5 .......... .. 
,----,---,----,----,---,----,--,,---,---,,---,---,,---,---
- ---- --
883 801 227 









Beaver ,Dam ............... 
Bowling Green .......... 
BowUng Green Circuit . 




Hardinsburg.. .. . . . .... ' 
Hick.ory Grove .......... 1 
Leitchfield ............... 
Louisville: Epworth ... ' 
Trinity ••.............. ., 
Wesley ................. 
Marion Circuit ........... 
Mo,&antown ............ 
No reek ................. 
On ton ................... 
Owensboro ............... : 
Paducah .................. 
Paton Greek .............. 
Sacramento ..... '.' ...... 
Scottsville ............... 
Tompkinsville ........... 
Vine Grove .........•.... 
Woodsonville ............ 
Zion .•.................... 
Total 1910 •......••.... 




STATISTICS No. IlL-LOUISVILLE DISTRICT. 
PASTOR'S SUPPORT. SUl'l'ORT OF SUPPORT OF 
CONFERENCE DISTRICT 
CLAIMS. RECEIPTS. t::i CLAIMANTS. SUPER 'ENTS. 
C\) 
[fl p:: .., [fl p:: >-l ::t> ... ~ :> ... ~ ~ n 10 0 0 10 0 0 ,,' 0'3 3 0'3 3 iii .. iii ... NAMES OF PASTORS. ... .: ~ ... .: ~ l:I l:I 0 0 l:I 0 0 
'< '" '< '" 
n 
"'.: .: "''' .: 
'" " ,,' p.l:I l:I p.l:I l:I ~ ~ 
'" 
. .. .. ... ... 
'" " 
:~ '"d ~ '"d l:I l:I 
.", to 
'" 




• 0 0 
: 7 7 
J. B. Jones ................. $550 $72 $622 $362 $72 $4341$188 $2 $50 $5~ R. T. Harper ............... 410 84 494 350 84 431 60 $2 2 44 44 
Benj. Helm ................ 300 ....... 300 252 . ..... 252 48 4 2 36 36
1 Ro. W. Huntman .......... 4.')0 75 526 278 75 353' 172 6 3 60 60
1 
. John Rich ................. 352 50 402 302 50 352 50 5 2 40 40 
C.W.Fry .................. 350 25 375 100 25 125 250 .... ...... 27 25 
1. N. Reid .................. 435 96 531 400 96 496 35 44 44 
T. E. Wilton .............. 175 . .... 175 140 . ..... 140 3n 3 ] 32 32 
Isaiah Cline ................ 500 100 600 464 100 564 36 12 10 57 57 
G. W. Dan1e ................ 425 90 515 401 90 491 24 ...... 4 50 00 
J. F. Hopkins .............. 625 100 725 394 100 494 231 ...... ...... 60 60 
J. W. Cantrell ............. 700 200 !l00 710 200 910 *10 6 6 40 46 . 
E. B. Patterson ........... 2600 600 3200 2600 600 3200 .... 100 100 300 300
1 
C. A.l!'ellows .............. 1200 ...... 1200 1200 ...... 1201,) .. . 18 18 60 60 
T. R. O'BI'yan ............ 220 60 280 185 60 245 35 4 1 32 18 
J. L. Burton .............. 326 l~g 401 261 75 336 65 4 2 30l :l31 W .. R.Crain ............... 550 650 540 100 640 10 9 8 60 60 
Eli Wesley ............... 500 50 550 480 50 530 20 ...... . .... 56 51i 
T. M. Davis ................ 440 ...... 440 440 ...... 440 .... 5 5 40 40 
S. B. Wardrip ............. 500 120 6:10 415 120 535 85 6 4 33 33 
T.M. Anderson ............ 238 ....... 238 238 ..... 238 .... 4 3 25 25 
D. P. Holtzclaw ........... 480 60 540 370 60 430 110 ...... . ..... 50 4:1 
J. M. Horn ................. 411 70. 481 358 70 428 53 5 2 60 60 
C. R. Davidson ............ 205 20 225 115 20 135 90 ...... .. 3:1 33 
J.H.Embry ............... 200 ...... 200 179 . ..... 179 21 1 ] 32 32 
S. J. PurcelL ............... 225 25 250 150 25 175 75 ...... " ... 31l 33 
N. G. Grizzle ............... 425 ...... 425 400 . ..... 400 25 6 4 38 38 
----------
---- - ---- --
--
............................... 13792 2072 15863 12084 2072 14058 1718 200 180 1425 1447 
.............................. 18378 1918 15236 12596 1890 14486 1401 228 236 1394 um 
-------
------
- -- -- -- --
.............................. 414 154 567 ••••• • 0 182 ........ 317 ...... ...... 31 13.5 
.............................. I ....... · .............. 512 ...... 428 .... 28 56 . ..... ...... 
SUPPORT OF P> t;::1(") 6l CURRENT EXPENSES 
BISHOPS. g. Oi g Pi 
t-'(") '" '" g' >-l ttlS.~-
""",::r' ..,. 0::s 0 
..,.> >- ;;;6~ O'Q::: O::s p. ;; P'"ri . ~ -0'3 3 o[fl~", ~;:r:t-"< : 
l:I 0 0 '" <= "'''' ~ .. : ~ if. : 
"'.: .: CJ>'" 0 
p.=, ::s : ~ ~ nW : < ~ : t"f' ,.. _.(""} •• 
• >< ." 0 • 
: ~ '"d ';:, iii : 0- : ... ~. 2. : 
: :g ~. ~ S';p • .0 • Vl • '. • 0:1" • 
: ~ ?" ~~ ~ . : >:J : 0 : 
: I : ~ ;! ~ :; : ~~ : 
. : J _Vl .... IJJ.:r. : ...- : ",til ~ : 
$1 $4891/ $10 $14 $24 $2 2 482 50 20 70 
2 1 291 I 150 40 190 
5 2 418 : 15 10 25 
3 1 395 25 10 3.'j 
150 5 5 10 
5W 25 25 50 
173 8 8 16 
5 3 631 150 70 220 
..... 1 546 5 21 26 
. ..... 554 75 25 100 
5 5 9tH 135 00 HI5 
20 20 3620 Hl20 510 2330 
8 8 1286 375 190 565 
2 1 265 20 10 80 
2 2 373 20 10 30 
5 5 713 50 8 58 
. ..... 1 587 
. ..... 1 486 ~3 III 62 
5 3 575 75 . ..... 75 
2 2 268 . ..... ...... ....... 
. ..... ...... 473 10 9 19 
3 1 491 25 10 3') 
. ..... 
. ..... 168 6 8 14 
1 1 213 25 10 35 
...... ...... 208 . ..... ...... ...... 
4 3 445 25 10 35 
-- ------




. ..... .... . 312 . ..... 186 









Total 1910 ...................... 
Total 19011 ....................... 
Increase ....................... 
Decrease ....................... 
STATISTICS No. IlL-RECAPITULATION. 
PASTOR'S SUPPORT. SUPPORT OF SUPPORT OF 
CONFERENCE DISTRICT 
CLAIMS. RECEIPTS. t; CLAIMANTS. SUPER 'ENTS. 
(1) 
>-l (fJ >-l 
::>I 
> ... > > (fJ ::r: ::r: 
" 
... > Pl 0 0 Pl 0 ~ O'S S O·S S i;;' ;:;; i;;' (1) DIS;rRICT SUPT. " " Pl ::s :. 0 0 ::s 0 0 ... '" - ... '" - " (1) " " 
(1) ::: 
" '< 
(1) '< I> 






:> '1:1 :> '1:1 ;;. :l :'0 
... 
.'0 Pl Pl 
''0 5: ''0 • 0 • 0 Po 
7 '( 
............................................. $1l935 $2150 $14090 $10630 $2281 $12907 1490 $83 $110 $1279 $1150 
............................................. 13370 2352 15722 12988 2:l22 15404 396 160 208 1182 1156 
............................................. 12100 1812 13912 9920 1812 11726 2235 121 138 1~08 1147 
............................................. 13792 2072 15863 12084 2072' 14058 1718 200 180 1425 1447 
-- --" -------- - ---- ----
............................................. 51197 8886 5(l587 45622 8487 54095 5839 564 63~ 5394 4900 
............................................. 5()630 8257 588:;7 465117 8229 54066 5502 736 748 4857 4788 
---------
----- ---- ----
............................................. 567 129 700 . ....... 258 2!J 337 
.. iii! 537 112 
............................................. ........ ...... H75 ...... ........ .... 172 . ..... ...... 
SUPPORT OF Pl t:lC":l;? CURRENT EXPENSES 
IlISHOPS. :l ..... 0 r+ p..~:l~ r-<9 ~~~ ;? to::!.~-
... > > ~~~~ aQ'~ n::s::S ;-~~ . ~ ...... O'S S o CIl~ '0 ~~ : ~~ :. 0 0 '0"1>'0 
"''' " 
"''0 0 
Po::s ::s " ... ~W :~g. 
."" ,... ::!·n~ • x . {tI 0 
:> '1:1 :l_ . 0 : "v. £. ... ., 
''0 Pl " ~''1:1 :. . '" • '0 ~. :l S ., '. . ttl·· 
• 0 Po ~~~ : "l : 0 7 • 
:l :l 0 : " : ~~ I . : ~V; .. ;;' Y- o ~ • Vl (fl ..... • ... I 
$40 $45 : $13891 $1684 $1851 $33\)2 
51. 72 ' 16750 4423 2307 6730 
75, 63 18269 2632 986 8554 




240 254 59714 11886 6246 17925 
329 285 ·59499 11568 aIM 16721 
----
---- --
. ..... ...... 215 318 1092 1204 
89 81 . ..... ...... 
STATISTICS No. IV.-ASHLAND DISTRICT. 
~ !: BENEVOLENT COLLECTIONS (DISCIPLINARY) OTHER DENEVOLEl';T COLLECTION·S. 
NAMES OF CHARGES. 
Ashland ..••....................... 
Asl.J.lalld Circuit .................. . 
Blaine " .......................... . 
OaUettsburg ..................... . 
East Point. .......... , ............ . 
Fullerton ......................... . 
:0 Gallop ............................. . 
VI Gr.ayson ........................... . 
Gl·-eenup .......................... . 
Louisa ............................. . 
Louisa Circuit .................... . 
Olive HilL ........................ .. 
Paintsville ........................ . 
Pikeville .......................... ' 
Pikeville Oil·cuil .................. ' 
Russell ............................. . 
Russell Oircuit ................... . 
Salyersv;iUe .....•.• __ . _"" _ ....... . 
SaltTJfck .................... . 
Salt Lick Oil·CUit ................. . 
Tolesboro ......................... . 
Vanceburg ........................ . 
Vanceburg Circuit ............... . 
Wallingford ..................... .. 
Total, uno .................... .. 
Tutal, 19U9 ..................... . 
Increase ................... . 
Decrease .................. . 
;\IlSS10~S. BOARD OF IJ'D OF I n'D OF . 
, E[)CCATION SUN.-S'L.1COXF.CL . 
IJ [) OF FOR- BOAJ~IJ OF HOME ---- -----
'EIGN ~IIS'ONS. ~llS. & CH'CH. EX ,,;:, ~<>. ,,'S (fl-;:.I n "0 
__ --;--,-----;---1.----;----,--1 .., - rJJ_ "'l.,.... - - "'lo "'l" 
_ . -I - - ~ ~ ~("; g..:F. 2 (') (') g..:r g 5 = S ;:, (fl'''''' 0" ;:, (fl "'" 0" :T 0:: o.::r ::r 0:: I Po (1) 0. I» 
- "-if l ""':;' ---- n'::, .... ::::::1;:: 2..~ ~ t: ~g. (') . t:S ('"') :t"' ......... VJ (j ::r'..., ......... JO""'1:r.~ c..."1 III .:".(b 
:T ::>"'Ul''O ::r oC 'i:'tl::".~ ..,,, ·1»'0'= 
C £. ~I. ~ c· ~ 5.. . ~ 2:=: I g:T: '1 : :: : ~ 
~ ~ ~ I:~' ri en ~ ;;' =. c.: {fI' • • ~ 
~ ;i: -::r '-; -gg 
I • , 
'=l ;.. :r. <: WO,-\l'S HO!'V1E .., 3 S'o ~IlS. SOCIETY 
" 
" 
(1) :: 3 
------Po ::!. e; fI) 
3 E :§ ~. '< =, 
" = Ul if> = (') Ul 
",' :;:j 0 "'l ;.> :: 
;.. ~ () ~ '" '0 
- " 
:T ~ 
'" ~. Po (fQ (1) 
Ul :: 
'" Ul 0 0 () E::: () 
'" 
(')>-3 ~ri ~ o~ ~(") fJ1 ~~ Cl ~ "'0 
"'I - ~. g~ (1) ~ '" M I>' 
0'" ~ p. -
::I n !" " "'~ () I>' 










>-3 010("; (')0 I'l", -, (1) 
0,....,. X;::::: ==' 
::::~ 'd n:tr.:; 
n...... CD-.., 1"'0 ~ 
C.~ ~ ~ ~::: 
o =' J. (; "'1 _ 
~ ~ . g &~ 
~I·~r;: ::t • (b ~ L .... ; rt'::;3JQ~ 
• ("') .-"C! 
: ('tl ;; tr~ 










$4S,)i *32 ~265 $268 $;~2 .... $:.1 .... $22 $15 $25 $lsl.... *~li $25 $16a $100...... $14961.................. $1560 !f;2.... $3058 
1:1 m.... 12 a .... .... .... .... .... 2 .... .... 4 ... . ... ........•.. 36 $10............. 10... .•.. 41i 
• • • .. •• •••• •••• • ••• ~. ....... •••• • •• T •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• ••• ••••• •••••• ••••.•• •••••• •••• ••••• ••••• •••• • •••• ! •••• •••• • ••••• 
40 .... .... a~ ............. ; .... 5 .... .... a . ... 5;\ 40 Vi ...... 158 10 $5 ..... .... lu .... .... 17;) 
I ... : .... 5 .......... I.................................... I :n 9................................ 9 
2 8 .... ...... ...... .... .... .... :I . . .. .... J $1. . .. ... ..... . . .. ...... ]3 .... ..... ..... .... ...... .... .... ]~ 
1:" H'1 ::.:., :1"1):'10': l }:; :i:::: .. :} .H. ~ H H:.H :: H"} : !j 
5....... 5............. .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ... ..... ..... ...... 10 .............................. , ]0 
1216 .... 20 Hl ............ 7 l~ .... Il .... ~ ~ 2 7 ...... 103 ........................ 2 :WI 108 
:J :::' / ::::l ::::::»:: ::: ::;,) >::: >:i :::::::: :::::, .:j::: ~/" ~:'1'1:: >r}:):j 
5 5 .... 5 _5 .... ' ... '. $;3.. .. 2 ;, i! 2 [) 1 1 . -1 ....... 401 .... ..... ..... .... ...... 3.... 48 510 ..... 5 10 ................ s ............ 2........ 5 ...... a.5 .... 18 ......... 13, ........ 48 
2 . . .. . ... 1 5. . . . . . .. .... .... .... .... .... '... .... I. .. ..... ...... 5 13i .... ..... ..... .... ...... .... .... ]8 
flO: .. ~~ '~~~I a8: .... ~i .. ~:) .. ~~ ... ~ "~;I .. ~.~4: 4: ~ .. ~;)~; 23~ 12: ~ 20:;1 .. ~~ ... ~~ ~~ :::: .. ~~~~ - 1~ ~S7~: 
~1!J1 ~2 lS~ a~~ ~~~ ~ ~ 4: -; 24 ~ ~ ~ ~~ :l91 ~!J ~ 16!\~ l03 _~ $a30 ~ ~ ~ :!~9 
281, _0 Sui tlll a.) .... _9.... f) 2.) 18 sa 5 8 5..... 29 6 451......... 18 .... 818 .... I.... 1~,,0 
.. ... i.... .. "I" .... ...... 25...................... . 'i''' ...... . til .................. : 1 31 159.. ... a50...... 41 a .... .. 
-------------.-----'--- ----~-~-.--
STATISTICS No. IV.-COVINGTON DISTRICT. 
BENEVOLENT COLLECTIONS (DISCIPLINARY) OTHER BENEVOLENT COLLECTIONS. 
MISSIU:\S. BOARD OF B'D OF B'D OF ':j;" '" ~ \vOM'S HO~IE (j'"l t"'::: ;.. C (j'"l C'l 0 (") c;"l 
EDVCATION SUN.·S'L. CONF.CL. ~ 3 0'0 MIS. SOCIETY 0 ~ ::0 g 0 ::0 & 0 ~ ~~ ~g ~ 
B'n OF FOR- BOARD OF HOME --- g. ~ ; 3 ------ ~ ~ t;:.. ~ ~!t ff e. "'d Cl ~:; :s 
EIGNMIS·ONS. MIS. & CH·CH. EX. It;;- CIl<;' "'l" ~ CIl-;;;' '''In "'l'" 3 r;'';; ~ ~ -;;;. "Ij ri M P; CIl I:l:l "I:l:l ~;.J ~ ~ Cl. 
NAMES OF CHARGES. 11--...,-- .r;:: ~; ::: -;; :::. g:;; d :: ~ g ~ CIl",' ::. -;;; g~. ~ Q. - 3- g g a ~ n 0 c ~ 
.-.. .-.. - - .-.-. - \.1.... ... \ J ~ = = :::! 3.. 0 ~ \ J C ::l • c: 0"" =- A en 0'" ... ~ CIl~ c;"l~ 2- CIl:=: c;"l~ .... ;: g § P..:::' ;: g:;, Cl." Q. i>l '" ~ "0· ~ '" '" ';. \1 ::t ~ !" < • ::t ; a ~ 
('") _. ().... l"'J - 0.. -.... -, I' n "Q ..... 0"' .., _ ~ - 0 '"'" (") -(') ::r ~~.w (j ':T enc ~.g: e- M iii ~ : ~ ri en j:I: " :: "Cb ~ :;:"' :!!. ... ...... 6' ... c r £. : R : R ~ ct> ::r :).... U'I ::r' 0 ~ - _ " "< • ~ • '< • 0 "== Q.. ,.. • Oq • _. ~ ct> C'P ..." .., n ~ 
o = n ,.. o::t· ('b (') ~" "...::r''' 1 ~ = ',..,. UJ" • n "",,::: fI)::S ..... n ~ ,.J ~ ;n q..: ~ :; (;' ~ : 8. ~ : I : .... : I : ~. en.,· Q • ", • '< ~ et,9 n t"t': :J o(! 
n • ~ . ~ ('") ~. ~ .... c:: . . (I) • • - 0 n ~ _ n " ~ :: ....... 
:r '1 -;:T ~ ._gg: .n: :t;: I: (1) (I) .!-~ 
• I • • • I • fI) 
Asbury.. ...... ..... ............... $11.... ...... $11............ $1.... *;1........ il'1 il'11 .......... 1...... $29.... $9.... ..... ...... .. .... $38 
AuguSltt.......... ................. 10.... ...... 10 .... $2 ........ *2 .... ilil .... i 2..... .... ...... 2 .... 15 ............. "........ 44 
~ Bellevue............................ $5 41 .. " $5 41 .... 2 .... .... 4 5 .... .... 3 1 $lOt...... ..... 21............. $125 $125 $2' $I :l3M 
~ Oovington: Main St.............. 6 . .•. ..... (\ . . .. .••. .... .... .... 2 . . .. .... 1 ... ..... ...... ...... 15 .... 3 .... ..... 20 I. . . . 39 
ShinkJp-........................... 15 35 $20 7 ...... .... 5 $6.... 2 .... 10... 4 ... 20 ...... ...... 124 $8 63 $22 ... 93 2 4 22.'1 
'l'rinity ...... .................... 19 26.... 19 26 .... .... .... ..... !l.................................... 9.... ....• .... .......... 99 
Union..... .. .................... 20 51 4.'1 6\1 51 .... 5 .... Hi 10.. 15 '" :l0 III 20ll... .. .•.•.. 516 31 J08. . . . 211U ;H8 5 ;J 872 
WestOovingtoll ................ 205 .... 20 5 .... " .... 5 .... H ....... 5 .................... 68 .... 21 ......... 1 2 ........ 7n 
Dayton.......... ............. ..... 5 10 30 13 10 .... 4 .... .... 5 .... .... .... ;j il 6'i ...... ...... 149.. .. 10 .... 4:1 [,2 1.. .. 202 
East Maysville.............. .. .. .. 22 ...... 7 ...... .... 5 .... 10.. .. 4 .... .... 3 1 2 $"2 ...... 59 .... ..... ..... ... ...... 3 1 63 
Foster ........................................................................................................................................ 1 ................... . 
Gel'mantown ...................... 5 5.... 5 5.... .... .... .... 8.... .... ... 1 1 1 1...... 32 .... ..... .... ..... ...... 3.... 35 
Hrant..... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. ....•......... 6 .,. .. .... 6 .... .... 2 . .. ................................ 14. .. ..... .... ..... ...... .... .... 14 
Harrispn .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..... 2:!!l .... 30 ...... .... 5. . . 10 3 . . . . Ii .... 5 1 I) 5 ...... 100. . .. ..... .... ... . ...... 1 .... 101 
Ludlow.. .. . .. .. . .. .. ... ........... 8 13 16 7 12 .... 2 .... .... 7 5 . .. . iI'!l I) f, 2 55 ...... 146.. .. 10 . ... ..... ..... 1 .... 157 
Maysville.......................... 12 18 .... 12 18 ............ 10 .... 17 ........ 106 32 ............ 135 5 .... \......... 5 ... 3 14.'J 
Mt. Ollyet": .. . . . . . •. . . . . .. . . . .. .... 18 2 ..•. 18 2 •••• .... ..•. 5 . . . . 6 . . .. .... 5 2 2 :2 •..... ...... .... •.... •... ..... ...... 3 ...• . tl5 
Newport .......................... 2022 .... 30 20 ......... :. 14 .... 5 ........ ·]02130 63 ..... 326 ............ \105 165\ 10 a 40-1 
Sardis .............................. ~.:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:. _ ~ ~ .:..:..:..:. ~.:..:..:..:. -.:.:..:..:..:. ~ _4 _4 -.: _= __ 5 __ 5 ~ ~ -= .:..:..:..:.:\.:..:..:..:. __ 3 __ 5 ~ ---= ~ 
Total ]1l1O ....••................ 1 201 2,\3 109 258 217.... 41 6 78 5:2 70 3(\ n 81 ljS flIB um..... 2117 46 2201 2:2' 544 XI5 :iii 17 2U83 
Tota11909. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 001\ 2:!5:.:~  230 $J~ ~ .:..:..:..:. ~ ~ ~ _~ ~ ~ !~ ~~ 207 :.:.:... . .:.:. 2333 232 ':":":":'~I':":":":' ~~ 931i1~·~ 3'L39 
Increase .................... 1...... as 109 ..... ...... 15.... <I 15 34 521 (\.... . ............ ,......... ..... .... 22°
1 
22........... 5 ......... . 
Decrease................... 107... .... HI Ja .... H .......... ;. ... .... 2 [I) (i Hi 1'4 . ... . 2lG l!l(j......... Hill 121.... 1 25<1 
--- ---~-- .-~---
STATISTICS No. IV.-LEXINGTON DISTRICT. 
BENEVOLENT COLLECTIONS {DISCIPLINARY) OTHER BENEVOLENT COLl.ltCT10NS. 
--
MISSIONS. BOARD 01" B'O OF Il'O 01' "'l > i!l.~ WOM'S HOM!: (")O-! ..... t"' ::r: > ",tj (")..-i Me;') .~ 0 EDUCATION SUN.-S'L. CONF.CL. .. a MIS. SOCIETY oe _ 0 0 ::s ::rill oa )</11 ..,<1> .. tD g~ ~n '" ... ~ ... 'C:::J ::s po B'D OF FOR- BOARD OF HOME tD tD --- -II> ;;11> ~. ';" 'tin ;re- t"! .. ::l EIGN MIS'ONS. MIS. & CH'CH. EX. 111 'i" rn~...;s. ;:i' 0. ., "'II> ,,- .,- m • 0 t)~ '0" 0. m'§; "'l(") 
"'l::? a n' 
., ::l ~ ~ ~tj ~M ~ ~ • ::l af 1:1" :E .. NAMES OF CHARGES. II> '< • - - : /II ..- >-1 II t;l-n-;~ - goer. ~g ; 9 tD ::l rn'" (5 ;" "'e.. o :s 1.:(") 0,..., ::So (") rn ~~ • (J) 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ .~ __ (") ;:r(fJ :s (") (") 1:1 ::: o"'l ::s !:!. 0 · ., ::Sit ;::..., ~ ~ ~ ~ W~ sP t'jg" ~§ ~[ ~ o :: e..tD 0.10 .. t;:j no II> ~ "'0 · (') ::l :w :~ • 0 E o::s cr .. 't:I • $0 • 1:1 ::r;:; (") ::r(fJ -.rn (") ::r'rn -,rn ""., '" 0. 0. ... -0. • n • ::s > . ;: ::r 'Eo .~ · ... t"' :::r' · .., t"'tD 
::r 0 t: r.;;"t:j t:r' 0 = ~"O ~ (') • ~ : 1"1 (') ~~ : 5 • tD p; 
" 
. au' ::s ; (5 tD 
'" 
• It 
• :I : (i' ~ ~ :2- ~ ~ · -;; /lit::! J:: £..g. g ~ ~~: g ~ Fr : ~ : g ~ • ::l : ... · :s . . ' rn :I • II> • II> · ::s .. ~ 
"1 ;,n ~ .... .... til ..... I""I'~' • '" • : ,. rn 0 '< :~ ~ 
· 7 • n ;-c 'I n • '< ~ n ,.. II> _. • • • III • - . 0 n "" !' i ::r' ::r' . '< • - 0". . . n ~ : () ;:; .,' 
, I :: I : ? ~: : : If : !? 
· .. ·$2 "~j :::: .... $2 .... $3 :::: "$i :::: :::. :::: "$2 :::: :::: "$i ::: ::::: :::::: :::::. "'$1' :::: ::::: :::: ::::: .::::: :::: :::: '''$i4 
2.... ... ...... .............. ............ ....... ........... ..... ...... .... 2 
4 ............................... $64 .... 2 ............... $,'j............ 75 
.......... .... ...... 3 .................... 5........ ....... ..... ...... ...... .... ......... ..... ...... ........ 8 
Albany ....•...................•.... 
Barbourville ...................... . 
Barbourv1lle Oircuit .. . . ... .. . .. 
Bethel ............................. . 
Booneville ........................ . 
.... 35~::: :::: .. · .. 5 :::::: :::: "5 :::: :::: "$7 :::: :::: :::: "'i '$i ::::: :::::: .::.:: ...... :::. ::::: :::: ::::: :::::: "$2 :::: .... 00 
2 ........ 2 ................. 1 ........ $1 .... 11 ................. 6 ................................ 6 
...... .... .... 3...... .... .... .... 6 1.................................... 1 .. '.' ..... .... ..... ..... ........ 10 
1 .... .... 12 ...... .... I .... .... 7 ... . 1 $1 ...... , ..... ...... ..... . . .. ..... .... ..... .•..•. .... .... 23 
5 ........ 5 ...................... 1 .................................. ·• 11 ..................•..••• ········ 11 
1 2 .... '2 1 .... .... $2 2 .... .... I 1 .... ... 1 $1 ...... ]4 .•.. ..... .•.. ..... ....•. 1 ..•• 15 
215 25.... III 25 .... 5 .... 11 42............ 5 10 199 180 ...... 828 ......... $150 $10 $160.... $ 990 
2 .... .... 15 ...... .... 1 .... .... 1. . . . 5 .... 2 ~ 2 2 . . . . . . 3 .......•..••...•.. , .•... •... .... 32 
..... : :::: :::: ~ :::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: '''8 :::: :::: ::: "'sa ::.::: .::::: 9~ :::: ::::: :::: ::::: :::::: ::::1:::: 9: 
10 . . .. .... 15 7 .... .... .... 4 2 8 15 2' I ~. . . . . 2 .•••. . . .. ..... .... .•... ..•... 2 ...• 55 
5 .•.. .... 5. . .. .... .... .... .... .... .... 1 .... .... ... ..... ...... ...... 11. . .. ..... .... ..... ...... .... .... 11 
30 ........ 30 ..................... 7 ............ 4 ................. 71 ................................ 71 
1 ........ 2 .............................. J ............................ 4 ................................ 4 
5 4.... 5 4.... ............................ ...... ..... ...... ...... 18.... ......... ..... ...... .... .... 18 
3 .... .... 3 . . . . .. .... .... .... .... .... .... 2 .... .... ... ..... ...... ...... 10 .... ..... .... ...•. ..•••. .•.. .•.. 10 
1........ 1 ............................................................. 2................................ 2 
17 .... .... 17 ...... .... 2 .... 6 .... 4 4.. .. 2 ... ..... ...... ..... 52 .... ..... .... ..... ...... .... .... 52 
3 8.... 3 8 .... , 2.... 2.... 4 4 2 1 1................ B8 $2 $8.... ..... .... . .... .... 48 
2 . ... .... 2 ...... .... 1...... .. 1.. .. 1.. .. 1 ... ..... ..... .. ... , 8 .................. '...... .... .... 8 
... ........ B...... .... ................ .... .... ........... ..... ...... ..... .... ......... ..... .............. 8 
1 ........ 2' ...... : ....................................................... 3 ................................ 3 
.............. .......... .... ........ 2 2 ........... 3... 4...... ..... 11.... ......... ................... U· 
• • • • . • • •• •••• I) •••••. •.•• 1 .... .... 1. . . . 1 .... 1. .. ..... 1. . . . . 1. . .. ..... .... ..... ....•. .... .•.. 10 
---- -------- -- -- -- -- -- ~, - - - -- ------- -- -- ---
341l 42.... 265 51 .... 18 2 98 72 20 30 6 23 17 294 186 ...... 147 2 8 IfiO 1 160 5 2 1651 
428 38 $10 343 38 $5 20.. .. 66 18 20 11 9 46 25 316 Itl7... . 1.5(31 1 ..... .... ..... 21 1818 
---- ------------- -- -- - ---- ------ --------------
Burning Rprings ................. . 
Oollege Bill. ...................... . 
Gradyville ....................... . 
..... Gray ............................... . 
\0 Harittn ............................ . 
-.J !Jolly HU!, ............. ' ........... . 
Klngsvllle ......................... . 
Lexington ......................... . 
London ............................ . 
London Olrcuit ................... . 
:Middlesboro ...................... . 
Middleburg ........ , .............. . 
Monica ... • ......................... . 
Nicholasville ..................... . 
Oil Oenter ......................... . 
Pineville .......................... . 
Riley ............................. . 
Rockcastle ........................ . 
Scipnce Hill ...................... . 
Somerset ....•....... ·.············· Wayne ............................ . 
West Bend ....... , ................ . 
West London, .................... . 
Williamsburg and OOl·blu ....... . 
Woodbine ......................... . 
Total 1910 ...................... . 
Total 1909 ...................... . 
Increase .................•.. 
Decrease ................... . 
. . 4 . . .. ...... 11 .... .... 2 32 54. . . . Ill. . .. .... ... ..... ...... ...... ...... 1 8 150 10 ... .. .... .... . .... . 
79 .. .. 10 78 ...... 5 2 .... .... .... .... .... 3 23 8 22 1. .. .. 87 .... ..... .... ..... 45 4 1 167 
NAMES OF CHARGES. 
~~~~e~·t'biifu::::::·.:::::: :::::::::::'.::::::: ::: 
Bowling Gl·et>ll ............................ . 
Bowl1ng Gl'e('ll Oircuit ................ . 
Deer Lick: .................................... .. 
Dexterville .................................. .. 
.... Earlington .................................. .. 
"& Grayhfl.mpton 
Hardinsburg ....................... , ....... . 
HickbryGrove ............................ .. 
Leitchfleld ..................................... . 
Louisville-Epw,orth 
Trinity ....... , ............................... .. 
Wesley ...................................... .. 
Marion ...................... . 
MOl·gantown ........... : ... 
No Oreek ....................................... .. 
Onton._ ........................................... . 
Owensboro ...... .. 
Paducah ...................................... .. 
Paton Ore" k ......... . 
Sacramento ................................... . 
Scottsville .................................... . 
Tompkinsville 
Vine Grove ................................. .. 
WoodsonviUe ................................ . 
Zion ............................................... . 
Total 191<i.. ................................ . 
Total 1909 .................................. . 
Increase ............................. . 
Decrease ............................ . 
STATISTICS No. IV.-LOUISVILLE DISTRICT. 
DENEVOLEN r COLLECTIONS (DISCIPLINARY) OTHER BENEVOLENT COLI,ECTIONS. 
lIlISSIONS. BOARD OF B'D OF I B'D OF I "i :> !!!. :IS WOM'S HOME nto'! ..... t"" ~ C n;3 M~ Or. EDwCATION MIS. SOCIETY 
" 0 0 SUN.-S'L. CONF.CL. ~. :3 O~ & .~g 00 ~(') 
'" 
0 ..... ><;:1 B'n OF FOR- BOARD OF HO!YIE 
--- '" 
" " :3 
-po 
" '" 
'tl (l) ~e. ~ n ~~ 0. ... po po ;:;-
EIGN ~llS'ONS. MIS. & CH'CH. EX. 11>;;- (1)<;:1 -;:;- ... - ... 'tlpo E cn3i "iQ "i~ :3 'n' ... " E ~ g.~ ~t:rj E (') to ,,;,j' 11-- - ;1- ('):-~-
" 
po '< • to ::r.(')' fJ)._ :<-~:.r. c ::: " ... 
" 




· " ~ C;; · ... II) 'tl '" <! : a ::; ':T(') n ,,-if. -,Ul n ,,-(/) -,Ul 0."1 :;;-co..' 0. :n~ ,,- "£. ... : g. • (l) n · ~ . 5' c· 0 : ~ : ~ t""" ~ g;~?; =r g g ?~ g ~ . ~ : ~ g. :'< · " 0. :aq : (;' po ;:; "M :~ : ~ Ul ... ". " '" >< ~ ;-- n.. r!, ~ Vi" 0. : ~. ~ .. : I : ::I .. . , · " . '" '< 
"'I' 
(') • ~ • ::s Ul 0 : .... - . . . (') ~'tl () .~::.. g. .~ :E..of-: :C/l 0 
" (') 
(') 
· - '" I: 1=" ;:; v" I I. :::- • 
$2 ........ \ 2 ...... . 
13 $1 .. .. 
12 ......... . 
3 ...... .. 
3 ...... .. 
15 ....... . 
5 ..... .. 
3 ...... .. 
20 5 .. .. 
234 175 $625 
32 25 25 
2 2 .. .. 
]5 ....... . 
11 ....... . 
4 ....... . 
3 ...... .. 
3 ...... .. 
15 .. .. 
4 .... I ... . 
6 ...... .. 
_. 
" 
: : ~ 
$2 ..... ...... . . $1. . .. .... .... .... $1 $1. .. ..... ...... ...... $7 .... ..... .... ..... . ........ . 
2 ...... ..... .... ..... $1 $1. . . . .... . .. .... ... ..... ...... ...... 6 .... ..... . ... '.:... ...... .... _ .. . 
7 $1 .... .... .... .... .... .... $3. . .. .... ... $1 ...... ...... 26 .... . . .. .... ..... $3U ....... . 
12 ...... ..... ... ................ 1 .... .... ... ..... ..... ...... 25 .. . .......................... . 
3 1 ............................ : 1 ....................... 8 ............................. . 
2...... .... .... .... .... .... .... .............. ..... ...... ...... 2 .............................. .. 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• '.0 •••• '" •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
S ....... .............. .... .... ............... ..... ...... ...... .. ............................ . 
15 ...... ... $5 . . .. .... .... . .. .... .... 3 $2 30 . . . . . . $14 ............................... . 
5..... . .. .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ... ..... ...... ...... .. ........................ . 
2 ........... 1 ................ 2........... 5..... ..... .. ....... '" .................. . 
12 3 .... .. 2 .... .... 3 . . . . 3 . . . 5 $5 . . . . . . . . .. ..... .... ..... . ........... . 
51 125 ...• 2 . .. . 10 3 . . .. .... .. . 26 2 105 298 81 17 . . .. ..... .... ..... 81;5 .... $1 
24 ... . .. .... .... 5 . . . . 19. . .. .... .... 5 2 47. . . . .. ...... 231. . .. ..... .... ..... 106 .. " ... . 
3 1.... ........ 2.... 1.................... ...... ...... 11 .............................. .. 
15 . . . . .. .... .... .... 1 .... .... 1 1 3 . .. ..... ...... ...... 36. . .. ..... .... ..... ...... $2 ... . 
10 ...... .... .... .... 1 ..... .... .... 1 1 1................. 25 ................................ . 
5 ...... .... .... .... 5 .... .... 4 1. ... ... ..... ...... ...... 19 .... ............ . ............ . 
6 . . . . .. .... 2 . . .. .... 2 . . .. .... .... .... 1 8 . . . . .. ...... 22 ............................. " .. . 
3...... .... ........ 2........... ..... .... ... ..... ...... ...... 8 .............................. .. 
15 ...... .... .... .... .... 1 .... .... .... 3 ... ..... ...... .. ... 31 ............................... . 
5 .................................. 1 ....... 2 ............ 12 .............................. .. 
6 ...... .... .... .... .... .... .... 1 1........................ 14 ................................ . 
...... \ .... \ .... \ ...... \ ...... \ .... \ .... \ .... \ .... \ .... \ .... \ .... \ .... \ .... \ ... \ ..... \ ...... \ ...... \ ..... ~ \ .... \ ..... \ .... \ ..... \ ...... \ .... \ ... . 1.... .... 2...... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ... ..... ...... ...... .. ............................ .. 































423 ·213 650 225 ]36 ... 'l 10 6 27 26 1 16 8 48 81 203 303 95 2455... ............. '1: 1001 4 1 3461 
3;; 1:~ ~~~~ ... ~~: ./~~ ::::I"~~ .. ~~ ~~ :~ ~ 1; ~ .. ~~ ~~I .. ~~ ... ~~~ :: .. ~:~~ ~~~ ~~~ .~~~~I .. ~~~~ ~~ .. ~~~ 
...... .... 1875 26 12 .... 14 15 12................ 12 5 33 49 ...... 1193 2076 ........... l1S,. 1193.... 3 2981 
STATISTICS No. IV.-RECAPITULATION. 
BENEVOLENT COLLECTIONS (DISCIPLINARY) 
I -----
MISSIONS. BOARD OF B'D0,F I B'D OF »j» yo::e: WOM'S HOME ("l>-l _r-<I:t ::e: ("l>-l trjC'l 0 r: 
EDliCATION SUN.-S L. CONF.CL. ;: S 0'0 MIS. SOCIETY 0 ~ "g a '0 a ~ ,,~ ...,g 
B'DOFFOR- BOARD OF HOME ----- '" '" "S ------ ;::::~ ;>~ .0 a;::::~ ""~ trj~ 
" 0.. :!. ~ ~ ~ "1 - .... ,,0 (D .., "0 "'1 
EIGNMISONS. MIS.&CIlCIl.EX'",iOO"§:»jS E oo'ii:»jQ»j:;' S 2 -<". :§: ~ g~ ~trj E ::l. g~ ;;::.~!. 
I .., ('),.. (') .... ::s .... .., C'D::s VI o:n ..... 0.. til o:s n(jo,-, ~ -I - - .- -~r: ;:rlf. ;:; ("l (') ;:roo;:;" :; 3 ". ~»j ("l 00 "" 'f':: : ("l "." en ., ~ ~ oo~ C'l~ ~ Ul~ Cl~ trj; g g 1'>.::' ;:r g 5 1'>.<> 0." '" S' "0 ~ .g "'.;; . 2 : a 'f' < : g ;.~ 
n ~cr. ~CJ) (j £,-tIl ~rn~::; ;no.: 0: E; ~c: = : ~ ~ ~ ; 2. ::r ~ ;-: ::. : ~ : ~ : (;' t"'4" 
::r 0 S U)"C :::r 0 C :n"O - (') • ~ ,~ () • ~ . 0 .:s 0. ('D (Jq • ..... P> • C· • aq' ::s • .., 0 I:%j ~ ~ c..~. g c £. 5. : ~ Q?": I'::s ::r' :. I : ;; : I"'t rn::s : ~ : ~'J . g : 0: I"'t • ~ ~ >< 
NAMES OF DISTRICTS. 









*1 'Jl ~ • -. .., fIl • _. '"'" r- • .... . . ~. (J"J o· . . . -.. . _ . .., (') "0 
... II " . I'" n ". " _.". • • en , • • -. 0". s:::. .. 1 . ••• to :: • ~ :::r '1. - r : '-; . - ~ ~: : :. : : :::~': :: i : ~:: I ~ ~ • 
Ashland .......................... . 
Covington ....................... . 
Lexington ....................... .. 
Louisville ..........••.............. 
II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I , I • I I I 
$6031 $921$2651 $388 20 I 263 109 25,', 
349 42.... 265 
423 213 650 225 
$441 $
10














11 $2°1 $3~1 $18j .... 1 $16321 $11 207 .... 41 6 78 52 70 30 3 81 8 573 133 ...... 2117 46 220. 22 $544 815 35 
51 .... IH 2 98 72 20 30 6 23 17 294 ]8fl ...... 1474 2 150 1.Q 8 160 5 
136 .. .. 10 6 '!J7 26 1 16 8 48 8 203 303 95 2455..... .... ..." .... 1001 4 
$31 $3769 17 2983 
2 1651 
1 8461 
Total,191O······················11 15761610110241 111161 4481 HlIIOII 1712561 ]8:)1 13:11 1291 371 2081 9RI 13001 7501 1011 814 11 681 4041 5(!15521 36081 5.51 231 11864 Total, 1909.............. ....... 1408 49627L5 1230 465 20 128 24 212 57 62 70 31 251 112 1503 845 34 9789 2266 ......... .J 822 3984 57 31 13793 
Increase ......... ·· ...... ··11 16812141 .... 1 ...... 1 ...... 1 .... 1 .. ·1·· .. 1 441 1281 711 591 31'" 1· .. 1· .... 1 ...... 1 671 ...... 11 .... 1 404 1 501 .. .. Decrease ...... ; ...................... 1691 94 17 10 'Z7 7.................... 43 14 203 95...... 16461219S ......... . -i 2701 'Z761 21 81 1929 
CONFERENCE TREASURER'S CASH 
REPORT. 
Balance on last year's account .................... . 
Received from tollections ....... , ................ . 
Received from Board of Conference Claimants Con-
nectional Fund .......... , .................... . 
Total Receipts 
Disbursements~ 
David G. Downey, for Sunday Schools ........... . 
Homer Eaton, Board of Foreign Missions ........ . 
Bird Hughes, Conference Claimants' Connectional 
Fund Dividend ............................... . 
Bird Hughes, Conference Claimants .............. . 
H. C. J enning-s, .Freedmen's Aid Society ........... . 
Thomas Nicholson, Board of Education, General 
Fund ....................... , ................ . 
Thomas Nicholson, Board of Education, Children's 
Fund ..... ' ............................ ______ .. 
William Foulke, American Bible Society .......... . 
Geo. P. ~1ains, :Episcopal Fund ................... . 
O. P. Miller, General. Conference Expenses ........ . 
Mrs. Elizabeth R. Bender, W. F. M. Society ...... . 
Amon Boreing, Local Education .................. . 
Samuel Shaw, Home Missions and Church Extension 
]. B. Hingeley, Board of Conf. Claimants Con. Fund 
]. B. Hingeley, Board of Conf. Claimants Per. Fund 
J. B. Hingeley, Board of Conf.Claimants 5% Fund 
Mrs. ]. c. Dugan, W. H. M. Society .......... , .. 
E. M. Randall, Epworth League Central Office EJi:p. 
Mrs. J. c. Dugan, W. H. M. Society ............. : .. 
G. N. Jolly, Conference Minutes .............. , ... . 
Total Disbursements ..................... . 
Balance in Paintsville National Bank .............. . 
Total vouchers ................. , .......... -...... . 
Total c~sh and vouchers .•................. 

































Ashland Circuit,. $40 00 
Blaine. 4000 
East Point, 4000 
Elk Horn, 100 00 
Gallop, 50 00 
Inez, ... IOO 00 
Louisa, .. 50 00 
Louisa Circuit, 50 00 
Olive Hill, 40 00 
Pikeville, . 100 00 
Russell Circuit, 40 00 
Van Lear & Middle Creek, . roo 00 






Grant, .' .. 
Harrison, .• 
Main Street 









Total .. ' .. . $420 00 
LEXINGTON DISTRICT. 
Barbourville Circuit. . . $50 00 
Berea and Wallaceton, . 150 00 
Booneville, . . . 50 00 
Burning Springs, 40 00 
College Hill, 50 00 
Corbin, . . . 70 00 
Ho1Iy Hill, 50 00 
Kingsville, 50 00 
201 
London,. • $r60 00 
Middlesboro, 8000 
Middleburg, . 5 0 00 
Moni('a, .. 6000 
Pineville, 8000 
Riley, . . 50 00 
Somerset, loa 00 
Wayne, 40 00 
West Bend, 60 00 
West London, . 40 00 
Williamsburg, . 50 00 
----
Total, . $r,280- 00 
LOUISVILLE DISTRICT. 
Ar:ington, . 
Beaver Dam, .' . . . . 
Bowling Green, .. . 
Bowling Green Circuit, 
Deer Lick, .. 
Dexterville,. . 
Earlington, . . 
Gray Hampton, 
Hardinsburg, . .. 
Hickory Grove & Paducah, ~ 






Patton Creek, . 
Sacramento,. .. .... 
Scottsville . . . . . . . . . 























Total • $r,270 00 
REPORT OF THE TREASURER OF THE BOARD 
OF EDUCATION OF THE KENTUCKY CON-
FERENCE OF THE METHODIST EPIS-
COPAL CHURCH. 
Exhibits as follows: 
I. Trial Balance. 
2. Earnings and Expenses. 
3. Endowment Account. 
(a) Non-productive. ' 
(b) Productive. Respectfully· submitted, 
Ashland, Ky., September 5, 1910. 
J. W. HENDERSON, Treasurer. 
TRIAL BALANCE. 
Before Closing Books September 5, 1910. 
Bills Payable .................... .' ........... . $1,148 41 
Endowment Account ......................... . 358,913 13 
General Expense, ...... , ...................... . $4 46 
Traveling Expense ........................... . 361 50 
Kenyon Building ............................. . 196,467 81 
Louisville Cement Co. . ....................... . 34,200 00 
Louisville Hotel Co. . ........................ . 6,203 06 
Louisville Bridge Co. . .............. : ........ . 13,000 00 
Bills Receivable .............................. . 100 00 
Kenton County Bonds ........................ . 3,102 00 
First National Bank, Covington ............... . 
Callihan Estate ... : .......................... . 
6600 
6,047 83 
Catlettsburg Property ........................ . 6,000 00 
Seelbach Realty Co. . ......................... . 18,800 00 
Speed Cemetery Co. . ......................... . 250 00 
Kentucky Iron Coal Manufa1:turing Co ........ . roo 00 
Union College-Real Estate ., ................ . 89,II9 65 
Furnishings ............................. ' .. 8,722 78 
Laboratory ................... ' ........... . 1,925 80 
Electric Plant ........................... . 3,072 42 
New Well ................................ . 1,214 97 
Interest ...................................... . 
W. H. Carp, Agent ........ > ••••••••••• ',' •••••• 
Lillian Edith Matney ......................... . 
Ashland College Student Loan ................ . 






Fidelity Trust Co. . .......................... . 
Barbourville Student Loan: ................... . 




Ahler & Co .................................. . 
Kentucky Annual Conference ................. . 
175 00 
4 00 
Insurance .................................... . 485 27 
]. D. Black ................................. ' .. 462 50 
Union College ............................... . 8,446 86 
Cash ........................................ . 1,245 52 
$405,831 48 $405,831 48 
202 
Methodist Episcopal Church 203 
STATEMENT OF- EARNINGS AND EXPENSES. 
Year Ending September 5, 19IO. 
Earnings-
Endowment Account (Joshua F. Taylor) ................. . 
Kenyon Building ...... " .................................. . 
Couisville Cemetlt Co .......................... , ........... . 
Louisville Hotel Co. . ....... : ............................. . 
LoulsviUe Bridge Co. . ................................... . 
Bills R~ceivable- .......................................... . 
Kenton County Bonds .................................... . 
First National' Bank, Covington ........................... . 
Seelbach Realty Co. . ............ '_ .... _ ..................... . 
W. H. Carp, Agent ....................................... . 
Barbourville Student Loan ............................... . 
Ahler & Co. . .................. ' ..... ' .. '.' ........... ' ..... , .. . 
Union College ........................................... . 
Kentucky Annual Conference ............................. . 
Total ............................................ . 
Ezpenses-
Endowment Account ..................................... . 
Kenyon Building ........ . ............................... . 
Callihan Estate .......................................... . 
Interest .................................................. . 
W. H. Carp, Agent .................. , ................... . 
Sandy Valley Seminary .................................. . 
Kentucky Annual Conference ............................. . 
J. D. Black ........................................... ' ... . 
General Expense ......................... ','" .......... " .. 
Traveling Expense ...................................... '" 
Insurance ............................................... . 
Union College ........................................... . 
Bills Payable ............................................ . 
Total 
STATEMENT OF PROPERTY. 
Union College, Barbourville, Kentucky. 
NON-PRODUCTIVE ENDOWMENT. 






























$18,5 19 47 
Furnishings ................................... 8,722 78 
Laboratory ................................... 1,925 80 
Electric Light Plant ........................... 3,072 42 
New' Well ..................................... 1,21 4 97 
PRODUCTIVE ENDOWMENT. 
Kenyon Building ............................ . 
Louisville Ceme'nt Co. . ....................... . 
Louisville Hotel Co. . ......................... . 
Louisyille Bridge Co .......................... . 
Bills Receivable ............................. . 
Kenton County, Kentucky, Bonds ............ . 
First NatioiIal Bank, Covington ........ ' ..... ~. 










Seelbach Realty Co ........... ~ ............... , 
Kentucky Iron Coal Manufacturing Co., Ashland 





Total Endowment....................... $404,26r 62 
We have examined the stocks, bonds, and other securities mentioned 
~n Treasurer's Report, and find them securely deposited in :he safety vault 
1D the Merchants Bank & Trust Co., Ashland. Ky .. Also audIted Treasurer's 




STATEMENT OF JOHN E. BUCKINGHAM, TREAS-
URER OF SANDY V ALLEY SEMINARY. 
From Sept. I, 1909, to Sept. I, IgIO. 
To THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES: 
Receipts-
Balance on hand, last report. ............................. . 
Interest Camden Interstate Railway Bonds ............... . 
Western Virginia Conference (Int.) ................. .. . 
Kentucky Conference (Int.) .............................. . 
Kentucky Conference (Endowments) ..................... . 
Balance due from Paintsville Graded Free School District ... . 
Tuition, etc., Seminary ................................. . 
Subscriptions collected ............................. . .... . 
Brick sold ............................................... . 
Transferred From Building Account ...................... . 
Total ........ '.' ............................... " ........ . 
. '. Expenditures-
PaintIng ................................................ . 
Swan Pkg. & Sty. Co. . ................................. . 
Interest on bonds ........................................ . 
Interest on note ........ ',' .. ' ........................ ' ........ . 
Dr. J. M. Skinner, Ptin ................................... . 
Arthur Chamberlain, Ass't Prin. . .................. ;., ..... . 
Lillian Miller, Teacher .................................. . 
Mrs. H. B. Strayer, Teacher ... "" ...................... . 
Miss Ora M. Preston, Teacher ........................... . 
Will Wood, Janitor ............. , ............................ . 
Special Teacher ........................................... . 
]. M. Skinner (Incidentals) ..... .. ...................... . 
Traveling expens'es' of Trustees ..... _._ . __ . __ '''''._ .. ' ........ . 
Car of coal, and hauling ..................................... . 
Wm. Walker (B-alanG~·due from last year) ................ . 
Remington Typewriter Co ................ _______ .......... . 
Other incidentals ......................................... . 
Balance .............................................. . 































TRUSTEES SANDY VALLEY SEMINARY: W. H. Vaughn. term expires 
1912 : J. D. Walsh, term expires 19I2; H. S. Howes, term expires 1914;' A. 
Boreing, term expires 1914: J. 1. Wean, te,rm'exprres 1.916; Harold Meao9) 
term expires !-916. 
I91O] Methodist Episcopal Church 205 
ANNUAL REPORT OF R. T. MILLER, TREASURER 
PREACHERS' RELIEF ASSOCIATION. 
Paintsville, Ky., Sept. 9, 1910. 
EXHIBIT "A." 
SHeWING RECEIPTS SINCE LAST RFPORT, SEPTEMBER, 1909. 
Sept. 28, 1909. From J. G. Dover, Sec'y, during 
Conference: 
For Dues ..................... $6<) 00 
For Subscriptions, 1908 ....... . 
From Mrs. J. S. Cox, Dues ....... . 
From Mrs. M. A. Humphrey, Dues 
From G. P. Jeffries, Dues ........ . 
Oct. 2, 1909. From Mrs. J. D. Park ........... . 
Apr. 14, 1910. From Harold Means ............. . 
Apr. 26, 1910. From J.' G. Dover, Sec'y ........ . 
July I, 1910. From Maysyille Epworth League, by 
F. W. Harrop ........... . 
Sept. 7, 1910. From R. T. Miller, double Maysville 
subscription collected ..... . 
From R. T. Miller, double stlbscrip-
tions, 1908, collected ..... . 
Less paid Union Savings Bank and Trust Company 
for services in connection with C. H. & D. 
R. R. bonds ................................... . 
To Balance .................................... '. 














SHOWiNG CONDITION OF INCOME FUND. 
Bonds-
5 C. H. & D.-Int. Jan. 1st and July 1st ........... . $1,000 00 
3 Covington-Int. Aug. 1st. and Feh. 1st .......... . roo 00 
4 Covingron-:-Int. Aug. 1st and Feb. 1St .......... . I,OOO 00 
I Covington-Int. Jan. 1st and July 1st .......... . 500 00 
4 Dayton & Mich. Ry;-Int. Jan 1st and July 1st 
(Bonds due I9 I1 ) ...................... .. 1,000 00 
7 Kenton County-Int. June 1st and Dec. 1st ...... . 500 00 
I Kansas City Ry. & Lt.-Int. May 15th and Nov. 
15th ...................................... . 1,000 00 















6 National Bank, Cynthiana, Ky. . ................ . 
6 German National, Covington, Ky ............ ~ .•.. 
S Mt. Sterling National ... " ... _____ ............. . 
93 National Lead Preferred ....................... . 
12 Procter & Gamble ............................. . 
Notes~ 
John H. Wallingford (Due Oct. IS, 19II) Purchase 
Lien, at 6 per cent ........................ . 
Northcott & Story, at 7 per cent .................. . 









SHOWING RECEIPTS FROM INCOME FUND. 
4 Dividends on Procter & Gamble Stock .................... . 
Six mos. Interest on Wallingford Note for April .......... . 
Twelve mos. Interest, Dec. and Sept., on Kenton Co. Bonds 
Twelve mos. Interest, Dec: and Sept., on Kansas City Bonds 
3 Dividends on National Lead Stock Preferred ............ ,. 
2 Diyidends on German National Bank Stock ................ . 
2 Dividends on Mt. Sterling National Bank Stock .......... . 
Twelve mos. Int., Jan and July, C. H. & D. Bonds ......... . 
Twelve mos. Int., Jan. and July, Covington City Bonds .... . 
Twelve mos. Int., Jan. and July, Dayton & Michigan Bonds .. 
Twelve mOS. Int., Feb. and Aug., Covington City Bonds .... . 
Twelve mos. Int., Feb and Aug., Covington City Bonds .... . 
Twelve mos. Int., Jan. and July, So. Cov. & Cin. Ry. Bonds 
Interest on Northcott Note .............................. . 
Dividend, National Bank, Cynthiana, 19IO ................. . 


























Amount Income on hand for distribution .................. $1,895 33 
REPORT OF TREASURER OF CONFERENCE 
TRUSTEES. 
Dr. 
September 10, 1910. 
Sept. 22, 1909. Cash in hand ............................... . $rr5 36 
6 80 Sept., 19IO. Interest received on R. B. \Vafsh note .......... . 
Sept. 10, 1910. Cash in hand $122 16 
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THE JOINT FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE BOARD OF 
STEWARDS AND OF THE TREASURER OF THE 
PREACHERS' RELIEF ASSOCIATION. 
Receipts-
Chartered Fund ............................................ . 
Conference Collections ...................................... . 
Connectional Fund ......................................... . 





Total ............................ ,....................... $I,568 00 
Disbursements-
'Il 'Il ~ () 
'" 
...; 
'" ~ 0 ~s .(' ~~ 0 ~~~ ... !it:! ,.... a "'0 ~P> E- ft en i';'s:: ~rb' ~g. (')0 ADDRESS ~t:I ~.., ~t:I NAME. p. .... (')~ ...,fD 3: cn OF .... 1:' ~;;l CLAIMANT . .... () ::: OfD 
'" -f '" aq :::' , 
Boreing, A., ••••• u ••••• $100 00 $70 33 $I70 33 Self, . Ashland. 
Burnett, H. D., . Pd. O. K. $196 00 10 00 60 no 70 00 T. B. Stratton, Lyun Camp. 
Childers, W. H., O. K. 22000 130 . 00 ......... ' ... 130 00 Self, ..... Covington. 
, 
Cook, J. M., Pd. O. K. 440 00 lIS 00 140 00 255 00 J. D. Haggard. Waynesburg, R. F. D. 
185 00 F. L. Creech, Cox, Mrs.J. S., . 20:> 00 45 00 140 00 Bremen. 
Ebright. P. H., Pd. O. K. 2S6 00 I40 00 60 00 200 00 A. S. Godbey, Science Hill. 
Fields, Mrs. J., ............ !So 00 ............ 80 00 J. G. Dover. Foster. R. F. D. 
Fitzgerald. Mrs. A., Pd. ............ 30 00 90 00 120 00 J. G. Dover. Cu mmin's Mill. 
Godbey, John', Pd. O. K. 300 00 20 00 10000 120 00 W. H. Morris, . Bethel Ridge. 
Hayes. J. H., .. pd. 215 00 80 00 14000 220 00 F. L. Creech, Central City. 
Humphrey,Mrs M.A., ............ 40 00 10000 140 00 F. L. Creech, Beda. 
Jeffries, G, P., .. 200 00 40 00 75 00 lIS 00 F. L. Creech, Greenville. 
Kelley, S. F., ... Pd. 275 00 no 00 120 00 230 00 Self, ' .... Barbourville. 
Mu'rphy, Mrs. S., : ............ ............ 3000 30 00 O.J. Ragan, Vanceburg. 
Northcott. H. C., . P 250 00 100 00 100 00 200 00 Self, Newport. 
Oliver, J. M., ............ ............ 100 00 10000 G. W. Buntvn, . Alden. Kansas. 
Perryman, J. B., 20000 10000 125 00 225 00 F. L. Creech, Roswell, N. Mex. 
Ramey, H. J .... Pd. O. K. 400 00 ISO 00 ISO 00 30 0 00 Self, . Salt Lick. 
Smith, Mrs. C. S., 10000 10000 ............ 100 00 F. L. Creech. Bowlint Green. Taylor,] S., Pd. O. K. 140 ob 2000 100 00 I20 00 T. B. Stratton, Middle nrg. 
WalSh,]. D .• Pd. O. K. 400 00 uS 00 135 00 25000 Self, Chattan'ga. Tenn. R.F.D.2. 




Total, $4052 00 1568 00 1895 33 3463 33 
After considering duly in detail all claims presented, the Board of 
Stewards and the officials of the Preachers' Relief Association presented 
the above in open Conference. It was adopted. 
BIRD HllGHES, 
K 'L. . SHEPARD, Secretary, 
Board of Stewards. 
A. BOREING, 
R. T. MILLER (Per G. W. B.), 
Preachers' Relief Association. 
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES. 
AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY. 
We note with pleasure the great work accomplished by the American 
Bible Society in the distribution of the Holy Scriptures in all parts of the 
world. We call especial attention to the fact that the people and Churches 
by their gifts have secured the $500,000 offered by Mrs. Russell Sage on the 
condition that a like sum should be raised by the Society, and that has 
been accomplished and the $1,000,000 endowment secured. We also recom-
mend that the pastors shall present this Bible Society collection in all of 
their congregations. E. B. HILL} Chairman. 
H. D. HITCHCOCK} Secretary. 
AUDITOR'S REPORT. 
The accounts of the District Superintendents have been examined 
and found to be correct. J. F. HOPKINS. 
BOOK CONCERN ACCOUNTS. 
Your Committee on Book Concern Accounts begs leave to submit the 
following: 
That the preachers of the Kentucky Conference are interested in all 
the best methods of educat~onal work of the Church. We therefore have 
a large interest in the Book Concern, and as ministers of this Conference 
we should give liberal patronage toward its advancement by the purchase 
of its publications, when possible, in preference to all others. 
We as agepts should seek to interest our people in the publications 
of the Church, and hope our ministers will show their interest and 
appreciation by adopting the easiest and most practicable method possible 
in the payment of their accounts. W. H. DAVENPORT. 
N. H. YOUNG. 
O. G. RAGAN. 
BOOKS AND PERIODICALS. 
It is a matter of congratulation that our great publishing houses have 
been able to declare a dividend of $170,000 this year for the benefit of our 
superannuated preachers. 
The limitless variety, and superior quality, and low price of both 
books and periodicals place them within the reach of all our pastprs 
and people. 
The high quality of our Sunday school publications has secured the 
highest indorsement of the International Sunday School Association. And 
our Teachers' Normal Course is regarded a standard. 
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We recommend that pastors use wisely the catalogue of the Beok 
Concern, and wherever pessible turn the orders for holiday books· in 
to the Publishing House. We urge in the same cennection that our 
Pu1?lishing Agents give especial attention to prices upon tasty art volumes, 
hohday cards, etc., in order to meet all competition in price and thus 
secure this vast trade, and by this means advertise the financial advantage 
of loyalty to our own interests. 
We plead for untiring zeal upen the part of pastors in the circulation 
of the Western Christian Advocate and the Epworth Herald, in order 
that we mave have an intelligent Methodist laity. 
We alsO' compliment the \Vestern Methodist Book Cencern for its 
splendid display at this session of our Cenference, and express our appre-
ciatien of the many ceurtesies of Mr. Jehn Venn in charge. 
]. G. SCHAIBLY. 
JOHN I. WEAN, 
E. B. PATTERSON. 
CHRIST'S HOSPITAL AND ELIZABETH GAMBLE 
DEACONESS HOME. 
We desire to' report, that en November 26, 1909, by your erder, your 
Cemmittee visited Christ's Hospital and Elizabeth Gamble Deaceness 
Heme. Under the ceurteeus directien ef the management of the Heme, 
Training School, and Hospital we inspected every department of each 
institution. 
We were moved with a sense of gratitude to God who has put into 
the hands of the Church this marvelous equipment in splendid buildings. 
We found at the Home and Training School every detail ef this 
equipment in perfect order for the accomplishment of the ends to which 
they are directed. A delightful Heme for the self-sacrificing Sisterhood 
whose lives are deveted to' the gentler ministries of the Church. 
We found the Training School working eut the problems of this 
gentler ministry in a most practical way, so that each Deaconess goes to 
her work, not a novice but a veteran with experience. 
At the Hospital everything was so attractive as to' be inspiring. 
We enderse witheut qualificatien the policy ef the Association, and 
cemmend the management heartily, urging that these institutions be fos-
tered by every possible enceuragement and every reasonable co-operation. 
Mest sincerely, Yeur Cemmittee. JNO. 1. WEAN, Chairman. 
CONFERENCE CLAIMANTS. 
RESOLUTIONS. First. We rejoice in the werk of the Beard of Cen-
ference Claimants. It has persistently and carefully urged on pastors and 
people the duty ef caring for Cenference Claimants with the result that 
there was an increase in 1910 of ever $85,000 in the amounts paid by the 
Annual Cenferences to their ewn claimants, and the Beard is new distrib-
uting $19,000 to the needy Cenferences and to' special er necessiteus cases 
this year. 
Second. We urge the observance of a "Veterans' Sunday" at seme 
time during the year in the interest of the claimants, and the use of the 
most excellent program provided by the Beard; and request that on that 
day the pastors urge not only the duty ef local support of their own 
Conference Claimants, but alsO' the interests of the Connectional Fund 
of the Board of Cenference Claimants, which ministers to the needs of 
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Superannuates everywhere, especiaUy in the more needy Conferences; and 
take up a collecti011 equal to at least the apportionment of one per cent 
of the pastor's salary. 
Third. We l"€commend that the Treasurer of the Conference be 
authotized to receive the dividend from the Board of Conference Claim-
ants and to remit to the Board the Conference percentages. 
Fourth. We recommend the appointment of an "Annual Conference 
Board of Connectional Relief," to consist of one layman and one preacher 
from each district, who shall advise with the Board of Conference Claim-
ants and assist in the benevolent and connectional work in behalf of the 
Superannuates. 
Fifth. We commend the program for 191O-II, as promulgated by 
the Board of Conference Claimants, to the favorable consideration of our 
Conferences and Churches, and to the generosity of our laymen. The key-
note sounded by the Board is, 
"A MILLION FOR SUPERANNUATES IN 1910-11." 
Such a program involves an advance along all the lines of the Church's 
activities in behalf of' the Old Preachers, So as to' reach the' following 
standard, in round numbers: 
Support of Claimants in Annual Conferences as provided by the 
Stewards ........................ .- ......................... $550,000 
Benevolent Collection for the Connectional Fund.......... . . . . .. 100,000 
Endowments; 
For the permanent Fund of the Board of Conference Claimants, 
Annual Conference Funds and Preachers' Aid Societies .... I. 250,000 
Book Concern and Chartered Fund Dividend (ordered) ........ 173,000 
The wisdom of this program is manifest in that it correlates all the 
forces and provides an alliance between the Annual Conferences and the 
connectional interests. The Board offers its services to those Annual Con-
ferences which are at work on their own Preacher.s' Aid Society funds; 
so that all Conferences may be free to join in the next great movement 
for which the whole Church waits, and for which the present program is a 
magnificent preparation, viz., A MILLION DOLLARS FOR THE PER-
MANENT FUND. JNO. 1. WEAN, Chairman, 
J. P. SHAW, Secretary. 
DISTRICT CONFERENCE REPORT. 
We, your Committee on District Conference Records, beg to report 
we have examined the record of the Lexington District and find it correct. 
Record of Louisville District not in otir hands. Its correctness is vouched 
for by Rev. F. L. Creech, District Superintendent of the District. Ashland 
and Covington have had n'o District Conference. 
G. W. HOWES, Chairman. 
WM. JONES, Secretary. 
EPWORTH LEAGUE. 
The following notable achievements within the past year justify the 
heartiest commendation: 
1. The official report of 19,254 Chapters (13,427 Senior and 6,127 
Junior), and 808,958 ~embers, with thirty-six Conferences and Missions. 
(r9 home and 17 foreIgn) unreported. 
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. 2. A state of organization that shows the number of Senior Chapters 
ill excess of the number of regular pastors on eleven of the thirteen white 
English-speaking General Conference Districts of the United States. 
3· A healthy growth indicated by the issuing of 778 charters (489 
Senior and 289 Junior) last year. 
4. The entire self-support of the League after many years of dependent 
existence. 
s· The forward movement of the League at home for the support 
and improvement of the work for young people in our mission fields, 
which has already given Assistant General Secretaries to Mexico and 
India, with resources of over $6,000 for the first year of this work. 
6. The liberal support of the general work of the Church after caring 
for its own work, represented by gifts to foreign work of about $60,000 
besides what is given in the regular way, amounting in at least one Con-
ference to an average of one dollar a member, and large amounts given 
in aid of every other official enterprise. 
The Epworth League still offers the pastor his most direct and exten-
sive contact with the young people and an unsurpassed opportunity to 
influence them toward godliness. The chief responsibility for its success 
lies with our pastors and we urge them to give it more attention. We 
urge our pastors in country as well as city to give the League a fair 
opportunity. GEO. V. MORRIS. E. H. EDwARDs. 
A. P. SMITH. C. A. FELLOWS. 
EDUCATION. 
We rejOICe to note the upward and triumphant trend of public edu-
cation in the State and Nation. We bid Godspeed to the systematic work 
more completely formulated and made effective by our fellow-Churchman, 
the Hon. J. G. Crabbe. We note with pride the elegant buildings and 
grounds that are becoming more numerous in all our centers of popUla-
tion, and pledge the encouragement and help of our loyalty and support 
in every commendable effort to enlarge the revenues, resources, and appli-
ances of a generous education. 
Regretting the restraint of the Bible and of religious exercises in our 
schools, we avow our belief that pupils can not be made competent and· 
honorable citizens without stated frequent training in morals, reverence, 
and patriotism that acknowledges the immanent contact of a Divine 
Providence. 
We confess with confusion of face that a large per cent of our popu-
lace are virtually illiterate, and mention t,he fact not for censure but that 
our ministers may recognize both that here is a field white unto the har-
vest and that men with a mere modicum of intellectual and scholastic 
training can not reach such a constituency. We are proud that the grand 
leaders of our denomination, foreseeing the demand, have secured in 
strategic centers institutions whose business it is to train agents to in-
struct, enlighten and evangelize. 
We do not believe that mere intellectual drill can meet the imperative 
needs of those who are to teach or labor in the various caIlings of life. 
It is indispensably necessary that body, hand, mind, eye, soul, ear be 
really schooled. Secular schools can only cultivate a portion of this tillage. 




We endorse and will support heartily our institutions at Bar-
and Paintsville and our theological schools. We espouse the 
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motto: "At least one pupil from every pastoral charge," and pledge a more 
hearty and united support to what are more especially our colleges and 
seminaries. E. L. SHEPARD. A. F. FELTS. 
BIRD HUGHES. A. H. DAVIS. 
FREEDMEN'S AID SOCIETY. 
Your Committee on Freedmen's Aid most respectfulty reports: 
1. The last annual report of this Society shows that our colored people 
in the South are crowding our twenty-three schools and colleges to such 
an extent that increased buildings and equipment are sorely needed by our 
institutions. The number of colored young people anxious for industrial 
and professional training is vastly greater than our accommodations can 
supply. These people are rapidly realizing that the training of the hand 
and the head constitute the principal" means of uplift in this age, and are 
making every sacrifice that such training shall be attained. Our schools 
constitute the only means by which Christian ministers, teachers, doctors, 
and other leaders shall be prepared for the 350,000 colored m~bers in 
our own Church, and to a large extent for the ten millions of black people 
in the United States. They gave for their own schools last year $28,8so.32. 
One of their Conferences, the South Carolina, gave $6,225.26 of this 
amount. 
2. For the moral and religious training of the colored people our 
schools are indispensable. The Christian teacher is more than a mere 
instructor in trades and industries. He is the director and example of the 
moral and religious life of the young people. No young man or woman 
can be in one of our schools for any length of time without receiving 
more or less of the great Christian impress necessary to the development 
of moral manhood and womanhood. In order to do our share towards 
the moral and spiritual uplift of this race, we must give them the Chris-
tian teacher. 
3. The place of the Christian physician is most important in the uplift 
of a race. Our two schools, Meharry Medical College at Nashville, Tenn., 
and Flint Medical College at New Orleans, La., are doing heroic work in 
supplying this need. They must have greater facilities in order to meet 
the growing demands of modern medical training. Special help is needed 
for a hospital at each of these schools. Here is a rare opportunity for 
one or more generous givers to erect a monument and make possible the 
better training of the men and women who minister to the sick and suf-
fering. Fifty thousand dollars are needed at once for a hospital at each 
one of these schools. 
4. The Board asks the whole Church for $250,000, or one-fifth of 
the apportionment for Home Missions and Church Extension. Of this 
amount the Kentucky Conference is apportioned $900. We hereby pledge 
ourselves to present this cause at least once during the year to our con-
gregations, and give our people an opportunity to contribute towards 
this most needful work. Lincoln Sunday has come to be one of the 
institutions of the Church. It offers the best opportunity during the year 
for presenting the cause of the freedmen to our congregations. If it be 
inconvenient to do so at any other time during the year we can at least: 
present the cause on this Sunday and take the offering. The amount of 
our collection for the Freedmen's Aid cause this year is $190. This is a 
decrease of $10 from last year. 
Most respectfully submitted, 
L. R. GODBEY, Secretary. J. D. WALSH, Chairman. 
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FOREIGN MISSIONS. 
The growth of missionary enthusiasm during the past year is unpar-
alleled in the world's history. The prayer of the Church is that God may 
send laborers into the vineyard. 
Many of our young men and women are anxiously waiting to be 
sent, but the Church can not send them for lack of funds. 
The greatest need of Foreign Missions to-day is not men but money. 
and if our people understood more clearly they would give more freely. 
We heartily commend the Laymen's Missionary Movement and pledge them 
our co-operation and support, believing that united efforts of ministers 
and laymen will hasten to answer the Macedonian call, "Come over and 
help us." 
We commend the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society in securing 
the services of Miss Anna Gallimore, for years a missionary in India, 
who has been speaking and giving stereopticon lectures in our churches, 
thereby stimulating the missionary zeal in our Conference. 
We congratulate ourselves upon the coming of Bishop Bashford into 
our midst and pray that this event may inspire us to do great things for 
God, and we pledge to him our support in his great conquest of China. 
E. B. PATTKkSON, ELI WESLEY, 
H. W. BUNTON, ]NO. G. SCHAIBLEY. 
F. T. KELLEY, 
HOME MISSIONS AND CHURCH EXTENSION. 
The Home Mission and Church Extension ideal is the very founda-
tion stone upon which all successful Church enterprises must be founded 
if the Church expects to successfully accomplish the evangelization of 
the world. 
A sympathetic, intellectual, financial, and practical enthusiasm is sweep,.. 
ing over this land in behalf of missions. That which was once foreign 
is now home. We have foreign elements on our shores and within our bor-
ders and unto them is the Word of God sent. Not only must our strategic 
points be guarded, but t~e we~k places !11~st be held and sust?-ine~ .. 
This Board has assisted 111 the butld111g of our Methodist Episcopal 
churches, and is helping to support more than four thousand home mis-
sionaries in the United States. 
We commend the action of this Conference in its request to the 
Parent Board that four thousand dollars be granted for our work this 
year. Therefore, be it 
Resolved, That we increase the efforts tending to strengthen this 
vital interest of the Church and pledge ourselves to use our greatest ener-
gies to strengthen the power of the Home Missionary and Church Exten-
sion Society. 
We commend to our pastors and people the books, periodicals, and 
tracts which the Board is getting out, and especially the Chri~tian Republic. 
We urge all our pastors to take the collection and to circulate the 
literature of the Board. . 
The Churches receiving Home Mission aid, thus encouraged and 
strengthened, should with re~ewe~ zeal make an effort to become s~lf­
supporting as speedily as pOSSible 111 order that the means may be applIed 
to other places. G. C. MOSHER. 
C. RIFFLE. 
ISIAH CLINE. 
E. L. SHEPARD. 
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LA YMEN'S ASSOCIATION. 
(Taken from their Minutes.) 
The Layman's Association of the Kentucky Conference met in the 
Christian Church, Paintsville, Ky., September 9, 1910. There were about 
fifty members present. Devotional services were conducted by Harold 
Means. John A. Johnson, their president, took the chair, and appointed 
a number of committees. All the officers were present and made reports. 
At eleven o'clock they came in a body to the Annual Conference and were 
cordially received. Their president made an address, which was responded 
to by Bishop Warren. At their meeting in the afternoon addresses were 
made by John A. Johnson, C. B. N ordeman, and W. P. Bowman. They 
elected the following officers for the ensuing year: President, J. A. 
Johnson; Vice-Presidents, Harold Means, John Venn, A. M. Decker, and 
A. S. Bennett; Secretary, J. H. Richardson; Treasurer, J. P. Shaw. 
A number of resolutions favoring our periodicals, District Associations, 
a program for next session, and better support for pastors was adopted. 
A collection was taken and $252 was subscribed. 
SUPERANNUATES. 
The Superannuates of the Conference respectfully submit the following 
for the consideration of our brethren: 
First. Weare glad to know that there are fewer blanks In the pas-
tors' reports as to receipts for Conference Claimants in. the year 1909 than 
in any former year. 
Second. That there is a. great revival of interest in the Church gen-
erally following the wise action of our last General Conference, which is 
already showing fruit, in an increase of the funds of each Conference 
for the benefit of the ,"eterans and families. 
Third. Our Conference needs a well-trained, able, .experienced, and 
SKillful pastorate, not novices; not untried, not unwise, but men of under-
standing of the times to know what. Israel ought to do. 
Fourth. That we commend the method suggested in Brother Creech's 
report, that if a district can not be fully manned by members and pro-
J:>ationers of the Conference, and local preachers must supply the vacan-
cies, have each supply put under the supervision of a competent and con-
tiguous pastor. 
'. Fifth. We believe that we should not be considered impertinent 
when we assert that the time has come when Conference Claimants should 
be more emphatic in their demands for a comfortable support than has 
formerlv characterized their deportment toward the Church. 
Finally. We as the Superannuate Association of this Conference wish 
to remind our brethren that we are not expecting to be much benefited 
by our efforts, for our time is limited, but we do hope that you, your 
wives and children shall be helped to a more comfortable evening of life 
by the efforts we put forth. 
H. J. RAMEY, Secretary. S. F. KELLEY, President. 
RESOL UTIONS. 
. Resolved. First. That we have greatly enjoyed the presidency of 
Bishop Warren for the third time over the deliberations of our Con ference. 
He has conducted the business of the Conference with consummate skill 
and patience, and has won our highest esteem and love. 
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Second. We appreciate the overflowing kindness and hospitality of 
the Christian families in Paintsville, by whom we have been so well cared 
for and so splendidly entertained. 
Third. We extend hearty thanks to the officers of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church, South, and the Christian Church for the free use of 
their buildings and the fraternal spirit they have manifested in many ways. 
Fourth. We thank the officers and committees of the Conference for 
their faithful and excellent service in the clerical and statistical work of 
the session. 
Fifth. 'vVe extend to Dr. Thomas Hanford our sincere sympathy in 
the death of his estimable wife. May the Master be very close to our 
beloved brother and his two precious daughters. We also assure our 
esteemed fellow-worker that his enforced absence from our midst at this 
session by reason of a disabling accident has been deeply regretted. 
Sixth. We thank the organist and choir for the choice music and 
song given us at the several anniversaries held in the Southern Methodist 
Church, and also the charming soloist for her beautiful rendering of "The 
Man of Galilee." 
Seventh. We have benefited by the morning lectures of our brethren, 
and heartily approve this new departure as an aid to the devotional hour. 
Eighth. We have been helped and inspired to nobler things by the 
presence and addresses of the men who represent the great and funda-
mental interests of our Methodism. God be with them in their wide 
itinerary. 
Xinth. While regretting the going away of our beloved Bishop War-
ren' we hail with pleasure the coming of Bishop Bashford, an<1 would 
rejoice at any time in the future to have him as our presiding officer for 
a whole session. 
Tenth. We extend our sincere sympathy to our beloved Brothers 
Overly, Wardrip, and Grizzle and their families in their affliction, and 
assure them of our love and a present interest in our prayers. 
We have been adversely conscious of a positive loss in the absence 
of Dr. Robert T. Miller from this session of our Conference. His pres-
ence among us is equivalent to a benediction, and his counsel and aid are 
invaluable. We therefore earnestly desire that our esteemed brother and 
friend should know of our deep regret at his unavoidable absence, and 
of our appreciation and gratitude for multiplied benefactions and acts 
of helpfulness and service, and we assure him that in our love and prayers 
he occupies a chief and commanding place. ]. W. ZIMMERMAN. 
W. G. BRADFORD. 
E. B. PATTERSON. 
Recognizing the fact th:lt our cause in Pineville will be imperiled if 
we do not receive very soon the $500 donation recommended by our 
Conference Board of Church Extension, we, the Kentucky Conference, 
urge that the said amount be paid at once. 
T. B. STRATTON, District Superintendent. 
LAYMEN'S ASSOCIATION. 
Resolved That we hereby express to the Laymen's Association our 
sincerest tha~ks for their sympathy and assistance; that we congratulate 
them upon their splendid organization and progress made in their work. 
We pledge them our co-operation in all their plans looking to the 
improvement of the Kentucky Conference and spread of the Gospel. 
GEO. W. BUNTON. F. W. HARROP. 
J. G. DOVER. J. W. ZIMMERMAN. 
F. L. CREECH. L. R. GODBEY. 
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SEMI-CENTENNIAL SERMON. 
WHEREAS, We were much edified by the semi-centennial sermon of 
the Rev. J. W. Zimmerman, and believing that a wide reading would do 
great good to our people; therefore, 
Resolved, That we request its publication in full in Western Christian 
Advocate, and if not there that it be published in pamphlet form for sale 
and distribution, and we will do all we can to aid him. 
H. C. NORTHCOTT, F, W. HARROP. 
A. BOREING. S. F. KELLEY. 
RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY SWEDEN CONFERENCE. 
As servants of Him whose coming to this world was hailed by 
angels singing, "On earth peace," and as we find that our proper place 
is in their ranks who strive toward such disarmament, that "every battle 
of the warrior" shall be ceased forever, we propose: 
Resolved, That we acknowledge and sympathize with the movement 
that endeavors to have all international conflicts and differences settled 
by arbitration. 
Resolved, That we earnestly disapprove and deplore that so enormous 
sums are required and paid every year for the armies and navies in the 
world. 
Resolved, That we request parents and educators in general so to teach 
the young that they may get a true comprehension of this matter and 
be convinced how abominable it is to shed the blood of men. 
Resolved, That we express our satisfaction with and praise for what 
our countryman, Mr. Alfred Nobel, now deceased, did by his donation in 
the interest of universal peace. 
Resolved, That we also ex-press our delight in and our loud praise 
of the noble generosity of Mr. Andrew Carnegie, by which it has been 
possible to erect a worthy palace for The Hague tribunal. 
Resolved, That we adopt the proposal of the Peace and Arbitration 
Society of Sweden, that the first Sunday after Christmas be set apart as 
Peace Sunday in our Churches. J. G. DOVER. 
G. N. JOLLY. 
G. W. BUNTON. 
STATE OF THE CHURCH. 
We recognize the necessity of the Methodist Episcopal Church in our 
State. We have listened with enthusiasm to the reports of so many con-
versions and accessions, and the building of so many houses of worship 
this year. We deprecate what is known in some parts of our work as 
Comeoutism, and urge our district superintendents and pastors to use all 
laudable diligence to drive away all strange and erroneous doctrines as 
our Discipline directs, and that our churches shall not be used by pEOple 
who are not in harmony with our doctrines and Discipline. \Ve helieve 
the time has come when there should be more care taken in the distribu-
tion of missionary funds in this Conference. Instead of having little 
circuits, none of which are self-supporting, there should be blending of 
the stronger places, and as far as possible Conference men employed te., 
look over them. We hail with delight the organization of the Laymen's 
Association. We believe it is demanded, in order that our people shall 
know more of our Church, that the liVestern Christian Advocate and other 
Church papers be circulated among us. 
E. B. HILL. 
J. R. HOWES. 
H. D. HITCHCOCK. 
J. H. HOPKINS. 
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SUNDAY SCHOOLS. 
The Sunday school is the hope of the Church. From her ranks we 
gather the largest part of our membership, at least eighty per cent. From 
the year 1845 to 1909 pastors report 4,712,225 conversions in the Sunday 
schools, an average of 73,600 per year. In 1909 the statistics report 
154,346 conversions in the Sunday school. 
Financially the Sunday-school has been very helpful in all the various 
enterprises of the Church. 
The Board of Sunday Schools of our Church is making strenuous 
efforts to increase the number of schools and, therefore, those attending. 
They now have twenty-six missionaries in the different fields. 
We recommend in accordance with their request that we organize 
a Conference Board of Sunday Schools, to consist of an equal number 
of laymen and ministers from each district, the same to be auxiliary to 
the General Conference Board of Sunday Schools. Also that our fellow 
ministers urge the organizing of classes in Sunday schools. Also the 
Teachers' Training Class, using our Course of Study approved by the 
Board of Sunday Schools. 
A Sunday School Missionary organization. A Sunday School Tem-
perance organization. A Committee on Sunday School Evangelism, with 
the observance of Decision Day or its equivalent. 
The observance of Sunday School Day, with an offering for the 
Board of Sunday Schools, as authorized by the General Conference. 
That we ministers and laymen bend every energy to the advancement 
of the Sunday school, until all the children of the land shall be enrolled 
and God glorified in the salvation of the human family. 
TEMPERANCE. 
A. F. FELTS. 
WM. JONES. 
Believing that the liquor traffic is the fostering and spawning mother 
of every evil in our civilization; that it is the thing that is everywhere 
making municipal politics "a hissing and a by-word," and that it has made 
more bad fathers, wayward mothers, profligate sons, and wayward daugh-
ters than the sum total of all other vices; therefore against the liquor 
traffic the Church of our Lord must wage relentless war or fail in the 
work of redeeming and sav1ng the race. Recognizing in the Anti-Saloon 
League (federated Church in action against the traffic) the common rally": 
ing ground for all antagonism of the traffic, we recommend that our 
Churches give the Anti-Saloon League preachers one Sunday service in 
the year to advocate our common cause and obtain subscriptions for its 
support. We recommend also that one-half of the collections taken in 
our Sunday schools on Temperance Sunday be turned over to the League. 
We further recommend as an immediate measure the League to secure 
the passage at the next Legislature of the County Unit Bill, and that we 
support only such candidates as will stand pledged to this legislation. 
That we also recommend the enactment of the amendment to the 
Interstate Commerce Law, now before Congress, prohibitin$ the importa-
tion of liquor into dry territory and insist so far as we can upon our 
National Senators and Representatives to support this amendment. 
W. G. BRADFORD. 
G. N. JOLLY. 
]. W. CANTRELL. 
CONSTITUTION OF THE PREACHERS' RELIEF ASSO-
CIATION OF THE KENTUCKY ANNUAL CON-
FERENCE OF THE METHODIST EPIS-
COPAL CHURCH. 
Article I.-Name. 
This Association shall be known as the Preachers' Relief Associa-
tion of the Kentucky Annual Conference of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church. 
Article I I.-Object. 
The object of this Association shall be to provide more funy such 
relief as is contemplated by the Church in its Book of Discipline for 
the Superannuated Preachers and o.ther CQnference Claimants. 
Article III.-Membershi p. 
All members of the Conference, probationers in the Conference, 
and adult Conference Claimants are members of this Association. 
Should a member be transferred from the Kentucky Conference, his 
membership in this Association shall then cease. 
Article IV.-Board of Managers and Officers. 
There shall be a BQard of Managers consisting of nine persons, 
four of whom shall be ministers (members of the Kentucky Confer-
ence) and five laymen, nQminated and elected by the Association in 
its annual meeting. Members of the Board of Managers shall serve 
for a period of nine years, one being nominated and elected by the 
AssociatiQn each year, to serve nine years. 
The officers of the Board of Managers shall be a President, Vice-
president, Secretary, and Treasurer. These offic€rs shall be elected 
annually by the Board of Managers from their own number. The 
Treasurer may appoint an Assistant Treasurer from the Board of 
Managers, who. shall assist him as he may direct. The Board of Man-
agers shall appoint two from their Qwn number who shall act as an 
Advisory CQmmittee in connectiQn with the Treasurer on all matters 
relating to. the. collection and disbursement of the funds of the Asso-
ciation. In case of death o.r resignation, the Board of Managers may 
fill the vacancies until the next session of the Kentucky Annual Con-
ference. 
Article V.-Fees and Due·s. 
The fees fQr membership in this AssQociation shall be the annual 
payment Qof one dQllar, and failure to pay the annual fee shall cause 
the delinquent to. forfeit any claim he or she may have upon the funds 
of the AssQciation at the time. Any member who. may have forfeited 
his claim uPo.n the Association may be reinstated upon the payment 
o.f all arrearages, but so as that no claim shall be established thereby 
which may have arisen while the arrearage existed. 
Article VI.-Endowment Fund. 
All do.natio.ns, bequests, annual dues and fees, and the unexpended 
income remaining after the annual disbursements, or any other funds, 
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except current income, coming into the hands of the Association, shall 
constitute the Endowment Fund, the principal of which shall remain 
intact forever. 
Article VI I.-Investments. 
The Board of Managers shall receive and have charge of any funds 
that come into the possession of the Association, and shall invest 
them in bonds and stocks. 
Article VII I.-Drsbursements. 
The Board of Managers shall make the distributiQn of funds at 
each session of the Annual Conference upon the following basis: 
There shall be paid to each Superannuated member of the Conference 
the sum of $10 for each year of effective service in the Kentucky Con-
ference, and to the widows of deceased members of this Association 
$5 per year, or such per cent thereof as the funds of the Association 
will allow, and only the income from investments shall be disbursed. 
Article IX.-Claimants. 
None but those adjudged claimants by the Annual Conference shall 
be claimants on any furids of this Association, and then only when 
they have paid their annual dues. 
Article X.-Agents. 
All officers and members of this Association, who are members of 
the Annual Conference, shall be agents to receive donations or be-
quests to the Endowment Fund, but so as that the work of this Asso-
ciation shall in no way interfere with the annual collection for Con-
ference Claimants provided for in the Discipline. 
Article XI.-By-Iaws. 
The Board of Managers shall have power to make their own by-
laws, only so as that their by-laws shall be in harmony with this Con-
stitution, the Charter of Incorporation, and the Discipline of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church. 
Article XII.-Amendments. 
It shall require a majority of three-fourths of the members pres-
ent at a regular meeting of the Association, and the concurrence of 
the Annual Conference, to make an amendment to this Constitution. 
Article XII I.-Anniversaries. 
There shall be an anniversary meeting held at some time during 
the annual sessions of the Conference, at which reports from the 
Secretary and Treasurer shall be read and addresses delivered. At 
such meetings the opportunity to make donations to the funds of the 
Association shall be afforded. 
Article XIV.-The Association and Annual Meeting. 
The Association shall meet annually, at the seat of Conference, 
on Friday afternoon of. the Conference session. Its business shall be 
to elect a President and Secretary for the Association, to receive re-
ports, and transact all such business as may properly belong to the 
Association. 
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REV. H. C. NORTHCOTT'S BOOK. 
WHEREAS, The Rev. H. C. Northcott has written a manuscript which 
contains a narrative of his own life, taken from a diary kept by him since 
1857; and also a history of the withdrawal of the" Eighteen" in 1865; of 
Ruggles Camp Meeting; of our educational work, by Rev. J. D. Walsh, and 
personal sketches of such men as Rev. J. C. Harrison, J. G. Bruce, J. C.' C. 
Thompson, and others, with also a brief account of each Annual Conference 
since 1865, with the general movements of the Church to the present time; 
and, 
WHEREAS, We have no history of our work in life since 1832; therefore, 
. Resolved, That if this manuscript is published, we pledge ourselves to 
ald in its sale as far as practicable under such conditions as will be satis-
factory to him and safe to ourselves. 
G. W. Bradford, J. D. Walsh, S. F. Kelley, H. J. Ramey, J. M. Ackman, 
F. W. Harrop, F. L. Creech, J. R. Howes, J. A. Chapman, J. W. Zimmerman, 
Amon Boreing, John I. Wean, Geo. V. Morris, William Jones, P. H. Ebright, 
W. H. Morris, N. G. Grizzle, W. H. Davenport. 
MRS. R. G. GARDINER. 
Mrs. R. G. Gardiner fell asleep January the 3\)th at five minutes 
after 2 P. M. She was ninety-three years of age. 
Mrs. Gardiner and her beloved husband came to Hardinsburg sixty 
years ago. They conducted a boarding school until after the close of 
the Civil War. For three weeks Mrs. Gardiner had been very ill and 
her suffering had been intense. Expressions of deepest faith would be 
uttered even when the pain was almost unendurable. Her son, Dr. 
T. W. Gardiner, superintendent of the Western Lunatic Asylum, was 
with her at the time of her death; also her son, Mr. R. G. Gardiner, 
of this place. Dr. Charles Gardiner, of Grand Tower, Ill., came to 
the funeral. Dr. William Gardiner, Colorado Springs, Col., was unable 
to attend. 
A very strong character has passed from our midst. Mrs. 
Gardiner's most active interest was the work of the Woman's Home 
Missionary Society, of which she was p·resident for thirty years. She 
was a cripple for eight years, and devoted most of her time to reading. 
Her mind was very active, and her conversation characterized by broad 
charity, sweetness of spirit, as well as extensive reading. Her sons 
may well call her blessed as they consider her life of good works. 
ISAIAH CLINE. 
MRS. MARTHA W. HANFORD. 
Martha Windiate, wife of Thos. Hanford, D. D., was born at Long 
Sutton, Hamp·shire, England, September 14, 1828. Her parents were 
an excellent, well-to-do people. Her religious training was good, being 
under the instruction of the Church of England and the Congrega-
tionalist Church. She had, up to her "passing over," the Bible given 
her for promptness and perfection in Sunday school work. Thus was 
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she raised up in the Church. _ She experienced a change .of heart under 
the preaching of the Rev. Thos. Hanford, who later became her hus-
f>and. They were married in the Isle of Wight, in St. Thomas's Church., 
at Ryde. 
In 1871 she, with her husband, came to America, where for thirty-
nine years the faithful helper and comforting companion has labored 
alongside her husband in the following named places: Cincinnati, 0.; 
Covington, Sardis, Maysville, Catlettsburg, Ashland, Augusta, and 
Louisa, Ky. She loved the work to which she and her, husband were 
called, and not only prided herself in filling well her place as a min-
ister's wife, but in making her home a resting-place, a real home, to 
all of God's ministering servants. For eight years she had been a 
great sufferer, but between the moments clouded with suffering her 
beautiful soul would emit the radiance of a cultured, joyful, conse-
crated life. 
Two children survive-Mrs. E. C. Goddard, of CinCinnati, and Miss 
Alice Maude Hanford, who is with her father. Mrs. Hanford died 
Wednesday morning, August 10th, at 2 o'clock. The funeral was con-
ducted in the presence of a large company of friends by District Super-
intendent J. M. Ackman, and Rev. Cyrus Riffle, and Rev. Reed, of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church, South. She was laid to rest in the beau-
tiful Evergreen Cemetery at Louisa, overlooking the city and the 
beautiful West Virginia hills, awaiting the call of Him who said, "I 
am the Resurrection and the Life." 
1&011 of Ql)ur iLfouortb mtab. 
"Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord from henceforth: Ye , 
saith the Spirit, that they may rest from their labors; and their work, do 
follow them."-Rev. xiv, 13. 
The first Conference in Kentucky was held in 1790; but the work in Kentucky was 
not" set apart as the Kentucky Conference till 1821. Meanwhile, death was claiming its 
own 'imong the preachers. Henry Birchett died in 1794; Francis Acuff, in 1795; Lewis 
Hunt, :n 11101; Learner Blackm,an, in 1815. The roll since that time is, approxImately, as 
follows: 
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